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ABSTRACT
A theoretical treatment for studying the propagation and 
radiation characteristics of leaky cables is described. The continuously 
slotted coaxial cable is studied in free space, both in electrostatic 
conditions and at VHF. Results from the former analysis were obtained by 
the use of a conformal transformation technique; they refer mainly to 
the distribution of energy inside and outside the coaxial structure and 
to the capacitance, the value of which was found to be in very good 
agreement with measurements. For the latter a modal analysis was 
carried out concurrently with a discussion on the optimum number of terms 
for the series, describing the fields and the slot functions; the results 
showed that a quasi-TEM mode, slow wave, had conditions to propagate in 
such structure.
A loose braid coaxial cable is also studied, both in free space 
and above a conductive ground plane. A discussion on two possible 
interpretations for the sign of the surface transfer impedance is 
presented and related to two different modes of propagation. The results 
from the study of the cable over a perfectly conductive ground plane 
indicate the possible existance of two uncoupled modes, a slow and a fast 
wave, propagating simultaneously along the structure.
The possible causes of the 1 standing waves* are discussed and two 
approaches to overcome their adverse effects on communication are indicated.
Finally, conclusions are taken with special emphasis on 
establishing general guide-lines relevant to the design of a system.
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STUDIES OF THE PROPAGATION AND RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF LEAKY CABLES
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio communication using leaky cables presents special 
advantages over the classical free space radiation systems.
Basically a leaky cable is a transmission line; it assures the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves with a certain level of field strength 
within a given radial distance where communication facilities are to be 
provided. The specific advantages of such a system refer to special 
environments like mines, buildings and ships, where free space communication 
has large restrictions, as well as along motorways and railways where local 
coverage can be obtained without seriously inhibiting the use of the same 
frequency for general free space communication, in neighbouring locations.
A wide variety of cables may be used, and a number have been 
studied and tested in several environments. The three main groups are: 
firstly the longitudinally slotted coaxial cable (including those with 
apertures which longitudinal periods are smaller than the wavelength), 
secondly the loose braided coaxial cables and thirdly those with aperture 
periodicities comparable with the wavelength. Apart from the cables of 
the third group, where the coupling is made through direct radiation 
from discrete slots, the cables of the first and second group have 
similar propagation and radiation characteristics: the slot aperture and
the loose braid allow a part of the energy to travel outside the coaxial 
structure so providing communication facilities between a mobile receiver 
and a base station.
Apart from these groups it should also be mentioned the twin 
wire line, inductive loop and Goubau guide which, having no place within 
the leaky cables category, provide similar facilities and subsequently 
may be used for the same purpose.
1.1 Historical
The history of the early studies of a continuous access 
communication system have been made elsewhere (Martin, Ph.D. Thesis,1) and 
so only the latest developments of this problem will be considered.
Contributions have been made in several countries; in the 
United States of America the main contribution concerns communication 
along motorways and railway lines specially applied to high speed
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moving vehicles; twin wire lines2 , inductive transmission methods3 and 
slotted cables1**5 have been used and tested in the last 6 years. A 
special contribution from American authors concerns the use of Goubau 
guides for the transmission path5 *7. J. Wait and D.A. Hill have 
recently given special attention to the leaky cables problem and their 
theoretical contribution, concerning mainly communication in mines, has 
been most important8*9 *10*11*12,13,14,15.
In Japan the emphasis has been put in the study of systems 
using induction loops18*17 and cables with radiating slots18*19*20*21.
This last type was developed very successfully and the application to 
railways, combined with specially designed antennas, shows extremely good 
results as far as overcoming the 'standing waves* problem.
D.J.R. Martin, in England, is probably the most important 
contributor to the development of radio communications in underground 
environments1 *22,23,24,25,28,27 mounting the first operational VHF system 
at Longannet Mine, Scotland, in 1970. His works are concerned mainly 
with twin wire lines and braided coaxial cables to which he applied the 
theory of coupled lines in order to explain the conversion between the 
normal transmission mode and a new mode supported by the line and the 
gallery walls. The concept of surface transfer impedance was also 
applied by him, for the first time, to characterize the mentioned mode 
conversion.
In April 1974, a Colloquium on Leaky Feeder Radio Communication 
Systems was held in the University of Surrey,, which marked an important 
step on the process of understanding these systems, both practically and 
theoretically* Several papers presented experimental results from 
different kinds of cables in several configurations2 8 *2 9 *30 ,31 ,32,33,311 and 
theoretical contributions added further understanding of the propagation 
characteristics of leaky cables35*38*37*38.
From Belgium, another early and important centre of study of 
these matters, the main contribution has been concerned with mine 
environments^V40*41 *42,43,44 using both twin wire lines and braided 
coaxial cables. The International Conference "Radio: Roads, Tunnels and
Mines", held by the Institut National des Industries Extractives, Lie'ge, 
Belgique, on April 1974 gave also an important contribution to the 
understanding of these problems. Delogne45 has carried out a theoretical 
study on the conditions of propagation of a loose braid coaxial cable in 
a tunnel; he uSed, for the first time, the concept of surface transfer
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impedance not only to define the mode conversion, as Martin and others 
did, but essentially as an electromagnetic characteristic of the outer 
conductor and so imposing adequate boundary conditions on the braid.
On the whole there is an increasing preference for leaky 
coaxial cables (slotted, loosely braided and with radiating slots) as 
opposed to the use of inductive loops and twin wire lines as these 
present serious limitations to the usable frequency bandwidth and have 
normally higher losses. The Goubau guide has not yet been given the 
attention, we think, it deserves as it provides a transmission path 
with very low losses and a very wide frequency bandwidth in VHF and UHF.
At the present time a large amount of experimental data is 
already available in the literature. However, these various approaches 
have been in general far more from the experimental point of view than 
from a theoretical basis, leaving still some very important aspects that 
would benefit from a theoretical study; they concern the propagation 
characteristics of a leaky cable above a ground plane and buried in the 
soil. This thesis is mainly an attempt to deal with the former.
1.2 Objectives of this Work
Between 1972 and 1975 the Mobile and Navaid Systems Department 
of Standard Telecommunication Laboratories, Harlow, had a contract to 
evaluate the operation of leaky cables in a roadside environment. Also, 
during the same period,a company funded project was carried out in close 
relation with the former and other company interests. The results "should 
provide data on the relative merits of different frequencies up to VHF high 
band, different mounting techniques, signal level variations and cable 
types"46.
The author has been concerned with the work in this department 
since October 1973. Although he was closely associated with the experimental 
work his main novel contribution was that of providing an analytical background 
to the development of the leaky cable and its application in communications. - 
The work reported in this thesis is therefore predominantly concerned with 
theory, but where appropriate, the related experimental work and discussion 
of potential applications are briefly reported for completeness.
Concerning cables with continuous slots or loose braids in either 
free space or above a conductive ground, this thesis contributes to the 
understanding of their propagation and radiation characteristics.
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Initial work was concerned with the study of the inside and 
near static fields of a slotted coaxial cable; it was felt that a static 
approach to the problem could give useful and quick initial insight, so a 
study was made of the influence of the slot aperture on the field distribution, 
cables capacitance, surface charge distribution and the relation between the 
energy stored inside and outside the coaxial structure.
Simultaneously with practical measurements with a wide variety of 
cables, a full analysis at VHF was then carried out. The influence of the 
continuous slot aperture, ratio of radio and permittivity of the inside 
dielectric was studied, the conclusions taken being concerned only with a 
free space situation. Due to the absence of circular symmetry in a slotted 
coaxial cable, the analysis with the presence of a conductive ground was 
considered too extensive. So it was decided to change our attention to 
loose braided coaxial cables, as the process of propagation and radiation 
we thought to be similar as far as the presence of a conductive ground is 
concerned.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
In chapter 2 a study of the static fields of a slotted coaxial 
cable is carried out. The analysis considers the cable in ft-ee space with 
air dielectric and uses a conformal transformation techniques The 
conclusions refer to several slot apertures and are compared with 
practical measurements of the capacitance and field distribution using, 
for the latter, a resistive paper analog*
Chapter 3 is concerned with the study of the quasi-TEM mode, at 
100 MHz, of a slotted coaxial cable iii free space. This work follows the 
theoretical formulation defined by G* Hockham47, Several slot apertures, 
permittivity of the inside dielectric and ratio of radii are considered,
The theoretical conclusions are compared with practical measurements 
carried out by the author in the laboratories, in one instance using an 
anechoic chamber, and by the members of the department for outside 
measurements in a real environment. The influence of an outside dielectric 
sleeve, with different thicknesses, is illustrated by practical measurements.
In chapter 4 is presented an analysis of the propagation and 
radiation characteristics of a loose braid coaxial cable. Here use was 
made of the surface transfer impedance concept to characterize the outer 
conductor boundary conditions; it was followed by the interpretation of
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P. Delogne45, discussing and developing it, and taking conclusions as far 
as the relation between the sign of the surface transfer impedance, 
athematical solutions and their physical significance and launching 
methods are concerned. The influence of the frequency, mesh characteristics, 
inside dielectric permittivity and ratio of radii was discussed. A 
comparative study, between the slotted and the loose braid coaxial cables, 
both in a free space situation, is presented in Section 4.7.
Chapter 5 is concerned with a similar analysis but now with the 
presence of a perfect conductive ground plane. It is perhaps the most 
important part of the thesis as it represents a model closer to a real 
situation. Two simultaneously propagating modes are studied, a slow and 
a fast wave, and their dependence with the height above ground. The 
introduction of two correction factors allow a good evaluation of the 
braid losses. In Section 5.4 we discuss the choice of the optimum 
parameters as a function of both the environment and the particular 
system of communication and in 5.6, two approaches to overcome the problems 
introduced by the 'standing waves'; here are presented launchers for 
slotted and loose braided cables and conclusions are taken for the optimum 
mounting methods.
In chapter 6 detailed descriptions of experiments carried out both 
by the author and the members of the department are presented. The 
experimental work was done in order to support, when necessary, the 
theoretical conclusions; a brief description of the experiments will be 
found along the text as well as the important conclusions and some of the 
results; however, the complete description will be concentrated in this 
chapter, which will stand not only as areference but also as an 
important part of this work. The measurements of coupling and insertion 
loss (6 .1) are referenced in 46 and 56 and they were carried out by 
the members of the Department along 3 years; the author was involved in 
only a part of them. All the other sections refer to measurements made 
exclusively by the author.
Finally in chapter 7 the general conclusions are summarized.
Section 7.2 is dedicated to design considerations where it is attempted to 
establish general guide-lines dictated by the theoretical analysis.
Several avenues along which further investigations should follow are 
suggested in Section 7.3.
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The first nine appendix (A to I) refer to special mathematical 
calculations; appendix E is perhaps the most important as it deals with a 
full discussion of the optimum number of terms necessary to solve the 
characteristic equation for the slotted cable (chapter 3). Appendix J 
is a reproduction of a part of P. Delogne's paper45 which is relevant to a 
discussion on Section 5.3.1. Appendix K shows the description of all the 
leaky cables mentioned along the work and referenced with square brackets 
- [cable ].Finally, appendix L consists of a patent and a publication 
of the author.
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2. STUDY OF THE STATIC FIELDS OF A SLOTTED COAXIAL CABLE
The study of the propagation and radiation characteristics bf
a slotted coaxial cable was begun in early 1974 with an extensive analysis, 
at VHF, of the quasi-TEM mode, the lowest possible to propagate in such 
a structure. It was immediately realized that any useful results could 
take more than one year to be found, and so, as initial and quick inform­
ation about the cable's characteristics was needed, it was decided to try 
a static approach to the problem.
This chapter is concerned with finding an electrostatic solution 
to this type .of cable. It is recognised that such a solution can at best be
only an approximation but it was felt that it could give some useful insight
into the characteristics of this particular cable.
2.1 Theory
2.1.1 Theoretical Considerations
As for any attempt to find the field distribution in a given 
configuration, we may begin the analysis with Maxwell's equations; in 
a static case and postulating no charge or current distribution in the space 
between the electrodes, we have then:
Vx H = 0
Vx E = o
V. B = 0
V. D = 0
If V is a potential we can write from the second, E = -VV and, using the 
2
fourth, V V = 0; the solution of this equation (Laplace's) for specified 
boundary conditions, is the field distribution between the two electrodes.
The analogy between the static case and the pure TEM mode can be
mathematically seen here as in both cases, the same Laplace equation 
2
(V V = 0) must be resolved in order to find the field distribution.
However, it is important to note that this cable does not allow a pure TEM 
mo*de to propagate and so the static approach consists only in an approximation 
in which exactness depends on the frequency.
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Considering exact solutions, there is a very general mathematical 
attack for the two-dimensional field distribution problem which utilizes 
the theory of functions of a complex variable1*8 s1*8 *50 s51 a52. If Z = x + jy 
is a complex variable (x and y being real), then W = u + jv, (such that u 
and v are both real functions of x and y) can be expressed as W = f(Z). The 
most interesting complex functions are classed as analytic, and the necessary 
condition that u + jv = f(x -+ jy) be analytic can be expressed in the two 
following equations, known as Cauchy-Riemann conditions:
3u _ j3v 
3x 3y
3u _ _ 3v 
3y 3x
Differentiating the first with respect to x, and the second to y, then 
adding, we have
2 2 
3 u 3 u
+ — ~ = 02 2 
3x 3y
Similarly, reversing the differentiations,
2 2 
3 v 3 v _
2 + 2 
3x 3y
which are Laplace’s equations for two dimensions. The Cauchy-Riemann 
conditions, if multiplied together, give
< & > < § >  = - >
and these are precisely the conditions necessary to ensure that the curves 
u ~ c ^ e 
angles.
te te •
= — and v = c—  , plotted m  the x-y plane, should intersect at right
So if u and v must each satisfy Laplace’s equation and being 
te t eu = c v = c orthogonal curves, we can use them as functions that 
describe how the potential and the flux are distributed.
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2.1.2 Introduction to the Problem
Since we are dealing with an electrostatic field and because of 
the cylindrical geometry of the slotted coaxial cable, we can study this 
problem in two dimensions, from its cross section
Considering the surfaces of these two electrodes as two 
equipotentials we will apply as many conformal transformation as needed 
to arrive at a configuration where the fields will be regular, which is 
a plane where the energy will be stored with equal density all over. 
Then, going backwards, we will be able to draw the equipotentials and 
field lines in the cable’s cross section with their respective 
values.
Figures 1, 2 , 3  and 4 represent the sequence of configurations 
that will be considered:
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Z' plane
/
i
Z plane
2nd transf. z-A
W plane
JL
* ~1 3rd transf. p = A0 sn (w,k)
P plane
jK' Q'
L. . . . t ._
1
1 j
1 ;
1 :
I i 
1 )
I j 
___1___________ ---
Fig. 1, 2, 3 and 4
Sequence of configurations, from the cable's cross section to the plane where 
the energy is distributed with equal density.
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The cable’s cross-section is considered centered on the Z’(x1,jy’) 
plane (Fig. 1); only the upper half is shown which corresponds, on the other 
figures to the right hand side of the configurations.
The reason for this specific succession of transformations can he 
explained as follows: the 3rd transformation (W to P plane) maps the upper
half of W into the rectangular shape on P making the potential and flow
lines become perpendicular and parallel to the sides of the rectangle; this
property is the major reason why the P plane should be the last configuration 
(Fig. 4). A Schwartz-Christoffel transformation (the 2nd) maps the inside 
of a polygon onto a half space (W plane, Fig. 3) and so a first transformation 
had to be found that would enclose within a polygon all the space between the 
electrodes, extending to infinity, on the Z ’ plane. The transformation 
Z - log Z ’ seems to perform the requirements and the polygon to be mapped 
by the second transformation is Q1 Q2 %  Q4 Q5 Qg 0 Q7 Q q Qg Qf, if we 
make use of the electric image on the Z-plane (Fig. 2).
The relationship between the first and the last configuration is 
briefly as follows: all the space, extending to infinity, in the first
configuration (Z’plane) is represented after a series of transformations, 
as a space confined within a rectangular shape on the last configuration 
(P plane); on this space, Fig. 4, the energy density is constant thus 
making the drawing of electric and magnetic potential lines straightforward.
On this space any constant value of $ represents a magnetic equip- 
otential (for instance the dashed line) and the expression <f> = Cte can be 
related through the three transformation.formulas with the energy distribution 
in the cable’s cross section.
Again, for example, if we want the 50% equipotential line we
have only to take the value K/2, on Fig. 4, and draw a vertical line between
K K
the points ^  and + j K ’. Figures 4, 3, 2 and 1 illustrate how an equipotential 
(Q-Q’) in P plane maps onto the Z ’ plane* In the same way we can see that the 
line <j> = K represents the half of the outer conductor (from 0 ’ = 0 to the 
edge and back to zero) and the line <(> = 0 is the half of the inner conductor 
(from 0 ' = 0 until 0 ’ = tt).
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2.1.3 Seeking the Solution
Applying the three transformations, we can see in Appendix A, how the
first configuration (Z' plane - half of the cable's cross section) is 
transformed upon the fourth (P plane), where all the energy is confined 
within a rectangular area.
Taking the expressions that describe the outer and inner 
conductor, on the Z' plane,
we arrive at the final formulas which relate the electric potential and 
electric field lines, <f> and ip, (parameters of the last configuration, P plane), 
with r' and 0 *.
r ^  and r '2 and respectively the radius of the inner and outer (Zf plane, 
1st configuration)
for the inner, 0 < 0 ' < it
for the outer, 0 < 0 ' < 0^
+ log r'^ - 2 R
(1)
where
K
electric potential that may have values between zero and
K, which is equivalent to vary the electric potential $
between zero and the difference of voltage between the
K
two conductors V, as = <J> y
highest possible value of <f> (P plane, 4-th configurable 
The point <{> = K, i|> = 0, on P plane, corresponds, on Z 1 
plane, to the point 0 ' = 0 , r' = on the inner side of the
outer conductor.
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0 m
„  v 2g , imr . . mir , . . imr
R = > TTo^Tcosh +isin ir *isin k- °m(i-q )
m=l
ijj gives the electric field lines. It may vary from zero to K 1
(P plane, 4th configuration) and a constant value on the P plane 
represent a field line on Z ’ plane
is a value of ip (P plane, 4th configuration). The line ^=constant, 
on P plane, corresponds to the electric field line that is borne 
on the inner conductor and reaches the outer at the slot edge.
0' tt minus half the slot angle
- V  . ™
SID j--
L = -arc tan
- 5  (K' - Ik ), , K Tb ma
1 + e cos —
K
_ m
T _ x  2 4 -u ^  i imt , . m m
"  ^  l C °S l r  1 Sln K~ °
m=l
With these expressions a given value of <f> and ip can be known,
in terms of r ’ and 0 1 in the cable’s cross section, such that all magnetic
equipotentials and electric field lines may be drawn on the P plane and 
calculated in the cable's cross section.
2.1.4 Distribution of Energy
The energy stored inside and outside the cable can be evaluated 
in the following way. As was said one of the important characteristics of 
the last configuration (P plane) is that the energy is distributed with
equal density. Using the relation between z ’ and p (implicit in eq. 1) we
are able to draw the boundary line between what we call the inside and 
outside of the cable (Fig. 5).
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P Plane
plane
-Fig.' 5
Division of the cross section plane into inside and outside areas.
Z’ and P planes, first and last configurations.
Consider the rectangle’s right half divided into two areas, the 
percentage of energy stored inside the cable is
W.
1
A.
l
A. + A 
l o
x 100%
being A^ the area on the first quadrant between the axis and the dotted 
line, which corresponds to half the space between the inner and the outer 
conducter (A’^); and Aq the rest of the semi-rectangle which corresponds 
to all the cross section from the outer curvature and dotted line to 
infinity (A* ■) •
2.1.5 Charge Density Distribution on the Conductors Surface
The charge density is equal to the normal - component' of the 
displacement, which is proportional to the rate of change of the potential 
in a direction perpendicular to the surface, with a negative sign'.
Taking the absolute value we have then
„  a$_
K 3r'
or , from equation 1
a = 2ire V
log p  r  
1
I _
1/2tt
2iTr1
log p
K 3R
I T  8(f)
1
...(2)
with,
for the inner conductor : r i = p'
and for the outer : r r 1 = r*
2 .1.6 Evaluation of the Capacitance
The capacitance can be obtained by the ratio of total charge 
and potential.
c = a
U1 V
• • ♦ (3)
As we already have the expression for the charge distribution, (eq, 
we will integrate it for the total perimeter
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As a test for this expression we will see what happens when the 
slot tends to zero (coaxial case); when
~ 0
0
0
r  1 
V
- 1
k
0
1 V
1
b ■ ti i
r- a + K
sna = 1
We are left with the expression
2iTe
irr'
log 7T
fK '
and the integral is half the perimeter of the inner conductor, hence
C1 = Co
2ire which is a well known formula
2 * ' log — j—  for the coaxial cable.
P 1
2.2 Numerical Presentation
We will present now the results of an application of the theory, as 
well as some experiments to check its validity.
For a cable with a ratio of radii equal to 8 the following table presents 
a summary of its characteristic parameters:
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Slot
ooCO cn O
o
90° 180°
STG 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
STT 1.09 1.19 1.33 2.0
b 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5
a 1.64 1.71 1.9 2.04
k 0.2932 0.281 0.261 0.434
K 1.606292 1.603261 1.598623 1.653799
K 1 2.649462 2.689757 2.760053 2.284512
q. 0.005617721 0.005140607 0.004409395 0.01304034
Yb
2.424453 2.304954 2.198444 1.672238
L 0.115 0.180 0.2501 0.265721
Table 1
Parameters that characterize the slotted cables
As explained in appendix A these numbers were evaluated by cross­
plotting from the two equations:
7T 1
STG =--- --------
f K [Z(c0 - G2]
2 , b (?<«> < y
We now have each cable completely defined.
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2.2.1 Energy Distribution_
Applying the equations which relate the last and the first 
configurations (eq. 1)
1' = exp log + log r' ^  - 2R }
e» =
'b L-
0,1 + 2L -  21
weand varying (J)^ and respectively between zero and K and zero and K f .
get the values of the equipotentials and electric field. For example,
V
the value ^  = 0.5K represents the equipotential —  s and the value 
i = 0.9K* corresponds to the displacement line which encloses 90% of the 
energy (-10 dB line).
To get the dependence of the energy distribution with distance
from the cable the procedure was the following. As the next figure shows.,'
^11
the line ^  n encloses the energy 17rr x 100% and so, for a total of-.
1 rll
1 watt, it represents the 10 log10
K >11(1 - ) dBW line.
P1 ,plane
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When mapped on Z' plane and for a value of ^ close to K ’ we 
will have a displacement line like the one shown in fig* 6 .
displacement line \
circle that 
substitutes the 
disDlacement line
fig* 6
Schematic diagram showing the substitution of 
the displacement lines by circles
The distance between the origin and the line depends on 0 * ; 
however, as K', they tend to occur and stay close to the half axis
01 = ir and reach the outside of the outer conductor* very close to 0 1 = 0 ; 
a few diameters away from the cable and with a small error,.they can be 
enclosed by a circle, which provides an approximate means of relating 
coupling (relatively to 1 W) with radial distance.
Fig. 7 shows the. calculated field distribution outside the coaxial 
structure for a 60° slot cable, fig. 8 shows the detail of those lines 
inside the cable. From these we can plot the energy stored inside a circle 
of radius r' vs the distance from the cable’s centre (r’)s Fig. 9J to 
illustrate this figure we can say that, for a c&ble with 180° slot, an 
electrostatic probe will ’receive’ on average between 0 ’ = 0 and 0 ’ .= 2 tt,
-20 dBW at 10.5 cm from the cable's centre; in other words a 180° slot 
cable stores inside a circle with a radius of 14 times the radius of its 
outer conductor, 99% of its total energy.
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Drawing, for each slot aperture, figures similar to Fig. 5, 
the evaluation of the energy stored inside the coaxial structure, is 
straightforward.
Fig. 10 summarises the results for 30, 60, 90 and 180 slot
cables.
°jo iD0\
80-
180
Fig. 10 ;
Percentage of energy stored inside ( ffl ) and outside*( D ) the 
coaxial structure
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Based on inspection of field lines, such as the ones presented 
in Fig. 7, for the ratio of radii used ( r ^ / r ^  = 8 ) and for practical 
purposes, we can consider the fields to have a cylindrical symmetry from
the inner conductor (r'=r’^  ; <j>^ - 0) between 6 ' = 0 and 0' = 7r.
Fig. 11 shows that distribution for several slot apertures. The 
vertical axis units are the ratio between the actual value of the charge 
distribution and its value in the coaxial case (a c )*
density on the outer part of the outer conductor. Fig. 12 shows the charge 
density distribution for several slot apertures ; the vertical axis units 
have the Same meaning as in Fig.11.
2.2.3 Capacitance as a Function of the Slot Angle
For air dielectric * integrating the equation 4 of section 2.1.6 
gives the values shown in Fig* 13; c q = pF/tn is the value of the
capacitance for the coaxial case.
about 10 times the cable’s diameter for 180° slot and 20 times the
cable's diameter for 30° slot. So, for a 2 cm diameter cable, there will
be cylindrical symmetry, for practical purposes, from 40 cm if the cable
has a 30 slot or from 20 cm if the aperture is 180°.
,2.2.2 Distribution of Charge Density on the Conductors Surface
For air dielectric we can write the equation ' 2 as follows:
l/2ir
a
a cos
Varying from zero to K ’ we get the charge density values on
Values for the outer conductor were limited by the convergence 
of the series; only for 180° slot was it possible to get the values of charge
- 57
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HQ.. o measured values
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Fig. 13
Capacitance Values for Several Slot Angles
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2.3 Experimental Measurements
In order to verify the theoretical predictions some experiments 
were made concerning both the dependence of the capacitance with the slot
angle and the values of the inside and near fields. The measurement of
surface charge density was not attempted as it involves high precision 
electrostatic equipment which was not available at the time.
2.3.1 Measurements of Capacitance
Four model cables with one meter length were constructed, 
presenting four different slots: 30°, 60°, 90° and 180°. The outer
diameters were 16 mm and the ratio of radii was the same as used in the
analysis, 8/1 ; no dielectric sleeves covered the cable, and the dielectric
Was air. They are shown in plate 1, where they are filled with paraffin 
wax, and described in appendix K. as £ cable lj.
The measurements were made using a bridge: Marconi Universal
Bridge TF 868 at the frequency of 1 kHz. The experiment is described in 
detail in section 6.3 and the results are shown in Fig. 13 where they 
can be compared with the values calculated; the degree of agreement is 
better than 1% except for the 90° slot case for which it is of about 2%.
2.3.2 Measurement of Fields
The measurement of the fields in electrostatic conditions, is a 
very precise and difficult job. However there are some techniques that, 
by enlarging proportionally the electrodes, make it more feasible; the 
use of an electrolytic tank or a resistive paper are examples of these 
techniques. The latter was used to measure the field lines inside a 
slotted coaxial cable.
A balanced bridge, the ’Graduate Field Plotter’ from Sensitised 
Coatings Limited was used. The ' experiment is described in detail in 
section 6.6 and the equipotentials for a 90° slot cable are shown, with 
small circles, in Fig. 8 ; if we compare these results with the theoretically 
calculated, we find a fairly good agreement except at the region near 
the slot and for values of 0’ near tt; the discrepancy is believed to be 
caused mainly by the two following facts: a) as explained in 2.1.3.3, appendix
A, the series used in the calculations present poor convergence for values 
near K ’ or, in terms of the cable’s cross section, for large values of
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r ’ and values of 0 * near ir; so the accuracy in those areas is worse 
than elsewhere; b) the resistive paper used presents a 10% anisotropy 
between two perpendicular directions, affecting mainly the value of the 
equipotentials along the direction 0* = 0, 0' = 7r. This fact was very 
important as it would prevent checking of further improvements in thd 
computational methods used.
A.H. Cribbens 35 has presented some curves of the stored 
energy, evaluated by means of a numerical method (Linearsource program). 
Although the method seems to distort the 'shape' of the field lines, 
especially inside the coaxial structure, it is likely to give good practical 
results at a. certain distance from the outer conductor. Unfortunately 
the conductors1 dimensions used do not coincide with ours and so we could 
not compare in detail both results. However, the general trends show a 
good agreement in terms of the slot influence.
For interest an attempt was made to 'see' the equipotentials by 
tracing them with iron fil ings. The experiment wqs not very successful 
as very high currents are needed to produce magnetic fields capable of 
affecting relatively small iron fir ings. Plate 2 shows some lines 
produced with 30 ampere in a 180° slot cable.
'2.4' Conclusions and Discussion concerning the Limitations of
the Conforms! Transformation Technique
The conformal transformation technique, used here gives acceptable 
results for predicting electrostatic fields, as far* as the inside and near 
fields ere concerned. The capacitance showed a very good agreement with 
the measured values, as the inside field can be trusted to have good 
accuracy; the same should apply to the surface charge density, but this 
knowledge is of less practical importance*
The calculated distribution of stored energy inside and outside 
the cable gives the limiting value for low frequencies; however, these 
values should be approximately constant up to medium frequencies. ' Also 
the slope of the fields* dependence outside (against aperture and capacitance) 
must be approximately correct up to HF and so the static approach is useful 
for determining some propagation characteristics of a quasi-TEM mode in a 
slotted coaxial cable.
_ 63 _
Iron Filings Distributed Along Equipotential Lines
Plate 2
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The main limitation of this mathematical technique concerns 
the values of the far fields; as discussed in appendix A, the poor 
convergence of the series used when approaches the value of K', or 
for large distances from the cable, limits the study of the fields within 
a few centimetres for the 30° slot and about 20 cm for the 180° slot cable.
One other limitations of this method becomes important when 
dealing with two dielectric mediums,. The matching conditions on dielectric 
boundaries are approached in either°£two ways: a) one thinks in terms of
waves and the condition of continuity for the field components gives the 
relation between incident, reflected and transmitted power; or b) in 
electrostatic conditions the change of direction for the field lines must - 
be explained by postulating charge distributions and/or surface currents, 
in such a way, that the changes in the tangential and vertical field 
components match the relation between the two dielectric constants.
With a charge distribution-on the slot boundary, very high near 
the edge of the outer conductor and zero for 0 ' = it, the basic principle 
for the use of the conformal transformation technique is changed. It is 
very difficult, if possible at all, to use this method with an inside 
dielectric.
Just for interest Fig. 14 shows how the electric and magnetic 
iines change their direction when they cross the boundary between an 
inside dielectric (with = 2.26) and the air.
A study of the propagation and radiation characteristics of a 
slotted cable with an inside dielectric other than air Will be made in 
the nekt chapter where a full and comprehensive analysis will be presented, 
for a frequency of 100 MH2 .
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3. STUDY OF THE PROPAGATION AND RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS IN VHF 
OF A SLOTTED COAXIAL CABLE IN FREE SPACE
^•1 Introduction
This study follows the theory proposed by G. Hockham1*7 to 
analyse the propagation characteristics of a slotted coaxial cable. In 
that report it was felt that a dielectrically loaded slotted coaxial cable 
in free space would possess a phase constant 3 larger than the free space 
wave number kQ and as such was non-radiating. In order to find the quasi- 
TEM slow wave, a modal analysis will be used which will treat the mode as 
a sum of an.infinite number of coupled waves all propagating with the same 
phase velocity m/3. Fig. 15 shows a cross section of a slotted coaxial 
cable; as it can be observed the 0 = 0  axis is a plane of symmetry and 
so, since the quasi-TEM mode characteristics are to be investigated, only 
the lowest even mode will be considered.
Fig. 15
Cross section of a slotted coaxial cable with dielectric
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The propagation constant (3) and the electric and magnetic 
fields will be calculated on the following assumptions:
a perfect dielectric fills the interior of the cable 
- infinite conductivity for inner and outer conductors 
outer conductor with zero thickness 
infinitely long cable situated in free space
a single mode exists on the line propagating in the +z direction
,  j -i3z+jwt •
with a dependence e
3.2 Proposed Theory
3.2.1 Electromagnetic Fields
The fields will be expanded in terms of the Electric and 
Magnetic Hertzian potential functions <j>e and c})^, which must be a solution 
to the following wave equation in cylindrical coordinates.
1 9 ( 9<f> x 92d> 1 92<f> , , 2 , (c\
r 37 (r 3 ? ) + 7 t  + “ 2 3?F + ko * = ° — (5)
9z^ r
The field components are given by the following equations in 
*
terms of d> and d>, :
Ye Yh
92d> k Z 9d)u k 9<j> 92<J>t
Ye . o o Yh o Ye Y1
Er * 9r9z r 90 Hr “ 3 Z r 99 + 9r9z
o
1 3 \  . . , „ „  . ko a*e . 1
r 3 o o 3r 8 " 3 Z 3r r 363z
ODdZ O
^ e  . , 2 . „ ^ h  . , 2
...(6)
E =   + k d> H =   + k <f>
3z2 ° e Z 3z2
* Inside the cable, instead o f h  and Z .V = k / F “ and Z = Z /z
1 e °k r k, 1 0 1
must be used* Note that k Z = L  Z, and   - = — i-
o o 1 1 z Z.
o 1
The expansions will be made in the regions a ^ r ^ b and r ^ b
as two discrete sets of terms and then by matching the fields at the common
interface; here, the transverse electric and magnetic fields are expanded
as an appropriate sum of orthogonal functions, which describe the fields
in the slot and are only valid for -0 < 0 < 0 '
o o
3.2.1.1 in£.i^e_r e.gi_0B- —  —  —  —  —
Suitable expansions to the potential functions ^  and <J>h in this 
region are:
e
^h
If the boundary conditions at r=a are taken into consideration*
equation 7 can be written as follows:
A F (r) cos in0 e 
m m
...(8)
— l8z
B f (r) s m  m 0 e 
m m
m=0
00
■ I
m=0
...(7)
sin m 0 e
m=0
Bf J. 
m m
+ B" Y 
m m O^r)
A 1 J 
m m O^r)
A" Y m m O^r)
cos m 0 e
;-jgz
where,
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A and B are functions of A 1, A", B*, B", Y (h-.a), Y f (tr a) 
m m m* m nr nr m J- m l
Fm(r) = Jm (hlr) Ym(hia) " Jm(hia) Ym(hir)
fm(r) ‘ J«<V> Y;(hla) - ^  (hla) W >
2 e - 62 (transverse wave number in medium e =e e )l o rh = / k  1 / o
the factor eJU)t will be implied along this analysis
Substituting 8 in equation 6 , the field expressions are
evaluated.
r .
l
z.
l
r .
i
A —  F (r) + k Z h. B f 1 (r) 
m r  m o o 1 m m
sin m 0 e-J pz
m
...(9)
m
A h 0 F' (r) + —  k Z m f (r) 
m l  m  r o o  m
cos m 0 e
pz
A h.. F (r) cos m 0 e 
m 1 m
-jpz
. . . ( 10) 
. . . ( 11)
m
H ' - “j
k e h D
A - V - i  F' (r) + =£ B f (r)
m  Z m r m m
o
cos m 0 e
m
— J 0z
. . .(12)
H = “j
mk e
A — + B 0 h- f 1 (r) 
m r Z m 1 m sin m 0 e
-jpz
m
...(13)
H
z.
i
B h 2 f (r) sin m0 e~j3z 
m l  m ...(14)
m
(hi a) = [  T ( t 7 )
1 -Jr=a
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where
F' (r)in
= j; (h r) Y ^ a )  - J m(h 1 a ) Y ^ r )
f' (r)m
= J ' (h r) Y'(h a) - J ' (h a) ^0»,r)
m l m l  m i . m
3 . 2.1 . 2 Diel ec hri c£s_bound ary Jr=bj_ --GqCQcQq)
\  = j
E cos 
n
n=l
(2n-l) 7T (0+0 ) 
o
20 ...(15)
F sin 
n
n=l
(2n-l) it (0+0 ) 
______________ o
20
~j3z
...(16)
\  = j 2 _ Gn sin 
n=l
(2n-l) tt (0 + 0 q ) 
. _ _ e“j6z ...(17)
H H cbs
(2n-l) tt (0+0 ) 
o
20
~j3z
n=l
...(18)
The transverse electric and magnetic fields were expanded as a sum of 
orthogonal functions which describe the fields in the slot.
3 .2 .1.3 £iitsicte £ej*ion_r_*_b
In order to satisfy the conditions at infinity, the expansions for 
the potential functions will be
C K (h r) cos m0 e 
m m o
-j3z
m=0
...(19)
D K (h r) sin m0 e  ^ Z 
m m o
m=0
where
. r. is the transverse wave 
number in medium e
Substituting 19 in equations 6 the outside fields are evaluated
H,
H
H
m =0 *-
C —  K (h r) + k Z h D K' (h r) 
m r  m o o o o m m o
C h 3 K 1 (h r) + —  m k Z K (h r) 
m o  m o  r o o  m o
m=0
C h ^ K (h r) cos m0 e 
m o  m o
sin m 6 e
. . .(20) 
cos m 0 e
...(21)
. . . ( 22)
m=0
H
J L .
m -0
m3
tnfe0
c K ’ (h r) + r r  K (h r)
m L m o r m m o
o
C nic
_5L k (h r) .+ D 3 K  K* (hr)r Z m v o m o m v o ' 
o
D h 2 K (h r) sin m0 
m o  m o
~j3z
cos m 0 e
...(23)
* -j 3z sin m 0 e
...(24)
... (25)
m -0
3.2.2 Determination of the characteristic equation
The field expressions must now be integrated over the boundary 
line of the slot and the expansions of the boundary functions must match 
the inside and outside fields.
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In order to calculate the characteristic equation, the boundary 
conditions for the tangential components of the electric field, over 
the slot and over the conducting wall of the outer conductor, were used 
as well as for the tangential components of the magnetic field over 
the slot. For the latter, use was made of the orthogonal properties of 
the aperture functions.
The calculations are presented in appendix D, and the characteristic 
equation has the following form:
V -  -1F T' n rn
n=l n=l
E T 
n rn
for r = 1,2,3, ...NM
F T3 
n rn
4
E T 
n rn
n=l n=l
..(26)
for r = 1,2,3, ...NM
E and F are the coefficients of the fields' functions on the
^ 1 2  3 4
boundary (eq. 15 to 18) and the terms T , T , T and T are shown in
appendix D.
This system of 2 x r equations can be put in a matrix form:
F
n
r* 1 X
rn
-T2
rn
* 0
E
n
T3
rn
-T 4 
rn
the first being (2rxl) and the second (2rx2r) matrices. If it is
...(27)
chosen to eliminate first E or F the final matrix will be, (for the
n n
elimination of E ), 
n
C t T 1] - [T3] [T**] [T2] ]  = 0[F] ...(28)
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The condition that either one of the determinants (of equations 
27 or 28) must be zero, determines the value of the propagation constant 
$.
For reasons that will be discussed in 3.3.3, the determinant 
of equation 27 will be used:
ml m2T -T
rn rn
m3 _4T -T
rn rn
= 0
...(29)
3.3 Application of the Theory
3.3.1 Considerations about the nature of the propagation 
constant
Fig. 16 shows the complex $ plane. On the real axis are marked
the values k and k, * 
o 1
------j--------h
fast ko slow 
wave wave
area area Real (3)
3 complex plane
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In general 3 is a complex quantity; if its value is greater
than k , a surface wave (slow wave) is propagating along the cable and, 
o
as in this theory the dielectric and the conductors are considered
perfect, its value must be real. With a real 3 larger than kQ , the
transverse wave number h is also real giving radially evanescent outside
o
fields. If 3 is smaller than kQ , a leaky wave (fast wave) is propagating 
and 3 must have a small negative imaginary part, to take the losses by 
radiation into account. Other zeros may exist along the negative part 
of the imaginary axis and they represent highly radiating modes which 
are evanescent in the axial direction. These modes can be generated in 
any discontinuity, including the feeding and load ends.
A coaxial cable filled with the dielectric will have, at VHF, 
a propagation mode with 3 = k^. In the slotted coaxial cable part of the 
energy will travel outside the cable, through air, and so the propagation 
constant of the main mode will be slightly smaller. A solution of the charact­
eristic equation can then be expected for values of 3 that must be 
real, larger than kQ and slightly smaller than k^. This is a quasi-TEM 
mode; mainly transversal electric and magnetic but presenting small axial 
components for both the electric and magnetic fields:
The outside fields ate evanescent in the radial direction.
3.3.2 Discussion of the number of terms necessary to solve 
the characteristic equation
The left member of equation 29 is a determinant of a system which 
theoretically should have an infinite number of equations (series in n 
or r) and each coefficient Trn is, in itself, a summation of infinite terms 
(series in m) . The formulation of the problem is only exact as theoretically 
presented, but its numerical solution on a computer, makes necessary to 
truncate the infinite series after a finite number of terras.
A long discussion on the number of terms necessary to solve the 
characteristic equation is presented in appendix E; several criteria
5 5 *were used as well as a study, by Masterman , of the mode conversion
in waveguide discontinuities, and the conclusion reached was the following:
if NM is the highest order of the series in n or £  and MM is the highest
order of the series in m, then MM = (2NM-1) » 20o ^eing the
o
slot angle.
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3.3.3 Solutions for the characteristic equation.
Propagation Constant
Studying the determinant of equation 28 as a function of 3 within
the interval [kQ, k^] it was found that its values were extremely high
(several orders of magnitude) except at the root where they changed
4 a
abruptly from, say 10 to -10 . Since to determine the coefficients En and
an IBM subroutine (MFGR) would be used which needs a value near zero, for
the determinant, this equation was considered not suitable. Also the
element [T^] have some zeros along the mentioned interval giving rise to
discontinuity points. Therefore the determinant 29 was chosen to evaluate
the solutions and the coefficients E and F .n n
For the reasons discussed in 3.3.2,three terms for the aperture
1 2  3 4
functions were used (NM=3); the elements T , T , T and T are matrices
of order 3x3 and so the final determinant is of order 6x6 .
The series in m were calculated until the term of order MM^in
accordance with the conclusions of 3.3.2 (table 2).
NM slot = 20
0
MM
3
60° 15
90° 10
180° 5
Table 2
Relation between the number of terms to use in the series in n(NM) 
and in m(MM), depending on the slot angle.
The results for the different cables considered, are shown in 
Table 3; hQ and h^ are respectively outside and inside transversal wave 
numbers, 3 is the propagation constant and is the free space wave 
number for the dielectric that fills the cable. The working frequency 
was 100 MHz.
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b
a
z
r k, =k y£1 o v r slot 3
|
1 ho
■■■'"I
h i 1
ooVO 3.13220 2.33290 0.24740 |
8/1
'
2.26 3.142 90° 3.12497 2.32322 0.32630
180° 3.06040 2.23561 0.71124
2.56 60
2.55920 . 1.47696 0.0514
8/3
L • D
2.55875 1.47620 0.0703
Table 3
Propagation constant (B) and transverse wave numbers (h and h^) for 
several values of the slot, relative dielectric constant and ratio 
of radii
Fig. 17 shows the dependence of the propagation constant with
the slot angle, permittivity of inside dielectric and ratio of radii.
The results show values of 3 very close to with a very small dependence
with any of the three parameters; for practical purposes it is then
logical to consider the propagation constant of slotted cables with any
ratio of radii, permittivity of inside dielectric between e and 3e and a
o o
slot angle smaller than 120 , equal to - kQ /e~ .
Practical measurements were made according to experiments described
in section 6.4. The results confirmed a propagation constant practically
equal to k^ but the small variations predicted by the theory could not be
detected as the experimental error was of the order of ±1.5%. With a
specially made short length of cable with b/a = 5.5/1.58 and 60° slot,
filled with wax paraffin (e . * 2.3) [cable 2-1, it was measured ^  . 100 = 98.9%,
1
whilst the predicted value was 99.7%.
^•3.4 Evaluation of the fields coefficients
To calculate the fields, the coefficients A , B . C and D must
m * irr m m
be found. The system of equations, from which determinant 3 was evaluated,
is a function of En and F^ (equation 27); at the 3 value for which the
determinant is zero, the equation must be solved in order to get E and F .b n n
It is a system of homogeneous equations, with a zero determinant and so at 
least one of them is not independent.
77
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i
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The values of Fn and En normalized for an arbitrary value of ? ,
are presented in appendix F. Also, the expression of A B C and D 
r-i m m* m ■ m
as well as other values for m between zero and 16, are included in the
same appendix.
3 *3 *5 Evaluation of the field values. Normalization-Procedure
The evaluation of the fields is fully discussed in ;
Appendix E. The problem is basically one of truncating the 
series of terms at the most suitable point and this section attempts 
to illustrate the difficulties briefly.
The characteristic equation is obtained by equating the
fields at the boundary (E.. ) with those inside (E ) and outside
0b Hi
(Ee ).
o
E 0 is calculated using NM terms^ this number being ■
sufficiently large to achieve convergence in E . Having
b
chosen NM, E. and E. must be calculated using MM terms, where 
0 . 0 '
1 o
MM = (2NM-1) *2^—  , to achieve the equality E Q = E Q = E Q .
o i o b
This number of terms does not give convergence for E Q or Eg .
i o
In fact convergence is achieved for these fields only by use of 
more terms, but the convergence is to a value which does not 
match the boundary conditions. This is illustrated in fig. 18
which verifies that for NM = 3 matching is achieved with 15
terms. Increasing the number spoils the match at the boundary.
Thus the field values achieved by proceeding to convergence $re
incorrect. i
Fig. 18 is for the case for a 60° slot where —  = 8
and E =2*26, r = b and 0 = 0 .
r o
2 '
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Converge
Bb
%
It was decided not to spend more time with this detail. 
For the inside and outside fields, avoiding the region r=b, the 
convergence takes place with only three terms.
To calculate the outside fields one must relate them with the 
input power fed into the cable. As the cable under study has an infinite 
length and no losses, the input power will be considered spread all over 
any cross section,, with different density in accordance with the field 
distribution. Because there is no radiation (3 has only a z component), 
all the power will flow perpendicularly to the cross section where the 
fields present a constant phase (infinite phase velocity in the radial 
direction).
If the cross section area is divided in two parts, the inside 
and outside, the power flow can be calculated as follows:
2tt b
r
P.
1
Real rd0 dr
0
2 tt
...(30)
Real rd0 dr
where,
P.
i
is the power that flows inside the cable
is the power that flows outside
= E? x h T* = (Er _ H*_ - H *  Ee _). I
1 1  1 1  
T T *  _
= E x H = (E H* - H* E. ). a 
o o r 0 r 0 z
o o o o
...(31)
and the total power is P = P. + P .
i o
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However, as these integrations are very complicated we will 
use the approximation given by the transmission line method, making
P = j  VI
and calculating
V =
T
E dr
(at 0 = 7r, where E . = E )
1 r.
l
and
I =
2tt
(Ha ) de
r=a
T
E and H are calculated from equations 10 and 12. E is the transversal 
i i
component of the electric field, taken with peak values.
Only the terms m=0, 1 and 2 will'be considered, as, except for the
r ~ b areas, the fields converge with that number of terms. The coefficients
Am and are known in relation to an arbitrary value given to F^. Since
only the relation between them is the important fact, A and B will be
m m
related to A .
o
Now, to normalize the fields to one watt fed into the cable, it is
made P - 1W and consequently the right value of A Q is calculated for each of
the studied cases. As A , B , C and D can be expressed in terms of A ,m m m m .  r o
the values of the fields become, in this way, directly related to the 
input power.
The integration is performed in Appendix G and the results for 
the coefficients are shown in table 4.
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3.3.6 Evaluation of the characteristic impedance (Z . )
- — —    ^
The characteristic impedance is easily evaluated when knowing 
the total power and the voltage
P =
'ch
where V =
T
E. dr 
1
‘ch
T
E. dr
_
l
1 2
As we saw before, if the path of integration is chosen to be along
the line 0 = ir, ET reduces to E , as EQ must be zero for symmetry reasons.
i i
The integration was performed in appendix G and the results 
are shown in table 5; the last columns show the value for an equivalent 
coaxial cable and the corresponding ratio.
b
a e r
slot
Zch
Y-a )
2
cc , v 
£6 )
Z u ch
2
cc
8
1
2.26
60° 94.02 82.97 1.133
180° 109.41 82.97 1.319
1.5
60°
104.18 101.8 1.023
8
3 49.17 48.03 1.024
Table 5
Values of the characteristic impedance of slotted cables (Z^) 
and of the equivalent coaxial cables (Z )
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As we can see from Fig. 19, upper graph, the slot angle has a 
considerable influence on the value of the characteristic impedance.
From the middle graph we can see that the effect of the slot on the 
characteristic impedance is more important for cables with a high 
permittivity inside dielectric. From the lower graph we can take the 
conclusion that the influence of the slot is about the same for all ratio 
of radii.
In practice, when designing a cable, it is important to know 
the influence of the slot on the characteristic impedance, as shown in 
the upper graph of Fig. 19; however, in a real cable, the outer dielectric 
sleeves affect those conclusions as we will see in the following section.
3.3.6.1 Comparison with measured values. Influence of an outer 
dielectric sleeve
The capacitance values measured on the home made slotted coaxial 
cables presented in chapter 2 , plate 1 , [cable lj were reduced to 
characteristic impedance values by the relation
'ch
1_
vC with v = —
From one experiment described in section 6.3 the following measured 
values were taken (table 6)
b
a £r slot
C
C
cc
8 60° 0.906
2.26
1
180° 0.73
Table 6 Measured capacitance values of two slotted cables 
where Ccc is the capacitance for the equivalent coaxial cable.
cc v. C 
1 cc
with v. = = ----------
1 k1 j  --------
1 / e e y/ o r o
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Thus,
Z , v. C Q C
ch 1 cc p cc
Z v C ~ K  ccc I
Using the calculated values of $ and the measured values of C, 
the "measured" values of Z , are shown in table 7.
b . 
a
e
r
slot
measured
values
zch
calculated values
zCh/z
cc
8
60° 1.10 1.133
I
2.26
180° 1.33 1.319
Table 7
Comparison between calculated and measured values of the 
characteristic impedance
In the last column are the calculated values, showing a very ■,
good degree of agreement* These and the measured values are also shown
in the upper graph of Fig. 19.
The influence of the outer dielectric sleeve was measured as 
follows: the capacitance per unit length of two commercial slotted cables,
STC - 180° [cable 3] and STC - 36° [cable 4] was measured with and without 
the two dielectric sleeves, according to an experiment described in 6 .3 .
The results are shown in Fig, 20 as the ratio b etween the value of the 
capacitance with a d mm width sleeve, and the value of capacitance with no 
sleeve. It can be seen that the sleeve increases the capacitance and this 
effect is more important for large slot cables. If we combine the results 
of Fig. 20 with those of Fig. 19, upper graph, we come to the conclusion 
that a cable with b/a = 8 , er = 2.26, 180° slot and a dielectric sleeve 
width of 2.13 mm presents a characteristic impedance only 1.062 times larger 
than the characteristic impedance of the equivalent coaxial cable with no slot. 
The conclusion is quite important and it says that for a 180° slot cable with 
a dielectric sleeve the characteristic impedance, in practical terms, is not 
affected.
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Jnfluence on ike. Ccibte s. Capdclidnce 
Measured values -
W C d i h
m  slot
36 slat
d  ftmn J
F i f  Z O
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3.3.7 Evaluation of the percentage of power that travels 
inside the coaxial structure
In order to have an idea of the possible influence of the 
environment on the propagating wqve it will be calculated the percentage 
of the power that travels inside the coaxial structure.
From equation 30 we can evaluate P^ and so relate it to the 
total power, which is one watt. The integration is performed in appendix H 
and the results are shown in table 8 .
slot
x 100%
95.67
2.26
180 85.43
98.11
98.2
Table 8
Percentage of power that travels inside the coaxial 
structure for several slotted cables.
The percentages are high and the larger values correspond to the 
smaller slots, smaller relative dielectric constant and smaller ratio of 
radii. We must not forget that these numbers were calculated for 
f = 100 MHz, parameter that has a considerable influence on the distribution 
of power, especially in the VHF and UHF bands, as will be seen in chapters 
4 and 5.
3.3.8 Evaluation of losses
All the calculations have been done within the assumption that
the dielectric is perfect and the conductors have a zero surface resistance.
In order to evaluate the losses, that assumption must be changed and a
surface resistance value (R’ ) given to the conductors as well as a loss
factor a,, to the dielectric, a
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3.3.8.1 Losses on the conductors
It will be assumed that the conductors have a conductivity a
■P
and so a surface resistance R =/ — —  ; the power lost per line of
1 2  ^ ^ 
current is -j Rg |JZ | and to find the total losses per unit of length,
this quantity must be integrated along the conductors cross section.
Since the 0 component of the current is between one hundred and one thousand times
smaller than the longitudinal one, giving its loss about 10 smaller,
it will not be considered in the calculations. The important part of the
loss is expected to be found on the inner conductor as the density of
current is higher; the current on the outer flows on the inner and on
the outer parts of the conductor, with a higher density on the interior
surface.
3.3.8 .1.1 Loss on the inner conductor
On the conductors surface it can be considered H. = PL so the
1 0 .
I-.
expression to evaluate the power lost is as follows:
2tt
R r
P = d) |PL I d£ =
c. 2
l
2 Rs
2 
l
|h8 | de
i
o'
where 'a' is the radius of the inner conductor. On that region the fields 
converge with only three terms of the series in ’m' so, to make the 
integration, only the terms m=0,- 1 and 2 will be used. The integration 
is made in appendix I and the attenuation results are shown in table 9, 
considering copper conductors.
. P . 
ci
ci 2P
P .
ci
for P - 1W, it is a a  ^ - -y- (Neper/metre)
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b
a
£
r
slot a . (dB/km)
Cl
(a .) (dB/km) 
Cl cc
8
60° 18.76 21.69
2.26
1 180° 18.06 21.69
1.5 60° 17.46' 17.82
Table 9
Attenuation values on the inner conductor for slotted cables (a )
c .
1
and for the equivalent coaxial cables ((a ) )
^ cc
The last column shows the value of attenuation due to losses 
on the inner conductor of a coaxial cable. As it can be seen the values 
for the slotted cable follow the coaxial cable numbers, being slightly 
lower, as the current is smaller for the same input power.
Although these attenuation values have not been measured, their similarity 
with the coaxial case is taken as a good check for the accuracy with which 
the calculation was carried out.
3.3» 8 .1.2 Loss on the outer conductor
The power loss on the outer can be divided in two terms, referring 
to the inner and outer parts:
co 2 Rs b
27T-0
H,
2 1
dG + ~  R b
^ s
r=b
2 tt~0 
f °
H, 2
r=b
d0
As the fields in the region r*b need about 15 terms to converge, 
the calculation of would be extremely time consuming and so was not 
done. Taking the comparison with the coaxial cable it can be expected 
about the same values for the losses on the outer conductor} the existence 
of the slot must be partially compensated by increase of area through 
which the current may flow (outer part). For the coaxial case the 
theoretically predicted losses are as table 10 shows:
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b
a
e
r
(a ) co cc
(dB/km)
2.26 2.71
8
1 1.5 2.23.
Table 10
Attenuation values in the outer conductor for the equivalent 
coaxial cables.
3.3.8 .2 Loss in the dielectric
If the dielectric is taken as non-perfect and a, is its loss
d
factor, the dielectric constant will be complex, and its value,
e, (1 - j ~  )1 J OJE ^
or, in terms of the power factor,
e 1 (1 - j tan 6)
In the computer program used to evaluate 3, working with complex
quantities, Gr was substituted by e^Cl - j tan 6), and, using the
"Downhill method", the imaginary part of the final value of 3 (which is
the attenuation due to dielectric losses) was calculated. For the power
factor of tan S = 0.0002 the result was 0.0002 N/m* which is 1.73 dB/km.
b 8
This result applies to a cable with —  « y  , dielectric constant equal 
to 2.26 (1 - j 0.0002) and a 60° slot. For the equivalent coaxial cable 
the result is 2.37 dB/km, which, as expected, is a bit larger, as for 
the slotted coaxial cable a proportion of the total power flows outside 
the cable and is therefore not subject to dielectric losses.
If we sum up all the calculated losses plus the equivalent coaxial 
cable outer conductor losses we arrive at the following figure, for a cable 
with b/a = 8/1 , er = 2.26 and a 60° slot:
a = 23.2 dB/km.
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The manufacture of the STC-64° - KT0459 slotted cable [cable 5], 
which has a polythene dielectric (e = 2.26) and b/a E 6 .6 , predicts a 
centre conductor loss of 19.87 dB/km and a dielectric loss of 2.7 dB/km 
which is not far from the calculated values (18.76 and 1.73 dB/km 
respectively). The manufacture figures were calculated applying the 
formulas for an equivalent coaxial cable with a correction factor that 
depends on the slot angle. -
Practical measurements of the insertion loss in real environments 
were carried out according to experiments described in section 6.1. For a 
cable with polythene dielectric and 64° slot the values measured are about 
30 dB/km which is considerably higher than the theoretical predicted numbers 
(19.87 dB for the inner, 1.73 dB for the dielectric and 2.71 dB for the 
outer). We shall see in chapter 5 that the presence of a ground plane implies 
a second propagating mode, which losses must be added to the losses of the , 
quasi-TEM mode. Another factor that might explain the discrepancy is |
the non-calculated values of the outer conductor losses, which we simply | 
assumed comparable with those of the equivalent coaxial cable.
3*3.9 Evaluation of the density of power outside the cable.
Dependence with the slot aperture, dielectric and f
ratio of radii |
Once the fields coefficients are normalized we can calculate the
density of power at any point in space, in dB related to 1 watt fed into
the cable. These figures have a practical meaning as they can be directly
2
checked with an antenna of 1 m electric aperture.
Fig. 21 shows the influence of the slot aperture on a cable with
a ratio of radii of 8/1 and a relative dielectric constant e ■= 2.26. Allr
these calculations were made for f « 100 MHz. The most impressive aspect of 
these curves is its rate of decay, which is far higher than the one measured 
both in an anechoic chamber and in real environments. According to experi­
ments generally described in section 6 .1, using a similar cable with a 
64° slot, the received signal is about-90 dBW at 3.5 metres presenting a 
relatively slow decay such that at 100 metres the signal is still-125 dBW.
Of course these numbers are affected by the presence of the ground, which, 
as we will see in chapter 5, changes the propagation conditions.
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Concerning the influence of the slot aperture, these experiments 
(reference 56) confirm a difference of 10 to 15 dB between the signal 
received from cables with 64° and 180° slots. If we compare the results 
of the analysis at 100 MHz with ones predicted by the electrostatic approach 
we find a reasonable degree of agreement in the influence of the slot, 
the density of power values and the respective decay (Fig. 22).
The important discrepancy between predicted and measured 
transversal fields, both in an anechoic chamber and in real environments, 
is due mainly to the two aspects: firstly, the radiation caused by
discontinuities along the cable, where the feeding and load ends play an 
important role; this was measured in a 400 metre cable laid on the ground 
and will be presented in section 5.6. Still, to illustrate the influence 
of this radiation the curves of Fig. 23 and 24 are presented. They result 
from measurements carried out according to an experiment described in 
section 6.5 and show the coupling in amplitude and phase from a 100° slotted 
cable [cable 6J laid on a concrete roadway. Taking the Fig. 23 we can i
notice a sudden change of slope at about 2.5 metre where we think the 
direct radiation fields begin to superimpose over the propagating mode 
fields. This is supported by the measurements of phase, in Fig. 24, where
we notice that, up to about the same distance (2.5 metres), we have an ?
:; i : ■
approximately constant phase, which is predicted by the theory, and I
further way the phase is quite random. Also, in an anechoic chamber, it 4 
was theoretically predicted and confirmed with measurements that the 
received signal was directly radiated by both ends of a short slotted cable 
[cable 2]; the experiment and the conclusions are described and summarized 
in section 6.2, and Fig. 25 shows a comparison between a theoretical curve 
at 100 MHz, and the results of measurements in the chamber, at 456 MHz, 
for similar Cables* In the practical curve we can notice oscillations 
('standing waves1), a large disagreement for distances smaller than 0*45 
metres and an average slope much smaller than the one presented by the 
theoretical curve; the difference in frequency makes this last factor 
even worse as the slope of the theoretical curve should increase if it was 
calculated for 456 MHz.
Secondly, the instance of a ground plane must affect the propagation 
conditions of this mode and possibly allow the propagation of a second one 
which may have a very different transversal decay.
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The influence of permittivity of the inside dielectric is shown 
in Fig. 26 for relative dielectric constants of 2.26 (polythene) and 1.5 
(semi-air spaced). It was seen in section 3.3.7, table 8 , that a cable 
with a dielectric with higher permittivity would allow less power to travel 
inside the coaxial structure; a larger percentage of power is then travell­
ing outside, however, as Fig. 26 shows, with a higher rate of decays In 
other words the wave travels more concentrated near the outer side of the 
outer conductor. For practical purposes, and as far as the quasi-TEM mode 
propagating in free space is concerned, a higher coupling near the cable 
is obtainable with cables with higher permittivity inside dielectrics; 
on the other hand if we want to assure communication facilities at a 
longer distance from the cable, it will be advisable to use cables with 
air or foam dielectric. This was never properly verified with practical
measurements, however, the wide variety of cables tested in real environments
. . J
gave a consistent higher coupling for foam dielectric cables at large \
56 .distances . Of course coupling may not be the only criterion to take f 
into consideration and, in some circumstances, the rate of decay could 
be at least as important.
The influence of the ratio of radii is presented in Fig. 27 which 
shows a 3 or 4 dB improvement when changing the ratio from 8/1 to 8/3 (this f
means approximately a characteristic impedance of the cable changed from 75 J
• , i -
to 50 ohm). 5
3.3.10 Polarization
A TEM mode, by definition, would present only transversal fields; 
to take into account the boundary between dielectrics and the absence of 
cylindrical symmetry, the existence of axial components becomes necessary. 
Still, the quasi-TEM mode remains basically transversal, which is illustrated 
in Figs. 28 and 29.
The polarization measurements carried out according to experi­
ments generally described in section 6.1 and presented in reference (47) 
show, for a cable similar to the one referred to in Fig. 28, that a 
vertically polarized antenna (transversal fields) receives about 5 dB more, 
at 1.5 metre from the cable, than an horizontally polarized dipole (axial 
fields) which is in good agreement with the predicted value.
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3.3.11 Cylindrical Symmetry of the outside fields
For a cable with diameter ratio 8/1, = 2.26 and 60° slot it
was found that further than 18 cm away the slot position could not be 
detected.
These numbers agree with both the electrostatic analysis and the 
anechoic chamber measurements. For larger slots a practical cylindrical 
symmetry is reached at smaller distances.
Real environment measurements were made at Frogmore Hall 47 
concluding independence of slot position at 2 m from the cable.
3.4 Summary of results and conclusions
The study of the propagation and radiation characteristics,
in VHF, of a slotted coaxial cable in free space, was carried out assuming
the existence of a quasi-TEM mode. The mathematical method used was a
modal analysis which treated the mentioned mode as a sum of an infinite
number of coupled waves, all of which propagate with the same phase velocity
ui/8. A comprehensive discussion of the optimum number of terms to be
used in the numerical solution was made (appendix E) concluding in a formula
dependent on the slot aperture (table 2). The propagation constant and
the transverse wave numbers were found for several slot apertures, permittivity
of the inside dielectric and ratio of radii (table 3); the values were
approximately checked by practical measurements. Concerning the influence
of the slot, dielectric and ratio of radii it was found that the propagation
constant remains very close to k. = k the 180° slot cable being the worst
l o r
case, with = 2.26 which presented a value of 97% of k^.(Fig. 17). The fields 
were normalized to 1 watt fed into the cable and the necessary number of 
terms to calculate them was studied for several regions.
We calculated the characteristic impedance of the cable and its 
dependence with the slot angle, dielectric and ratio of radii (table 5).
For cables with no outer dielectric sleeve the slot has a considerable 
influence increasing its value, in relation to the value of the equivalent 
coaxial cable, of more than 30%. The affect of the slot is more important 
for cables with a higher permittivity inside dielectric and is approximately 
constant for cables with several ratio of radii (Fig. 19).
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The values of the characteristic impedance for cables with 60° and 180° 
slots were verified experimentally with a very good agreement. However, 
the existence of an outer dielectric sleeve, was found to alter substantially 
these theoretical conclusions
The decreasing value of the cable's capacitance with the increasing 
slot aperture is almost completely compensated by the increasing effect of 
the outer dielectric sleeves (Fig. 20). The final conclusion is that 
slotted cables with outer dielectric sleeves keep the value of the charact­
eristic impedance approximately constant for all slot angles, up to 180°.
The percentage of the power that travels inside the coaxial 
structure was evaluated and its dependence with slot, dielectric and ratio of 
radii5summarized in table 8 . The values are quite high specially for 
smaller slots, smaller relative dielectric constants and smaller ratio 
of radii.
The power lost in the inner conductor (table 9) and in the dielectric 
was calculated showing figures around the corresponding values of the 
equivalent coaxial cable. However, the agreement found with the insertion 
loss, values measured in real environments was not good. The discrepancy 
may be explained by the existence of a second propagating mode, when a ground 
plane is present, which alters the proportion of power lost on the two 
conductors.
The outside fields were found to decrease extremely fast loosing 
about 60 dB within the first metre and presenting rates of about 100 dB/ 
distance doubling at 6 metres from the cable axis (Fig. 21 and 26). This 
is the most important discrepancy between the results of this study and 
practical measurements. Using a short cable in an anechoic chamber a 
similar discrepancy was found, however, in this case it was theoretically 
predicted and confirmed with measurements that the received fields were 
caused by direct radiation from both ends of the short cable. The dependence 
with the slot angle tends to agree with measured values (Fig. 21) and a 
higher permittivity of the inside dielectric causes the wave to travel 
more concentrated near the outer side of^the outer conductor, which implies 
a higher coupling near the cable and a lower one for distances larger than 
about 3 metres (Fig. 26). The influence of the ratio of radii is 
relatively small, a higher coupling corresponding to a higher ratio of radii 
(Fig. 27).
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The transversal fields are considerably higher than the akial ones 
which was verified in practical experiments (Figs. 28 and 29). Finally, 
a cylindrical symmetry of the outside fields was found, both in theory and 
in practice, at distances of about 10 times the diameter of the cable.
3.5 Limitations of this model
The most important limitation o£ this model is the absence of a 
ground plane. The free space situation helps considerably the formulation 
and solution of the problem, as far as the characteristics of the quasi-TEM 
mode are concerned, however, it represents, in most of the cases,a non- 
realistic situation. In order to take the ground plane into consideration 
and conclude on its influence and contribution to the propagation 
conditions, a braided cable will be used : which presents the large 
advantage of its symmetry; this study will be presented in chapters 4 and 5.
Another important limitation consists of the initial assumption 
of a perfect and infinitely long cable; the end effects in real;cables 
must be quite important as they are discontinuity points where higher order 
radiating modes can be generated affecting considerably the coupling with 
mobile receivers nearby; this effect is specially important because the 
field from the propagating mode decreases very rapidly in the radial 
direction. It is also well known that a surface wave can be upset by 
discontinuities which may exist along its propagation structure, producing 
non-^isotropic radiation 7 f 5 7 * 5 8 * 5 9 ,; such discontinuties can be,
for example, changes of the electromagnetic properties of .the cable's 
surroundings or bends on the cable, provided these have dimensions comparable 
with the wavelength. If we assume the existence of such discontinuities 
plus the radiation from the ends (and both of them surely exist in any 
real system), and also that the quasi-TEM mode fields decay as theoretically 
predicted, we realize that, further away than about 3 or 4 metres, a mobile 
receiver is picking up nothing but the fields radiated directly by the 
discontinuity points. In order to reduce these effects the. launching 
conditions and mounting methods must be considered carefully.
These were the two most important limitations of this model.
When considering the first, the absence of a ground plane, we present in 
chapter 5 a study of a braided cable above a perfect conductive ground 
plane; as for the second, we suggest, in section 5.6. methods of reducing 
its effect.
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4. STUDY OF THE PROPAGATION AND RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF 
A LOOSE BRAID COAXIAL CABLE IN FREE SPACE
4.1 Introduction
In order to establish a basis for the more important case of a 
cable over a ground plane, a study that will be presented in chapter 5 , 
we will now develop the analysis of this coaxial structure in free space. 
As stated before its principal advantage over the slotted cable is the 
circular symmetry, which enables us to use a much simpler formulation.
A cross section is shown on Fig. 30; r^ is the radius of the 
inner conductor, the radius of the outer conductor (braid), and in 
between there is a dielectric with permittivity and permeability 
No dielectric sleeve is considered as we do not think it would cause 
qualitative differences to the propagation conditions; however we will 
discuss its influence as theoretical results and practical measurements 
will be compared further in this study.
Fig. 30 Schematic diagram of a loose braid coaxial cable
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The fundamental difference between this cable and the normal
braided type is the amount of coverage the braid provides. If it is a
loose meshed braid the power is likely to leak through it and travel
supported by currents flowing on the other side; thus, if the structure
is fed in a coaxial manner we can expect a coaxial mode with the majority
*
of the power travelling inside , but if it is launched as in the case of a 
single wire we should expect a solution corresponding to a Goubau mode, 
with the majority of the power travelling outside and with some leakage to 
the inner part of the coaxial structure.
J. Wait et a l 9 presents a theoretical formulation for one 
of the solutions in free space, and study the propagation conditions when 
inside a tunnel; D. Delogne et a l 1,5 also defines the problem and study 
it numerically in the same environment.v In section 4.3 the interpretation 
of the latter concerning the surface transfer impedance sign. will be 
discussed in detail, and in 4.4.1 the launching conditions will be related 
with it.
Commercial cables of this type are easily available and have 
been tested in several environments 21f» 28» 3!*’» 3lf» 3 7 9 56 ;
BICC RPC 5097C and T3278, with braid coverage of respectively 67% and 63%
are two examples.
4.2 Theory
^•2.1 Method and Initial Assumptions
The analysis will be made taking solutions of the wave equation
both in medium 1 (r^ < r < and outside (r > r^) and matching the
surface impedances on both sides of the braid using the transfer impedance 
concept. The wave equation solutions will be such that the fields may 
vanish at infinity and the tangential component of the electric field 
will be zero at r = r^. On the surfaces of the braid the series impedance 
will be used, defined as follows:
V  = (v v  _and V  = (W  +
r=r2 r=r2
It will be seen later that this is only true for frequencies 
up to VHF.
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where E ' is the axial electric field and HQ the azimuthal magnetic field.z 0
This definition implies a locally uniform field and so the non-uniform 
shield is here substituted by an uniform or smoothed-version of the braid;
it has then been imposed the restriction of not working with too loosely
meshed cables.
The surface transfer impedance concept was initially developed 
by Ikrath 60 and Salt and has lately been the object of further
studies and measurements1'? 22> 37,,lt5.’ 62’ 63,
Using Delogne's1*5 formulation, also adopted by Wait9 ,
the surface transfer impedance is defined as a series impedance on a 
surface but" now in relation to the discontinuity of the azimuthal magnetic 
field through the braid.
ZST
-  E z
r"r2
The use of this concept is intimately related with the following 
assumptions:
The braid is sufficiently thin such that E z might be 
considered continuous across the grid
The dimensions of a mesh are small compared with the 
wavelength, such that a quasi-static approximation is valid
The fine structure of the field is neglected such that the
only non*-vanishing mean fields ate Hg, E^ and E z<
Finally, we will use the dependence with the axial direction 
and the time as follows: e + ^a)t, 3 being the propagation constant
and w - 2nf the angular frequency. The transverse wave numbers are
2 2 2 2 2 2 ; 
defined as: h. = k., - 3 (inside) and h = $ - k (outside) with
,____ 1 1 m  0 0
k = rn/e y and k_ = k / —  = k ve
o 0 0  1 o V £ o ro
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4.2.2 Electromagnetic Fields
As an infinite conductivity for the conductors was assumed, 
no electromagnetic field is allowed for r< r^. In the dielectric medium 
(r^ < r < , the solution of the wave equation for the lowest TM mode
with circular symmetry, can be used.
E = Az J (h-r) + b Yn (h,r) o 1 o l
e-jBz ejut
E = jA f  
r J h1 L
J^h^r) + b (h-^ r) f jBz ej0Jt ...(32)
H q - jA my h., 
o 1
^1 (hlr> +
-j3z imt 
e eJ
where J ( ) and J-( ) are the first kind Bessel Functions of order
o i
zero and one and Y ( ) and ( ) are the second kind Bessel Functions
of order zero and one. A and b are constants yet to be determined.
Outside the braid (r > r2) the fields must tend to zero as 
r increases to infinity and, as a slow wave solution is expected, the 
chosen form for the wave equation solution is,
E z = A„ Hn(1) Cjh r )  e_jez e j “ e0 0 o
E = A H.(1) (jh r) e_jBz ejl0t
r o h 1 J o
o my h 
o o
H , (1) (jh r) e'jBz ejut
1 .' o
. . . ( 3 3 )
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H ^ (  ) are Hankel Functions of the first kind for orders zero and one
and A is a constant to be determined when the normalization of the
o
fields is done.
For the rest of chapter 4,e J eJa)t will be omitted in the 
fields' expressions.
According to these equations the field lines of the lowest TM
mode to be studied, will be as shown in Fig. 31.
Fig. 31
Field lines (E , E , Hft) of the lowest TM mode - coaxial mode 
z? r 0
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4.2.3 Boundary Conditions and Characteristic Equation
The first boundary condition that can be used is at the surface 
of the inner conductor; as inside (r = r^ ) the fields are zero and 
the tangential component of the electric field must be continuous,E
z +
r-ri
From the Ez expression of equations 32, we take
b =
- W i >
W i )
A second boundary condition will be taken at r = ^2. Across the
braid it was assumed E continuous and so A can be related with A makingz o
E = E
z - z +
r=r2 r=r2
From Ez expressions of equations 32 and 33, and using already the value 
of b, we have
Ho (1) (j hor2 >
A = A
W i ^
Jo (hlr2) ~ Y (h, r, ) Yo (hlr2* 
o . l  1
...(34)
The characteristic equation will be built from the surface 
transfer impedance definition:
'ST
E
, H q+ - H ~
0 - 0 -1 r=r,
Using another form we may write:
'ST V . .  • (35)
with
as the series surface impedances on both sides of the braid.
The equivalent circuit for this situation is the network shown 
Fig. 32. As stated before it assumes a quasi-static approximation, 
which is only valid when all the Bessel function arguments are small 
compared with one.
z ST Z„-
Fig. 32 Equivalent circuit for the braid
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Using the approximations for small arguments: ~ 1
x x ^ xz. u x ^ . Q )  x ^ x x ^
~ j —  £n (0.89 h r„) and H1 (jh r„) ~ —2/tt h r9, the
l vur 2' “1 l 2' 9 o v 1 2'
0 ,
J tt o 2 1
0) / t 0  characteristic 
o I o L
equation 35, becomes
e
r + 1 0
0) £ L
o ST
(k 2~32)^n(0.89 h r0) o o 2
...(36)
With zg.p = “jwLgT , LgT being the surface transfer inductance. From this 
expression the value of the propagation constant (8) can be calculated.
If a = 8/kQ is not very near the value one^we can drop the third 
term in relation to the other two; making that simplification, the value 
of a = 3/kQ is easily calculated:
If in this expression we make Lg,^  tend to zero, which means a 
coverage of the braid tending to 100%, the result is a = or 8 - k^
which is a well known value for normal coaxial cables.
4.3 Discussion on the ambiguity of the surface transfer impedance 
sign
As mentioned before, (reference 45 partially reproduced in appendix J)
‘I
Delogne et al present a method of calculating the value of the surface 
transfer impedance as a function of the geometric characteristics of the 
braid. For the evaluation of the rmagnetic field in an aperture1, they 
use a system of coordinates (C>h) which will be related to the x,y,Z system 
©f the braid (a rectangular system is used instead of a cylindrical one as, 
for simplification, the braid is considered plane). Still in the first 
system (C,n) they consider the current 1^, that flows in one strip, and 
then calculate the induced magnetic field at a distance u of the strip axis.
a
« H x, ix0 /x-
2 ^o n v 2 1
) ...(37)
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Summing over all strips, the magnetic field H(u) is translated to the 
(xyz) system (x,y)j,through the presented relation formulas.
The ambiguity may be explained as follows: if the sign of
1  ^ is reversed* which is equivalent to changing the direction of the 
flux of the curl of H through the surface (C,n) ~ we must be aware that 
1^ is not the current in either side of the braid, but only a current 
that must exist to explain a discontinuity of a tangential magnetic field 
and equation 13 is maintained, as it just represents the discontinuity 
of H , we will arrive at equation 14 with a different sign for Z . As
X bl
it will be proved in section 4.4.1, the two signs - for Z _ lead to two 
mathematical solutions for the characteristic equation which are related 
to two different ways of launching the wave.
4.4 Application of the Theory .
The characteristic equation will now be resolved for some 
practical cables and the influence of several parameters will be studied.
4.4.1 Propagation constant. Two different solutions for the 
positive and negative signs of the surface transfer 
impedance value
For the comparison of these two different solutions the parameters 
of the following cable will be used: BICC RPC 5097C £cable 7/]
r^ = 0.00115 m
Ty, = 0.005 m
= 1.3 (semi-air spaced)
LgT = 2tt Lt - 2tt x 3.79 nil
The value of the transfer inductance (LT ) was calculated and 
measured by Delogne et al and presented in 45 . For f - 100 MHz and
Zgfp - “jw equations 36 and 37 give the solution 8 - 2.373 rad/irt which
is a value clearly influenced mainly by the inside medium, as it is 
^1 = ^o y/^ r = ^*388 rad/m. If the power that flows inside the coaxial
structure is calculatedjwhat will be described in section 4.4.3, we 
arrive at the figure 98.46%. Also if LT decreases (increase of the braid 
coverage) the inside power tends to 100% and 8 tends to k^.
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We will call this mode the coaxial mode and interpret it as a deviation 
from the normal coaxial mode, and so supported mainly by currents flowing 
on the inner conductor and inner part of the braid, but with some leakage
to the outside. If, on the other hand, we use the plus sign ZgT = +jmLgT
we arrive, for the propagation constant, at the value $ = 2.104 rad/m, and 
for the power travelling inside, 14.24%; this mode propagates mainly 
outside, supported by currents flowing on the outer part of the braid, 
and with some leakage to the inside. It is also a slow wave with 3 
slightly larger than kQ (free space propagation constant, equal to 2.094 rad/m) 
and presents the characteristics of a Goubau mode as supported by an 
inductive surface impedance of the outer conductor 54 . In this case when
decreases, P. (%) decreases and 3 tends to k .
ST 7 l . o
It is interesting to note how the travelling power divides 
itself when the frequency increases; in fig. 33 are shown the mentioned 
number plus the new values for f = 500 MHz.
Coaxial Mode
-66.5
50 ..
Goxxbau Mode 
.068 =*=
5000 100 "freque nc.y ( MHz)
Fig. 33
Dependence with frequency of the inside power of the 
coaxial and the Goubau modes
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As it can be seen in both cases, when the frequency increases, 
the power tends to travel more outside and thus the coaxial mode begins 
to look like a Goubau mode as well.
Once having got these two theoretical solutions there follows a 
search for a corresponding physical significance. It is found in the 
launching method: the propagation of the coaxial mode (use of Zg^ =-ju)Lg,j,)
exists when the cable is fed in a coaxial manner and in section 6.4 a way 
of measuring the propagation constant is described - with no dielectric sleeves 
3 - 2.46 rad/m, which agrees within 3% with the calculated value.
For the second interpretation (ZgT=+j(uLgT), the propagation of 
the Goubau mode is achieved by launching the wave as a single wire: at the
feeding point the inner and outer are short-circuited and connected to 
the inner of the coaxial socket of the transmitter. J.L. Eaton and 
M.J. Kallaway measured the propagation constant driving the cable
as described and using a very similar cable; their result is 3/kQ = 1 
while, in our example, we got 3/kQ = 1.005.
It is normal practice to feed these cables in a coaxial manner 
and so the rest of this work will be dedicated only to the study of the 
coaxial mode. However, it is worth being aware that the mentioned Goubau 
mode may propagate whenever a situation of a symmetric launch appears - for 
example a circular interruption of the braid.
4.4.2 Outer Transverse Wave Number. Influence of the Inside 
Dielectric, Ratio of Radii, Surface Transfer Inductance 
and Frequency •{
As seen previously the solution of the characteristic equation 
is a slow wave, non-radiating - and so with constant phase planes perpend­
icular to the cable axis - and with a high field attenuation in the radial 
direction. The law is given by the first kind Hankel Function of the first
order, as seen in equation 33 for E and , which, for large arguments,
-hQr r o
tends to the function e . Studying hQ , the outer transverse wave number, 
we have a measure of the decrease of the outside fields. In Figs.34, 35 
and 36 are summarized the influence of the inside dielectric, ratio of 
radii, surface transfer inductance (hg^) and frequency. Considering 
Fig. 34 we can conclude that the increase of the permittivity of the 
inside dielectric increases hQ which means a larger outside field decay 
or, in other words, the energy will travel closer to the cable; considering 
the ratio of radii the influence is almost unnoticeable with a very slight 
increase of hQ when increases. In Fig. 35 the influence of the
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surface transfer inductance can be appreciated; an increase of this; 
parameter, which is equivalent to a smaller coverage by the braid, tends 
to decrease the outside wave number, implying that the decay of the 
outside fields is smaller and so the wave propagates occupying more area 
with a higher density of power. In Fig. 36 the dependence with frequency • 
is shown: it was seen in section 4.2.3, equations 36 and 37 that an
approximate solution a = ^—  was independent of the frequency; so when the
o ~ / 2 2
frequency increases, 3 should follow it linearly and h^ = v3 “ hQ suffers
the same increase. This result is very important as the obvious conclusions
is that the frequency is the best parameter to control the decay of the
outside fields. The next section will show these values.
4.4.3 Normalization of the Fields Coefficients. Calculation of 
the Density of Power Outside the Cable
. ' -' j
To calculate the density of power at any point the field values j 
must be related to an arbitrary level. The normalization will be done |
considering that the power fed into the cable is 1 watt; as a lossless 
infinite cable has been considered the one watt will spread out over the
infinite area of a cross sectional plane,with a different density. The
2
dimensions of density of power are W/m ; however, as it will be related to j 
1 W input power and an antenna with 1 m^ aperture is considered, it will be j
used dBW.
To calculate the normalization coefficient A the total cross section
o
will be considered divided in two parts, the inner and the outer of the braid. 
Calculating the power we have: -
P_ =
P.
i
P. + P * 1 W
1 o
- i  Real
= Real
2 it r,
o r.
2^r co
o r,
with
E HQ r dr d0 
r 0
... (38)
E H 'r dr d© r 0
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using equation 34, A = j A qF, we arrive at,
3k,
2 ■< 
my h tt 
o o
- 4£n (0.89 h r0) + (h r0) £n (0.89 h r0) - 2 
o 2 o 2 o 2
2 2 
7 "3 kx TT
--y- 
my h, 
o 1
h , 2 . . ln r 2 / r l
-L- (r -r ) + ---------
64 k 2 1 ' ' 2 „ 2
r2 “rl
h^ *" £n h^r^ 4
The fields are symmetric and at a point r=rQ the density of power
is P = 10 log--. (E ^/2Z) with Z = E /H. = Z 3/k . Fig. 37 shows the 
to10 r r 0 o o &
decay of its value in a radial direction, for three values of Lg ,^. The 
rate of decay is very similar, as it could be predicted by the values of 
the outer transverse wave number (h ) shown in fig. 35, but a higher L ™O b i
improves the Coupling. Still it shows a very large attenuation and, in 
practice, it cannot be expected to receive anything beyond 7 or 8 metres 
from the cable.
Fig. 38 shows the density of power, as received by an antenna
2 . . . ■ ■ ■ 
with 1 m aperture (we will be close to this condition when using a.half-
2
wave tuned dipole polarized radially at 100 MHz - aperture 65 1.17 m )for 
the commercial cable BICC RPC 5097C j~cable 7 ] which presents a braid 
coverage of about 67% and a surface transfer inductance of 0.1162 nH.
These theoretical values will be compared with practical measurements in 
next chapter where the influence of a ground plane will be taken into 
account.
In Fig. 39 the influence of the frequency and inside dielectric 
permittivity can be seen. As stated about the outer transverse wave number, 
a lower frequency improves dramatically the coupling; the curve corresponding 
to 1 GHz present a higher value close to the braid but a very high decay, 
such that the wave travels very near the cable which implies less chances 
for the environment to affect the propagation conditions. A lower frequency,
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such as 1 MHz, allows a much larger coupling (up to several hundreds of
metres) but, close to the cable, is about 10 dB weaker. A low frequency
can then be used when coupling to a large distance is necessary but it should
not be forgotten that such a wave will be affected by any obstacle existing
within a radius of 100 metres or so. At 100 MHz we have a curve for e = 2.26
r
which shows a better coupling near the cable but with a higher decay; 
such a cable will have a propagating wave travelling closer to the braid.
Practical measurements supporting the theoretical general trend 
that lower frequencies produce higher couplings can be found in 56 according 
to experiments described in section 6.1. It is difficult to compare the 
predicted wi.th actual values?as in a real environment there are effects like 
radiation from discontinuities, reradiation from obstacles and the ground's 
influence which will affect considerably the measured values. However, the 
data presented in 56 shows an average of 14.1 dB increase in coupling 
when the frequency increases from 1 to 10 MHz at 24 metres from the cable; 
a slotted cable (100°) was used with - 1.5 £cable 6] and - 3;
as it will be seen in section 4.7> a 100° slot cable is equivalent, as far as 
the transverse wave number is concerned, to a L of about 0.3 nH,which
D i.
makes the two cables similar. Our predicted value is 11 dB which represents 
a fairly good agreement.
• 5 6 '  ♦ •Also in an increase of about 20 dB when the frequency is
changed from 105 to 168 MHz at 10 m from the cable can be found. These 
measurements were made in the motorway M4 using a cable from Andrews 
Antenna Systems [cable 8]*
Higher coupling for lower frequencies was also measured by 
Cree and Giles 28 using braided cables, at 42 MHz and 86 MHz. They 
also measured higher coupling for a lower permittivity cable with similar 
construction, at 2 m and 10 m, which agrees with the predictions of this 
theory.
4.4.4 Characteristic Impedance
The characteristic impedance can be calculated from the knowledge 
of the current and the voltage between conductors
V
Z = —  with 
ch I
r  2
V = E dr 
r
I = 2irr2 H0
r=r,
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Taking only the important terms, the final
7 - Z! S . r2Z , = 7j—  i—  ion —ch 2tt r^
When the braid coverage tends to 100%, LgT tends to zero and 3 to k^. At 
this limit the characteristic impedance of a normal coaxial cable is 
found, which is a well known expression -
Z1 r ? /m7
Z = ^  I n -=• with 2- = /  — — 
cc 2 tt r^ 1 y  e i
In fig. 40 the influence of the surface transfer inductance value 
can be seen. For the BICC RPC 5097C [cable 7].- which has a surface transfer 
inductance value of 0.1162 nH, the calculated value is 76.8ft or 99.3% of 
the equivalent coaxial cable; the measured value, reached through the 
measurements of the capacitance and the electric length of a short piece 
of cable, as described in section 6.4, was 73.6 0 which represents an 
agreement of about 4%.
4.4.5 Calculation of the Power that Travels outside the Coaxial 
Structure, influence of the Surface Transfer Inductance> 
inside Dielectric, ratio ofRadii and Frequency
The knowledge of the percentage of power travelling outside the 
coaxial structure gives a measure of the matching conditions and of the 
possible influence of the environment. In other words, if we are using a 
cable where 50% of the wave’s power is propagating outside the braid, the 
feeding end, if the cable is driven by a solid coaxial, represents a large 
discontinuity; this discontinuity is likely to give origin to higher 
order evanescent (in the axial direction) radiating modes which will upset 
the coupling to mobile receivers. As far as the environment is concerned 
it is obvious that the disturbances (discontinuities which produce radiation) 
it may cause will be weaker if the great majority of the power travels 
inside the cable. It can be calculated using equation 38.
The important variations are caused by the frequency and surface 
transfer inductance. The influence of a ground plane will be presented . 
in chapter 5. Fig. 41 shows, for a cable with = 4 . 3 8  and = 1.5
formula becomes:
...(39)
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and for f = 100 MHz, the dependence with a cable with a high coverage
(L small) will have almost all power travelling inside whilst a low
ui
coverage can mean an enormous percentage travelling outside.
The influence of the frequency is dominant. Up to VHF (inclusive) 
the power travels mostly inside but in UHF it tends to propagate supported 
by the currents on the outer part of the braid. As pointed out in the 
introduction to chapter 4 high frequencies give origin to propagating modes 
which can be interpreted more as Goubau modes than coaxial modes.
The influence of inside dielectric and ratio of radii are relatively 
unimportant; the change of cable filled with polythene foam (e '-1.5) to 
polythene (e - 2.26) produces a slight increase on the outer power. On 
the other hand, an increase of the ratio of radii provokes a decrease on 
the power travelling outside. The influence of the last three parameters 
are shown in fig. 42.
4.5 Summary of Results and Conclusions
In order to establish a theoretical background for the analysis 
of the propagation conditions of a braided cable over a ground plane, the 
study in a free space situation was presented* The limitations of the model 
used will be discussed in section 4.6 but, for the moment, an objective 
summary of the theoretical results will be made and conclusions,in terms of 
agreement with measured values and application to a real communication systemf 
will be drawn.
, The possible interpretations of the surface transfer impedance sign
was discussed which gave two different mathematical solutions of the 
characteristic equation; the two solutions correspond to two different modes, 
that were called 'coaxial mode1 and 'Goubau mode* which may propagate 
according to two different launching processes; only the coaxial mode was 
studied in detail as it corresponds to the classical way of feeding a 
'leaky cable' - by a solid coaxial feeder.
The main conclusion is that the propagating mode, whose velocity 
of propagation is fairly independent of the frequency (equation 37) is a 
surface wave ( 3 > k Q), non-radiating, with no cut-off and, as such, presenting 
an evanescent decay of the outside fields in the radial direction. This 
decay is very large for UHF and VHF but relatively small for lower frequencies 
(fig. 39). The choice of frequency depends therefore, as far as the physical 
system is concerned, on the area where communication facilities are to be
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provided. A lower frequency implies more percentage of power travelling 
inside the coaxial structure (fig. 42) which is advisable, as it would 
benefit the matching between the cable and a solid feeder. As far as the 
losses are concerned (this will be presented in section 5.3.6) a low 
frequency is also advantageous.
Concerning the braid characteristics, a high surface transfer 
inductance - little coverage - provides a higher coupling near the cable but 
it does not substantially extend the radial distance within which communication 
is possible (fig. 37). A high value implies more power travelling outside 
with the inconvenience already mentioned (fig. 41).
The characteristic impedance is not very much affected by the 
surface transfer inductance value of the normal commercial braided 1 leaky 
cables* (fig. 40).
A higher value of the inside dielectric permittivity increases the 
power travelling outside (fig. 42) and also the radial attenuation (the 
outer transverse wave number is higher - fig. 34), (fig. 39); this means 
that the wave travels more concentrated on the outer part of the braid. In 
practice it means that if it is to be assured a close link, the cable should
have a high permittivity dielectric, and on the contrary, a low one (fig. 39).
)
Finally, an increase of the ratio of radii implies slightly leds 
power travelling outside (fig. 42) and a slight increase on the radial 
attenuation (fig. 34). Therefore it seems that a 50 £2 cable is preferable to 
a 75 ft one.
Good agreement with experimental values was found concerning the 
propagation constant, characteristic impedance and the dependence of coupling 
with frequency. In chapter 5, where the ground will be taken into account, 
more detailed comparisons with practical measurements will be possible.
4.6 Limitations of the Model
The main limitations of this analysis are, from a practical'point 
of view, the free space situation and the absence of end effects. This was 
discussed in section 3.5 where the limitations of the slotted cable model 
were analysed so that it will not be repeated here, as the same arguments 
can be applied to this case.
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As for the initial assumptions the limits within this theory can be 
applied and will be summarized here; these areas are basically the geometric 
characteristics of the mesh and the frequency; a thin braid with the mesh 
dimensions small compared with the wavelength is necessary; this can be trans­
lated to an upper limit for the frequency that would be around 5 to 10 GHz.
Using the series impedance concept on the braid surfaces also implies a 
fairly uniform field which cannot be achieved with a loose mesh; from this 
it could be said that the mesh dimensions should be much smaller than the 
distance between conductors.
Finally, the use of the small arguments approximations for the 
Bessel functions, requires (hj^) and(h much smaller than unity; in terms 
of frequency, and for cables of outer diameter of the order of 10 ^ m, it 
means an upper limit of around 1 GHz.
After presenting a comparative study between the braided and slotted
cables, which will, in a way, resume very briefly chapters 3 and 4 the study
of a cable over a perfectly conductive ground plane will be presented which 
will represent a case closer to a practical situation.
4.7 Comparison between the Slotted and the Braided Coaxial Cables
With the theoretical results of chapters 3 and 4 some characteristics
of a slotted and a braided cable in a free space situation may now be compared.
The comparison will be made using mainly three parameters; outer transverse 
wave number - which gives a measure of the radial attenuation of the outside 
fields; percentage of the power that travels outside the coaxial structure - 
which is related to the possible effect of the environment on the propagating 
wave; and characteristic impedance - which shows an interesting result 
from a theoretical point of view but is relatively unimportant in a practical 
approach.
In a free space situation these two cables allow a very similar wave 
to propagate: slow wave, non-radiating with a high decay for the outside fields
and with the great majority of its power travelling inside the coaxial 
structure, up to VHF. The slot aperture and the surface transfer inductance 
are the two parameters which control the propagation conditions as far as the 
relation between inside and outside mediums is concerned. An increase of 
LgT means that more power may pass through the braid such that a part of the 
wave travels outside; it is a measure of the electromagnetic ’coverage* 
and varies with optical coverage.
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The inner and outer part of the braid do not present the same
voltage and, as LgT increases, the voltage between the inner conductor
and the inner part of the braid decreases; for the same power, this implies
that the characteristic impedance decreases as shown in fig. 43. The
contrary happens for the slotted cable; the slot regulates the amount of power
that may travel outside but both sides of the outer conductor remain always
equipotential, so, as the slot opens part of the field lines will have a
longer way to reach the outer part of the outer conductor so that the capacitance
decreases and so the characteristic impedance increases. (This effect can
be seen in fig. 13 in section 2.2.3). Fig. 43 shows how the characteristic
impedance depends on LgT and slot aperture for a cable with ^ / r ^  = 8,
e =2. 26 and at f = 100 MHz. r
Fig. 44 provides a comparison as far as the transverse wave number 
is concerned; this parameter gives a measure of the rate of attenuation, in 
the radial direction of the outside fields. Finally Fig. 45 shows the 
pefcentage of power that travels outside the coaxial structured An interesting 
conclusion can be taken from the last two figures: L_T = 1  nH (fig. 44)
bl
corresponds to a slot of approximately 180 , for the same transverse wave 
number, such that those two cables will be equivalent as far as the rate of 
decay of the outer fields is concerned; Lglj, = 1 nH, in fig. 45 corresponds 
to 0.8% whilst 180° slot to about 15% of power travelling outside. In other 
words for about the same area to be covered by communication facilities, the 
slotted cable will be more likely to be affected by the environment than the 
braided cable. Near the cable the coupling will be higher for the former 
but the noise level will be reached at about the sarne radial distance, for 
both. I
An exhaustive comparison of the two types of cables has not been made 
as indeed they have Very similar performances and therefore only two or three 
interesting aspects have been mentioned.
* This figure has only limited use as far as the slotted cable is 
concerned since figures are available only for slots of 60° and
180°
Fig A3
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5. STUDY OF THE PROPAGATION AND RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOOSE 
BRAID COAXIAL CABLE OVER A PERFECT CONDUCTIVE GROUND PLANE
5.1 Introduction
An analysis based on a model which represents a closer approximation 
to a practical system will now be presented. The soil characteristics and 
specially the frequency, dictate the goodness of the approximation; if we
consider a typical wet soil with a conductivity a-10 ^  ft V m ^ and ~ 30,
it can be taken as a conductor up to about 60 MHz and a dielectric for higher
•  •  6 6 *frequencies. R.J. Mayhan and R.E. Bailey in a study on dry concrete
_4
roadways present an average number of ~ 6 and o -10 ft m which puts 
the boundary at about 300 kHz. A perfect conductive ground plane will only be 
considered as it eases significantly the formulation of the problem and still 
has obvious application.
The introduction of the ground destroys the circular symmetry of 
the structure maintaining a cylindrical symmetry ; cylindrical coordinates 
with the origin at the centre of the inner conductor and at a distance d
from the ground will be used. (Fig* 46).
oo
Fig. 46
Schematic diagram of the loose braid coaxial cable over 
a perfect conductive ground plane
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Following the study of chapter 4 it can be expected that the
slow wave mode,that propagates in free space,will still find good propagation 
conditions, the influence of the ground being dependent on the distance (1 
and the mesh characteristics; for a very loose braid large) the percentage
of wave power that travels outside the coaxial structure is large and so the
presence of the ground will be more important.
However, we have now the possibility of the presence of a new mode
supported by the outer part of the braid and the conductive plane.
The boundaries for the travelling waves are now r=r^, r=r2 » r=°° (for
0 < ( —■ j) and the plane surface (for 0 > j ~  |). On the perfect conductive
surface there will be electric and magnetic fields (E and H^) and a current
will flow such that its density will be J = n x H^;; this current and the
one on the outer braid might support a mode equivalent to a twin wire mode
if we substitute the conductive ground by the cable's electrical image (fig. 47).
\
We will consider the wave launched between the inner and the outer conductor !
■ -4- -J
of the coaxial structure ^
cable
I
n
Ha
image
Fig. 47
Cable and its electric image. Electric and magnetic 
field components
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5.2 Theory
5*2.1 Method and Initial Assumptions
As in chapter 4, the analysis will be made taking solutions of the 
wave equation both in medium 1 (r^ < r < r^) and outside (r > r^) and 
matching the surface impedances on both sides of the braid using the transfer 
impedance concept. In the medium lwe will not consider the influence of the 
cable image and the solution of the wave equation will be the same as in 
the free space situation. Outside, the solution of the wave equation will 
be taken for the two cables as if they were independent and then the fields 
will be superimposed in every point in space.
All the assumptions made in section 4.2.1 will be applied in this 
case and, as before, the series impedances and the surface transfer impedance 
concept will be used.
In order to be coherent with the method described the following 
assumptions must be added:
- The distance between the line and its image (2d) must be large compared 
with the cable’s diameter. Which implies:
- The field associated with the cable’s image is essentially constant 
in the vicinity of the cable.
This method has been applied successfully by Meyerhoff 67 on 
the study of the coupling between two surface wave guides.
Summarising, a solution of the wave equation in the medium 1 
(r1 < r < r2) will be taken, do the same outside but now also taking into 
consideration the field from the cable's image, and then match the field 
components at the braid boundary (r - r^).
The image line is built such that the field components on the con­
ductive plane surface are as shown in fig. 48.
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O
E = 
z
- E z .
E r n = E xn
H e z = H e .
Fig. 48
Cable and its electric image. Tangential and 
normal components
■5.2.2 Electromagnetic Fields
The dependence with the axial direction and with the time (e •^ze^a)t) 
will be assumed in all the fields1 expressions. The infinite conductivity 
of the conductors does not allow any electromagnetic fields for r < r^.
Within the dielectric medium 1 (r^ < r < rg) we will use the same solution of 
the wave equation, equation 32, in section 4.2.2.
E = A 
z J0 (hxr) + b Yo (hir)
E = jA —  
r h,
J^h-jr) + b Y1 (h1r) ...(40)
H q = jA my h, o 1
J]. (h].r) + b
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Outside the braid, for r > the first kind Hankel Function will 
be used for the slow wave and the second kind Hankel Function for the 
expected fast wave.
E
H,
A Hn (1) (jh r)
o h 1 J o 
o
k 2
A ° TT (1) /'I- \A  r—  H- (jh r)
o toy h 1 J o
o o
...(41)
and
A H ^  (h r) 
o o o
-jA H 1 (2) (h r)
J o h 1 o 'o
H a = -j A -°-h- - H (2) (h r) 
o toy h 1 o
o o
...(42)
For the slow wave, k^ < 3 < k-, 3 is real such that h is also real
r  2 2 2 ~] (1) ° -h r
hQ = 3 kQ ; for large arguments (jh^r) decays with e ° and so,
in the radial direction, there is only attenuation and no radiation* For 
the fast wave, 3 < hQ > 3 is complex with a small negative imaginary part such 
that hQ is also complex with a small real part, as Shown in the Argand plane, 
of fig. 49.
T m
ReaL
Fig. 49 3 complex plane
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/2\ ~jh r
For large arguments, decays with e such that the
real part of hQ accounts for the propagation in the radial direction 
(radiation), and the imaginary part for the attenuation in the same direction.
From equations 40, 41 and 42 the field lines of the two modes can 
be drawn. The slow wave field lines (coaxial mode) will be as shown in fig. 31 
when the free space case was studied (chapter 4) and the fast wave field lines 
(twin wire mode) can be seen in fig. 50.
5.2.3 Boundary Conditions and Characteristic Equation
As in section 4.2.3 we can calculate Id from the condition that 
Ez = 0 at r=r^; b = -JQ (h^r^)/Yo (h^r^). At r=r2 , as Ez should be continuous 
across the braid, we can relate A and Aq for the two expected modes: for the
slow wave, using the small arguments approximations, or when h r *  h^r^ and h ^ ^  
are much smaller than one, we have
A = j A F with F 
s os s s
I  in (0.89 h r 2) + j Ho (1) (jh^sj)
Jin h1r9
1  L A
Jin h^r^
...(43)
and for the fast wave
Af = jAof Ff with Ff
-  in (jO.89 h r.) + j H (2)(h 2d)
7T J O 2 . O O
An h^r^
1 "
...(44)
Using the series impedances, it can be written on the outer side of 
the braid, for the slow wave
(1 ^  (1),;
E + E .
7. 7.1z s + H0 + H0
l”1
H v 7 (jh r0)-H (jh 2d) ,
o J o 2 o J o . • wy h
o o
Hl (1)(jhor2)+Hl<1)(jho2d) ko2
r=rz +
.(45)
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Fig. 50
Field lines (E , E and HA) of the twin wire mode 
z r 0
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and, for the fast wave
'S+
H (2)(h r0)-H (2)(h 2d) ,
0 o 2 o o urn h    o o
H (2)(h r J + H  (2^(h 2d) ~^ko
1 o 2 1 o
On the inner side of the braid, it is
H,
r r2
hl r2
J h  iq~; r2 £ n ?7
... (46)
with Z.
Using the surface transfer impedance concept
‘ST H 0+ ~ H 0-
or, in another form,
-Jr r2
ZST ZS+ Z s"
we arrive at the characteristic equation, which is the same for
both modes. Using the small ,arguments approximation for all the functions
8
and making ZgT - -jo) LgT and a « —  ,
r2 + 2d
“ eo LST k 2 (g -a2)f.n —  2d k 2 (1-a2) in ■—  
o r r^ o 2d
= 0
...(47)
or, in terms of a polynomial in a ,
An accurate solution from the equation 47 is only possible when
hQ2d < 0.1 which means for example, at 100 MHz, d <  0.05 m; this distance
is about the limit imposed by the assumption that 2d should be larger than 2 ^
on which the theory was built. For good accuracy the following expression
must be used:
er
Kl(jhor2) + K ^ j h ^ d )  
 » 0
w e Lcrr . 2  „ 2 h f - K  (jh r0) + K (jh 2d) 1
ST h.. r0 £n —  o o J o 2 o J o
I
...(49)
This is the same equation as 47 but the Hankel functions were 
substituted by the third kind Bessel function.
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Going back to equations 47 and 48, which are much simpler to
interpret, it can be seen that, in 47, the solution a. is independent of
2
the frequency: in the denominator of the three terms we can find w (in
2 2
the first) and k = w £ y in the second and third such that the whole 
o o o
member becomes independent of w or the frequency (w = 2irf) . Also, from 48, 
4 mathematical solutions can be expected which, in the + z direction of 
propagation, represent two modes.
Varying L and d from very low to very large values there are
ui
always two modes. At the limit, when d -* 00, equation 49 tends to
r0 e
2 r
2 T i 2 , 2. r2co e L k (e -a ) An —
o bl o r  r^
= 0
or
/ „  ST <
a “ / er (1 " —  fr )
r0 y An 
2 o r^
which is the slow wave solution found in the free space case (equation 37).
5*3 Application of the Theory
5.3,1 Propagation constant of the modes. Different solutions 
corresponding to the two interpretations of the 
surface transfer impedance sign
Using the dimensions of the commercial cable BICC RPC5097C [cable 7l,
rx '= 0.00115 m
r2 = 0.005 m
e = 1.3r
LgT = 0.1162 nH
and for f = 100 MHz, the results showed in table'll, were calculated.
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Coaxial mode 
slow wave
twin wire mode 
Fast wave
l st
(nH)
d
(m)
6
(rad/m)
h
o
(rad/m)
Real (6) 
(rad/m)
r  (h )m o 
(rad/m)
0.1162 0.05 2.3731 1.1159 2.0872 -j 0.1730
0.1 2.3731 1.1159 2.0887 -j 0.1539
,1-0 2.3730 1.1157 2.091 -j 0.1186 -
3.0 2.3730 1.1157 2.0916 -j 0.1075
*
Table 11
Values of the propagation constant and outer transverse wave 
number for the coaxial and the twin wire modes. Dependence 
on the distance above ground
For other values of LgT, the results were, as table 12 shows:
Coaxial mode slow wave Twin wire mode fast wave
l st
(nH)
d
(m)
8
(rad/m)
h
o
(rad/m)
Real ($) 
(rad/m)
I (h ) m o
(rad/m)
0.05 0.05 2.3815 1.1337 2.0914 -j 0.1113
0.5 2.3293 1.0195 2.0571 -j 0.3933
1.0 2.2856 0.9152 2.0007 -j 0.61943
3.0 2.2183 0.7311 1.6064 -j 1.3425
0.05 0.5 2.3815 1.1337 2.0927 ~j 0.0839
0.5 2.3264 1.0129 2.0740 -j 0.2913
1.0 2.2745 0.8871 2.0407. -j 0.4710
3.0 2.1863 0.6275 1.7490 -j 1.1523
Table 12
Values of the propagation constant and outer transverse wave number 
for the coaxial and twin wire modes. Dependence on the distance 
above ground and surface transfer inductance
k = 2.09436 rad/m
o
K  = 2.38794 rad/m
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Now, for Lg,j, = 0.1162 nH and d = 0.05 m, the influence of a 
different inside dielectric can be seen in table 13.
slow wave
fast wave
e 3
h
0 RealCB) m o
r (rad/m) (rad/m) (rad/m) (rad/m)
1.1 2.1844 0.6207 2.0866 -j 0.1801
1.3 2.3731 1.1159 2.0872 -j 0.1730
2.26 3.129 2.3247 2.0875 -j 0.1700
Table 13
Values of the propagation constant and outer transverse wave number 
for the coaxial and twin wire modes. Dependence on the dielectric
The values of table 11 are shown in fig. 51 where it can be seen 
how the propagation constant of the two waves depends on the distance between 
cable and ground. For the slow wave 3 is almost independent of <1 and so with 
a value very near the one for free space; as for the fast wave the propagation
constant is again fairly independent of & and has a value practically equal
1 to the free space propagation constant kQ . As it can be seen from the values 
of h^ the attenuation of the fast wave is much lower than of the slow wave 
and it decreases as d_ increases. •
This last effect was verified experimentally according to measure­
ments made as described in section 6.1. The coupling from 400 metres of a 
BICC RPC 5097C cable, in the three following configurations, suspended at 
about 1.5 m, laid on grass and laid on concrete, are shown in table 14;
values taken from parallel runs at 3.5m, 13.2 m, 68 m and 112 m, at 105 MHz.
Configuration 3.5 m 13.2 m 68 m 112 m
suspended 78.6 dB 88.6 dB 103.3 109.8
on grass 90.0 101.9 119.8 125.6
on concrete 91.6 101.9 124.8 136.2 <
Table 14
Measured coupling values at four different distances from the
cable, at three configurations.
* Experimental values taken from reference (56)
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The values of table 12 are shown in fig. 52. A lower electromagnetic 
coverage (higher Lg^ ,) begins to affect the values of the propagation constants? 
this effect being more important for large values of the distance above the 
ground. The radial attenuation of the fast wave increases with Lg^ and, on 
the contrary, for the slow wave, it decreases.
From table 13, as e increases the radial attenuation of the slow 
’ r
wave increases substantially whilst for the- fast wave, it keeps approximately 
the same value with a slight decrease.
The results of the fast wave propagation constant show a value 
that, except for large values of LgT, is very near kQ ; this implies that 
the real part of the outer transverse number hQ (fig. 49) is very small and 
so the angle of radiation is also very small. In other words this wave 
radiates approximately in the axial direction such that the planes of constant 
phase are approximately the same as those of the slow wave, which are perpend­
icular to the cable.
As we have two waves propagating in about the same direction and
with different velocities they will beat producing the so called 'standing
waves'. In order to measure them it is necessary that, on the point where
the probe is located, both waves have similar amplitude which in general,
does not happen. However, on the braid surfaces this condition is most likely
to be true. Haining, 30 in a study of a model of a braided cable over a
perfect conductive ground, measured the wavelength of the 'standing waves'
produced by this beating. He used a cable with 90% optical coverage and an
outer radius of 0.75 mm which must lead to a very small value for the surface
transfer inductance; the inside dielectric was solid PTFE (e ~ 2.26).
r
With a low value pf Lg^ and a large the fast wave propagation constant 
must be* according to tables 12 and 13, very near k^. As for the slow wave, 
and again in accordance with tables 12 and 13, the propagation constant must 
be vary near . Measuring the signal with a probe sliding on the braid, 
Haining got a very good agreement for the wavelength of the 'standing waves' 
assuming they had propagation constants of kQ and k^. This is taken as a good 
experimental support for the theory of these two modes.
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Following the discussion, on the interpretations of the surface 
transfer impedance sign of section 4.3, we can now use the plus sign 
on the expression = +jo)Lg^ , and arrive at a new characteristic equation,
2 T
“ o ST
k 2 (e ~a2) £n 
o r  r^
r2 + 2d
2d k 2 (l-a2) Jin
o zd
= 0
There are two mathematical solutions for this new equation which 
corresponds to a slow wave with a propagation constant slightly larger than 
kQ (Goubau mode) and a second wave with 3 slightly larger than k^. A physical 
significance for this second wave could not be found as 3 > k^ 
implies the inner transverse wave number to be imaginary which is equivalent 
to a wave radiating inwards; so, from the two mathematical solutions, only ; 
one wave was likely to propagate. As it was seen from Haining1s experiment j 
30 , a cable over a perfect ground plane, launched in a coaxial manner, I 
gives origin to two waves and so, once again this avenue will not be developed,
5.3.2 Characteristic Impedance. Influence of the surface transfer 
inductance and distance from the ground
The characteristic impedance will be calculated as in section 4.4.4
from the ratio between the voltage and the current: Z , = V/l
ch
5.3.2.1 Slow wave (coaxial mode)
From
p ~  —
V = E dr ; 
r * I = 2 m 2
r=r,
and using equation 40, the same expression derived in section 4.4.4 in a free 
space situation, is found.
'ch 
s .w.
jl
2tt k., &n ...(50)
When the optical and electromagnetic coverage of the braid is 
high (Lgrj, small), $ tends to (see table 12) and the characteristic 
impedance tends to the value of the equivalent coaxial cable (Z ).
This is shown, along with the influence of the distance above ground, in 
fig. 53. For a cable like the BICCKPC 5097C (Lg^ = 0.1162 nH) the difference 
between free space and d = 0.05 m is of the order of 10% whilst for the FONT 
cable62 [cable 9'] ~ ‘4 tt~ *00325 = 0.82 nH), fhat difference is very
important. It should not be forgotten that, in a real cable, the outer 
dielectric sleeves will oppose this tendency as the energy will be more 
concentrated near the cable, such that the voltage and subsequently the 
characteristic impedance will not drop by the same amount. As will be seen 
in section 5.3.5, the slow wave power tends to travel outside, as the distance 
above ground decreases. In practical measurements, made according to 
experiments described in section 6.3 a good agreement with the theoretical 
predictions was not found. For the mentioned BICC cable (with no dielectric 
sleeves) the difference between free space characteristic impedance and at 
d = 0.05 m was measured to be only of the order of 1%, against the 10% 
theoretical value.• A possible explanation is that such distance is on the 
limit of the theory, arid so, there are reasons to believe that the third 
curve of fig. 53 (d = 0.05 m) is exaggerated. Still, for cables with low 
coverage as the FONT cable, this problem must be taken into account, as the 
theoretical difference is high and the knowledge of the characteristic 
impedance is important for matching considerations.
3*3.2.2 Fast wave (twin wife mode) 
Equation 42 will be used for calculating
2d
f
V *3
«•
r0
E ’ dr and 1 
r l «  2 i r r 2 » e  „  +  » o .
2  V 2 d _
2
The final expression is
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when 2d »  it can be simplified
Zchf = f  *n f  —  <51>
f.w. o 2
As we can see, when the coverage tends to 100% (Xg^ tends to zero 
and 3 "*• k ), we arrive at the formula of the characteristic impedance for
. .° f  1
a twin wire line Z ^ = Zo/27r|j,n 2d/r2J considered as a good
check for expression*”* ^  51.
Fig. 54 shows the influence of the surface transfer inductance 
value and the distance above ground; the increase of Lg^ is equivalent to 
a decrease of the distance between cable and ground, but it is only significant 
for cables with a very low coverage.
Using the BICC cable, the value was measured at d = 0.05 m and 5
the result was Z ^  = 172.5 ft; the theoretical value is 178 ft, whichj
f.w. ;
represents an agreement within 3.2%. These values were calculated from
the results of the experiment described in section 6.3.4.
5.3.3 Normalization of the fields* coefficients. Discussion on , 
the distribution of power between the two modes ;
In order to relate the field values with the input power fed into 
the cable at any point in space, the fields' coefficients A and Aq must be 
normalized. '.A \ driving power of 1 watt will be assumed and the equations 
43 and 44> to relate A with A q for both modes of propagation;will be used. 
However, one point must be discussed first: the distribution of power
between the two modes.
The two propagation modes, which result from the proposed theoretical 
analysis, represent two possible ways for a wave to propagate along the 
braided cable and the conductive plane. Whathas beenlearned so far, was 
that this structure allows such modes to propagate, but their existence 
depends on whether or not there are the proper initial conditions. The two 
modes are probably orthogonal and so uncoupled which means that they should be 
able to propagate independently with no conversion of power. As the two waves 
are supported by currents on the three conductors, their field lines are
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very similar and so a small disturbance, where the feeding point plays an 
important part, should easily set the right initial conditions for the launching 
of the se'cond mode.
Some authors,(Martin 2* , Fontaine 62 Delogne h5 .), following
the classical method of characterizing the screening of coaxial cables 
(Fowler 63 , Kunz 99 ), have considered this problem within the theory
of coupled lines, using a quasi-static approach and the transmission line 
theory; this method assumes TEM modes and uses the surface transfer inductance 
as the major conductive coupling effect. As Delogne1*5 also points out, 
'klthough it is an extremely useful tool, does not give a correct physical 
interpretation of the phenomena", this method is not perfectly correct and, 
in this instance, inconsistent with ouf initial assumptions. However, 
in a real cable, all discrete discontinuities force some degree of power 
conversion and so it is reasonably acceptable that this problem may be tackled
with the theory of coupled lines. j
-I ;
A correct and complete study would need a detailed analysis of I
■ i
the discontinuities with the obvious difficulty of being able to predict 
their type and position. However, in practical terms, if the ratio of power 
between the two modes is derived with a very low accuracy, the coupling figures 
(in dB), outside the cable will be affected by, at the most ±3 dB (say). j
In this work a very simple criterion will be used which will be approximately I 
true for an infinite and perfect cable and ground. !
The power will divide itself between the two modes according to 
their characteristic impedance.
= Fg + Pf (total power « slow wave power + fast
wave power)
P Zchf
/  = 2— - t 52)
f ch
s .w.
From equations 50 and 51 we can derive, for P = 1 W
Ps = 1 + k f ; Pf = 1 + k ...(53)
sf sf
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with
sf
5^  £n 2A/ v^
r i n  r2/tl . . . ( 5 4 )
e being the relative dielectric constant of the inside dielectric and 
r t
and 3g the propagation constants of the fast and slow waves respectively.
As it can be seen from equation 54 and table 13 when e increases from 1.1 to 2.26
kg£ increases by approximately /2.26/1.1 when the coverage decreases (higher
• ps
Lg^, table 13), the ratio p—  also decreases but only by a small amount; 
for a smaller d., this decrease is slightly more important. As we could 
expect, when the distance above the ground increases, the fast wave will have 
less power. .
With the calculated relation between powers of the two waves the 
coefficients of the fields, may now be normalised.
5.3.3.1 Slow wave (coaxial mode)
Considering the inside and outside areas of the cable's cross section 
P will be devided as follows:
S '
= P . + P
SI so
with
2it
P . =■ ~  Real
si 2 E^ Ha r dr d0 r o ...(55)
0
with E^ arid H 0 taken from equations 40, and
so Real Er H0 r dr d0 ... (56)
with E and Hn taken from equations 41.
r o * *
Using equation 43, and performing the integrations we arrive at
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sf 
1 + k
A
sf
os
3 k
2 itoy tl TT 
o o
2 n 2
-4 £n (0.89 h r0) + (h r0) £n (0.89 h r0) - 2 
o Z o Z o Z
2 2 F 6 k, it 
s J.
wy h, o 1
2 o i 2 2
‘l , 4 4, , r2 1 ■ 2 "rl
64 2 - ri > + — ------  TT T ~
h h n 2 h r U n  hlrl
5.3.3.2 Fast wave (twin wire mode)
For the fast wave the power P^ will be divided as P^ = P^q + 2P^.
2 P ^  is the power that travels inside the coaxial structure both in the 
cable and in its image.
P,,. is calculated as P . from equation 40 and P,. from the 
fi  ^ si fo
expression P^q = VI, with V and I given in section 5.3.2.2
Performing the integrations and on the condition that h^ 2d > h0r2 » 
the final expression to normalized the value of A ^ is found.
1
A
of
1 + ksf
4(V  . 2d +
toy h 4tt r2 toy h,2 ’ o o o 1
V
64
/ 4 4, , in r2/rl . r22-rX2
2 ~r x > + r T T  + -------------
hl £n hiri 4&n
5.3.4 Calculation of the slow wave power that travels outside 
the coaxial structure
The importance of the knowledge of the percentage of the slow wave 
power that travels outside the coaxial structure was presented in section
4.4.5 and the influence of a nearby conductive ground plane will now be studied,
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Using equations 55 and 56, Pso/Ps£ *-n percentage can be calculated 
and the results are shown in fig. 55.
The curves were calculated for a cable with the dimensions 
r^ = 0.00115 m  and = 0.005 m and we can see the dependence on the surface
transfer inductance and the distance above ground, f = 100 MHz and e = 1 . 3  
were used, however the influence of both the frequency and relative permittivity 
can be appreciated by the curves of fig. 42,* section 4.4.5. Taking once again 
the example of cable BICC kPC 5097C (Lg,p = 0.1162 nil) it was realized the 
enormous influence of the ground; for the FONT cable (LCT ~ 0.82 nH) -9 the
ui
distance above the ground plane is determinant; for d = 0.05 m it can be 
seen that about 90% of the slow wave power travels outside which makes this 
cable, as far as technical problems are concerned, almost as difficult to 
deal with as a Goubau line.
and it can be compared tc real measurements on the condition that the receiving
E^, as the schematic diagram (fig, 56) shows.
At every point in space the fields from both cables must be added 
vectorially which immediately implies that when the cable is very near or 
on the ground the coupling will be lower, as the contributions from either 
cable tend to cancel each other*
5.3.5 Calculation of the density of power outside the cable.
Influence of the surface transfer inductance and distance! 
from the ground
After having normalized the coefficients the density of power 
outside the cable can be calculated. The coupling will be given in dBW
2 ■ . i
antenna has 1 m of effective aperture and is polarized in the direction of
and
E
r
The curves of density of power versus distance from the cable 
(along r, as shown in fig. 56), were calculated for a cable with the following 
dimensions:
rx = 0.00115 m 
= 0.005 m
er = 1.3
and for f = 100 MHz
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Fig. 56
Schematic diagram of the electric lines (E^) from the 
cable and its image
Fig. 57 shows the coupling from the slow wave in a free space 
situation for three values of this figure is included here for
comparison with fig. 58 a, b, 59 a, b and 60 a, b that show the coupling 
from the slow and fast waves for the same three values of Lg^ and for two 
different distance above ground.
The conclusions will be discussed in three parts; about the slow 
wave coupling, fast wave coupling and overall coupling.
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Slow wave - Comparing fig. 57 with 58,59 and 60 the influence of the ground 
can be appreciated. The distance covered decreases with d_ whilst the 
coupling near the cable increases. This effect agrees with the results of 
section 5.3.4 about the percentage of the slow wave that travels outside the 
coaxial structure; the proximity of the ground implies more power travelling 
outside (fig. 55), being this power concentrated around the cable and the 
ground near to it. As it will be seen later, this implies less losses, as 
the wave is not supported as much as before by the inner conductor currents 
where the losses are higher.
For a low coverage (Lg,j, high) more power is outside and the coupling 
is better (fig. 57); the influence of the ground is as explained before.
Fast wave - The influence of a nearer ground decreases the radial distance 
within which communication is possible and tends to increase the coupling 
very near the cable. A high coverage (Lg^ low) implies a better coupling 1
and a higher radial distance for possible communication. !
Overall coupling - The decrease of the height above ground has a determinant 
effect: a cable laid on the ground provides a much lower coupling. As far
as the surface transfer inductance is concerned, for a small d_ a better coupling 
is provided by a cable with a low coverage whilst that for a high d_ a better ' .
coupling is provided by a high coverage cable. It must be emphasised here ;
that the case is an idealised one and so this conclusion might easily be 
of secondary importance.
These two waves travel with a different velocity and so they 1
will beat with one another producing the normally called ’standing waves’.
These ’standing waves’ will only be measurable when the waves have similar 
amplitudes which, in general does not happen. From the figures presented 
(58, 59 and 60) in the ideal situation ’standing waves' can be expected 
only in the cases 59a and b. Of course the two waves propagate with 
different conductor losses and in the case of a non perfect ground, they 
are also attenuated differently. It is then difficult to predict where 
these ’standing waves’ will appear and how to avoid them. Another cause of 
the ’standing waves’ which seem to be measured for all types of cable, in 
all conditions and by everybody, is the interference caused by radiation 
from discontinuities along the cable and transmitter and load ends. Further 
this radiation explains the relatively Ijiigh values of coupling at large 
distances from the cable, as can be seen in the values of table 14. A more
detailed discussion on this problem will be done in section'5.6.
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5.3.5.1 Comparison ‘with measurements carried out in a real environment
In order to compare coupling values, carried out according to 
experiments described in section 6.1, the field received by a vertical 
tuned half wave dipole, 1.8 m above the ground were calculated. The cable 
has the characteristics of a BICC RPC5097C and is suspended at 1 m and 0.05 m 
above the ground. The receiving aerial and the cable, at the two different 
heights, are shown in the schematic diagram-of fig. 61.
o
1 m
IB m
ao5in
q/'dss ' concrete
— J  ----  35m ----------
Fig. 61
Schematic diagram showing the relative positions of the 
cable and a vertical half-wave electric dipole.
Taking the polarization into consideration and the effective 
area of the dipole the following values were calculated:
d (m) P (dBW)
0.05 - 64.6
1 - 47.2
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A good agreement can not be expected, in terms of coupling, as 
the theoretical prediction is made with a perfect conductive ground plane 
and the actual measurements were carried out over grass and concrete; these two 
'soils1, at 100 MHz are no longer conductors but dielectrics exhibiting some 
conductivity. They will introduce losses and unbalance the twin wire mode 
and therefore introducing quantitative and qualitative differences. Still 
the effect of the ground should be noticed. The measured values were shown 
in table 14 and reproduced here are the ones of interest for this comparison.
d (m) P (dBW)
on the 
ground -91.6
1 -78.6
In the calculated values the increase of coupling (in dB), when 
d increases, is about 1.36 times. For the measured numbers the increase was 
1.16 times which is slightly less; this difference may be explained by 
the fact that the losses introduced by the ground will be more important when
the cable is nearer the ground (d = 0.05) and so bringing that ratio down.
This effect of the ground was also measured by Gree and Giles 28 ,
In references 116 and 56 data can be found supporting the explanation 
that a wet concrete ground will provide a higher coupling.
5*3.6 Evaluation of Losses
5.3.6.1 Losses in the conductors.Slow and fast waves
For the inner conductor the losses, in Neper/metre can be calculated 
by the expression:
P .
ci
aci 2 P
with P given by equation 53, and 
s
R
P . = 2rrr1ci 2 1 H, R
Trfy
r=r.
R is the surface resistivity and cr the conductivity of copper
s_7 -i -i
(a = 5.8 10 ft m ); H is given by equation 40. The final expression
is
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On the outer conductor there are losses on both sides of the braid.
Thus
co
CO * 4.1, -Dyr=—  with P 
2P co
R
r 2 n 2 H
+ H-0 0
r=r. r=r,
where H _ is given by equation 40 and H q + by equation 41. The
r=r, r=r,
expression is
1
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Now, for the fast wave, only the losses on the outer part of the 
braid will be considered.
c 2P, with Pf given by equation 53, and
2Trr, He + He
r=r2 r=2d—1
being H. given by equation 42. The expression is
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The loss . expressions for the braid need two correction factors due 
to the characteristics of the mesh: first, the real length along which the
current must flow is larger than if it was a solid outer; second, the
. . .  *
effective perimeter through which the current flows is smaller . A schematic
diagram of the braid is shown in fig. 62.
   _ one v t i i t  o f  length 1
Ns/o I
2irrz
 * _ _
Ns numher of strands
Fig. 62
Schematic diagram of the braid
■•k
Another way to calculate correction factors for the braid (braiding 
factor) can be found in reference 86 .
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If holes with a square shape are assumed, the first correctibn 
factor is cf^ = J2 , and the second can be calculated from fig. 62 as being
2Trr„ *
cf 2 = "n  tl •••(59)
s 1
b. cos 6 
1 s
Let us see now how to relate cf2 with the surface transfer inductance, 
Kaden70’71 has studied the problem of the coupling through
7 2 3 7
holes in cables screens and later, Van der Velden and Slaughter ,
applied the same principle to evaluate the transfer inductance of a row 
of holes and a braided screen; in reference 37 ' are presented calculated 
and measured values with a very good agreement.
In terms of the surface transfer inductance, the presented formula
is
lst = W T - 2 10"6 H •••(60)
with _a and r2 in 'metre1 and n^ being the number of holes per metre.
From Fig. 62 can be taken ;
2irr2 t.
an = F T o ~  ”  a ~  m ...(61)1 N 2 cos 0
s s
Relating equations 59, 60 and 61, we have
cf9 =  i-T .........  ...(62)
N /3o T :  ,
1.333 - Z L crr 10
2 /  nh ST
which relates the correction factor with the value of the surface transfer 
inductance.
The final expressions for the losses on the braided conductor are, 
for the slow wave,
According to fig. 62, b^ = 2 if the section BB* is considered and 
b^ = 1 through the section b^B^1 . Using an average number, it will 
be made b^ = 1.5.
The conductors losses for copper cables with r^ = 0.00115 m, 
= 0.005 m with no correction factors applied, at f = 100 MHz were 
calculated and shown in table 15.
l st
(nH)
d
(m)
Coaxial mode slow wave
(dB/km) 
a . a
C l CO
Twin wire mode
Fast wave (dB/km) 
a
c
0.05 0.5 20.35 4.68 2.29
0.05 19.58 4.52 4.01
0.5 0.5 19.13 4.44 2.27
0.05 3.41 1.19 4.17
3 0.5 5.94 2.28 1.87
0.05 0.0486 0.933 5
Table 15
Attenuation due to conductor losses; coaxial and twin wire mode. 
Dependence on the distance above ground and surface transfer inductance.
The conductor losses in a coaxial cable (L = 0) with the same '
U11
dimensions, is 25.06 dB/km which is approximately the value presented (25.03) 
for the slow wave, 0.5 metres above the ground and a very small Lcrp.
O  J -
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As the surface transfer inductance increases, the losses of the
slow wave decrease which can be explained by the decrease of slow wave
power travelling inside the cable (see fig. 55). As cl decreases the losses
of the slow wave also decrease and that is explained by the decrease of
the slow wave power in relation to total power. (Section 5.3.3).
*
As far as the fast wave losses are concerned there is an interesting
result. When Lg^ , increases the losses decrease when d = 0.5 m and increase
when d = 0.05 m. It is well known that in a twin wire line the conductor
2d
losses present a minimum for —  ~ 4.6 ; for d = 0.5 we are well above this
2 d r 2
number and for d = 0.05, —  ~ 10; it has been seen as well that the
r 2
influence of an increasing value of Lg^ would decrease substantially the
characteristic impedance (see fig. 54) which is the same as saying that the
two wire line becomes equivalent to another with a smaller distance between
2d
the wires. Thus, the ratio —  ~ 10 is in fact equivalent to a much smaller
value and so places the result on the other side of the minimum.
In order to compare the theoretical results with practical figures 
the insertion loss on a 400 m cable (BICC RPC5097C) suspended at 1 . 5 m  and 
laid on the ground was measured. The results are shown in table 16, which 
is taken from reference 56; the practical experiment is described in 
section 6.1.
Configuration Insertion loss 
at 100 MHz 
(dB/km)
suspended 37.0
on grass 36.5
on concrete 37.8
I
Table 16
Measured values of insertion 1-oss for the cable 
BICC RPC5097C
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The theoretical values for this cable can be extrapolated from 
table 15 (for Lg^ = 0.1162 nH) and assuming that the 'suspended1 value does 
not differ much from the value at d = 0.5 m, and the ’on ground' configuration 
is equivalent to the d = 0.05 m situation. The correction factors are 
calculated with Ng = 24 (number of strands) and n^ = 4500 (number of holes 
per metre), and the theoretical figures shown in table 17
cf^ = t/1
cf2 = 1.88
l st
(nH)
d
(m)
attenuation
(dB/km)
0.1162 0.5 38.54
0.05 38.61
Table 17
Attenuation due to conductor losses in a braided cable.
Values corrected with the two correction factors
The manufacturer claims 41 dB/km which is about 10% higher than 
the measured values, table 16. When comparing the figures of tables 16 
and 17 the agreement between measured and calculated values is within 4%.
As it was seen in table 15 the non corrected values show a tendency 
for the total conductor losses to decrease as L crr is higher (lower coverage)
bi
specially when the cable is on the,ground. However, the introduction of the 
correction factors, destroys, at least partially, this tendency. The second 
correction factor (which was 1.88 for the BICC RPC5097C cable, with 
Lg^ = 0.1162 nH) will be substantially higher for cables with a higher surface 
transfer inductance such that the total conductor losses will not decrease 
as the 6th column of table 15 suggests.
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5.3.6.2 Losses in the dielectric
For the slow wave, and for a cable with e = 1 . 3  the losses in the
r
dielectric should be smaller than 1 dB/km. With an increase of L _ or d
u  JL
this number should be even smaller for the same reasons discussed about
the conductor losses. ,
%
For the fast wave, if the medium between the two lines, is air, the 
losses should be practically zero.
However, if our cable is not above a perfect conductor the fast wave 
losses will increase as well as the slow wave's as, for L large, the majority
J.
of the slow wave power travels outside. Still, the losses in the dielectrics 
should always be much smaller than in the conductors.
5.4 Summary of Results and Conclusions
5.4.1 General .
An analysis has been presented made on a model of a braided coaxial 
cable over a perfect conductive ground. The most important conclusion consists 
on such structure allowing the simultaneous propagation of a second mode 
(fast wave) with the coaxial mode (slow wave) which is the normal mode of 
propagation in a free space situation. The fast wave (twin wire mode) has 
a propagation constant very near the free space number (kQ) and radiates 
practically in the axial direction such that its constant phase planes are 
almost parallel to the ones of the slow wave which are perpendicular to the 
cable axis (fig. 52). The propagation constant of these two modes is not 
much affected by the distance to the ground (fig. 51) and the influence of 
the surface transfer inductance is only important when it reaches values like
1 or 2 nH (a very leaky cable specially designed by Fontaine, 1973 62 
[cable 9j , presents a value of the'surface transfer inductance of about 0,82 nH 
and the cable type RPC5097C from BICC, which is commercially available, 
presents a value of 0.116 nH). The slow wave propagation constant has practically 
the same value as in a free space situation with a deviation of about 0.02% 
at 3 centimetres from the ground (fig. 51).t The two waves present no cut-off 
frequency and their velocity ratio is fairly independent of the frequency, 
up to VHF. An increase in the inside dielectric permittivity makes the coaxial 
mode (slow wave) propagation constant approach k^ and the twin wire mode (fast 
wave) propagation constant wpproach kQ which implies that the decay of outside 
fields increases for the former and decreases for the latter; this effect on 
the slow wave has been shown in chapter 4, for the cable in free space
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(fig. 34 and 39). It is interesting to notice that, on the fast wave, 
there is an inverse effect which means that a higher might increase the 
coupling at certain distances.
The two orthogonal modes propagate simultaneously and so, away from 
discontinuities, no power is transferred from one to the other. They are 
supported by currents flowing on the inrfer conductor, both sides of the 
braid and the conductive ground however, for-the slow wave (coaxial mode), 
the power travels mainly inside (fig. 55) and for the fast wave (twin wire 
mode), it travels mainly outside. The distribution of power by the two 
waves was discussed but not studied in detail; it was assumed that the input 
power would distribute itself inversely proportionally to the characteristic- 
impedances of the two modes (equation 54); this criterion shows that when the 
surface transfer inductance increases (lower electromagnetic coverage) the 
fast wave will propagate more power; the inverse happens if the distance above 
ground increases or the inside dielectric is substituted by a higher 
permittivity one.
The distribution of the slow wave power by the inside and outside 
of the coaxial structure is an important factor as it gives a measure of the 
degree of the discontinuity at the feeding point. It was seen, in chapter 4 
how it depended on the frequency and the surface transfer inductance (figs. 41 
and 42) and in this section, with the distance above ground (fig. 55): the
presence of a near conductive plane makes more power travel outside and so 
worsens the discontinuity at the feeding point which implies that more power 
will be radiated by higher modes generated at this end of the cable.
Concerning the characteristic impedances of the two modes, the 
presence of the ground implies a decrease on the slow wave's (fig. 53) and a 
value, for the twin wire mode, approximately the same as for the equivalent 
twin wire line (fig. 54). The increase of the surface transfer inductance 
value has an effect equivalent to a decrease of the distance between cable 
and ground.
The coupling is normally made through the twin wire mode (fast wave) 
except for very high values of the surface transfer inductance (fig. 58, 59 
and 60). The fields extend a good deal more than in a free space situation 
reaching 20 metres well above the noise level, for small values of Lg^, and a 
distance above the ground not too small. These figures relate to 100 MHz 
the dependence with frequency being studied and presented in chapter 4, in the 
free space situation. The levels of coupling predicted in this model are much
Addendum to P. 182
5.4.1.1. Mode Coupling
The question of mode coupling has an important bearing on bandwidth. 
The two modes travel at different velocities and therefore with a modulated 
carrier it is possible for the modulating signals to arrive out of. phase 
at a distance receiver via the two modes.
A simple calculation shows that for a 3 kHz modulating signal, 
in a typical cable the distance at which the modulating signals arrive.
45° out of phase is about 50 km, assuming no coupling between modes and a 
velocity ratio of 0*8. The problem is therefore not usually one of 
practical significance.
On page 156 it was suggested that the modes are in principle 
orthogonal because the theoretical method used to calculate the solutions 
of the characteristic equation must be equivalent to the eigenfunction 
method. However the statement has not been fully justified mathematically 
because in practice in imperfect conditions and in the presence of 
discontinuities experience has shown mode conversion occurs at frequent 
intervals.
Ideally it is desirable that the receiver only couples to one 
mode but since attenuation of the two modes differ both longitudinally 
and radially one would generally exceed the other appreciably
even if no mode conversion were occurring.
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closer to the measured values than the ones predicted in chapters 3 and 4 
but we are still far from a good agreement. The fields measured at great 
distances from the cable (i.e. 112 m, table 14) must be due to radiation 
from feeding and load ends and other discontinuities affecting the propagating 
waves; this is well supported by theory and measurements discussed in 
section 3.3.9. As for the near fields it could only be expected a good 
agreement with a theoretical model which would take into account the electro­
magnetic characteristics of a real soil. Still, the degree of agreement was 
fairly good concerning the influence of the proximity of the ground and the 
frequency.
The conductor losses were calculated and the influence of c[ and 
L was studied (table 15); for cables with low electromagnetic coverage
ul
and placed very near the ground, the power of the waves tend to travel outside 
implying less currents on the inner conductor and so a drastic decrease of 
the conductor losses. As the model assumed a smoothed out version of the 
braid the theoretical values did not agree with measurements and it was 
concluded that the values of table 15 needed a correction to take into account 
the real geometric characteristics of a mesh. Two correction factors were 
introduced leading to a good agreement with the experimental values. An 
important conclusion was obvious when comparing the conductor losses of a 
slotted and a braided cable: the latter presents about 50% more than the
former.
5*4*2 The choice of the optimum parameters as a function of both 
the environment and the particular system of communication
The choice of the optimum parameters will be treated with greater 
detail in section 7.2 where design considerations will be discussed. Here, 
we will just present general aspects taken as conclusions from this study.
The most important.parameter to be chosen is the frequency; a 
lower limit will be given both by the necessities of bandwidth and the radial 
distance to be covered within which communication facilities are to be provided. 
The conclusion concerning this parameter is^  that the frequency should be kept 
as low as possible, for three main reasons: first, a lower value tends to
increase the radial distance within which communication is possible (fig. 39); 
second, the losses will be lower and so a larger length of cable can be used 
without the need of a repeater; and third, a higher percentage of the slow 
wave power will travel inside the coaxial structure providing a smaller 
discontinuity at the feeding end (less radiation from this point) and less
183 _
chances for the wave to be affected by the environment (fig. 42).
Now concerning the cable, its dimensions and inside dielectric
permittivity must be chosen. A thin inner conductor should be avoided as
*
the major part of the conductor losses comes from this conductor ; therefore
the choice between a 50 or a 75 cable should be decided in favour of a cable
♦
with 50 ft characteristic impedance. A high permittivity for the inside 
dielectric implies, for the slow wave, a better coupling very near the cable 
but a smaller radial coverage (fig. 39) and, for the fast wave, a larger 
radial coverage; further, it implies more of the slow wave power travelling 
outside, which is disadvantageous (fig. 42) and less power for the fast wave 
(equation 54 and table 13).
There is no obvious conclusions from the listed effects;
nevertheless, with a perfect conductive ground and for not very large values of
LgT (say, LgT < 1 nH), the fast wave fields must predominate and therefore 
a high value of should provide a better coupling. It is important to note
that, in a real environment, when the soil presents lossy dielectric 
characteristics, the fast wave is likely to be substituted by a surface 
wave to which a higher e should imply a lower coupling.
When considering the surface transfer inductance (electromagnetic 
coverage) the following considerations could be made: a low value implies
that more of the slow wave power travels inside the coaxial structure (fig. 41) 
which provides a smaller discontinuity at the feeding end and so, less 
radiation from this point; considering the outside fields the fast wave 
should predominate (fig. 58 and 59) and so a better coupling would be expected 
with exception of very small distances (say r < I'm). For a high value of 
LgT (say LgT > 1 nH), the slow wave predominates (fig. 60) and it provides 
a higher coupling very near the cable (fig. 60b and 58b). For this last 
case the wave travels in a higher percentage outside the coaxial structure 
and closer to the braid which asks for more attention paid to the launching 
conditions and mounting methods.
Finally, for the height above ground} the conclusion is that a 
cable laid directly on the soil provides lower outside fields (fig. 58, 59 
and 60). Also the discontinuity at the feeding point will be higher as the 
slow wave tends to travel outside in a higher percentage (fig. 55).
* Up to VHF and for a surface transfer inductance value less than, 
say, 1 nH.
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5.5 Limitations of the Model
The introduction of a perfectly conductive ground plane was a good 
step towards the building of a theoretical model which would reflect the real 
conditions of a system, however it presents an important limitation as far 
as high frequencies are concerned. As stated in the introduction of this 
study (section 5.1) a dry concrete roadway can be considered a conductor only 
up to 300 kHz and a typical wet soil up to 60 MHz; this is one of the 
important limitations of the model. A poor conductivity and a high power factor 
of the ground plane must introduce qualitative and quantitative differences the 
most important fact being the probable substitution of the fast wave by a 
second surface wave.
Another aspect which in a real system turns out to be of primary 
importance, and not considered in this model, is the almost unavoidable 
radiation produced by higher modes launched at discontinuities affecting 
the waves propagation. This radiation must contribute to the existence of 
the ’standing waves’ and the relatively high values of the coupling at 
very large distances from the cable as discussed in detail in section 3.3.9.
It will be discussed later (section 5.6) two approaches to the problem of 
overcoming the difficulties introduced by the existence of the ’standing 
waves’.
Finally, the third aspect is the absence of an outer dielectric 
sleeve. This was discussed for the slotted coaxial cable and the same 
reasons may be invoked to believe that the sleeves will not introduce any 
qualitative difference.
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5.6 The Standing Wave Problem
The reasons for the existence of the standing waves will be here
briefly summarized. First of all it must be said that this phenomenon
differs somewhat from that normally encountered in transmission line theory.
In the leaky cable case the term describes a complex spatial interference
♦
pattern arising from waves propagating along different axis, whereas the 
standing wave pattern in conventional transmission lines is computed from 
the sum of the reflected waves propagated along the cable axis of the 
transmission line with the incident wave.
The first reason for the existence of ’standing waves’ is the inter­
ference between the two modes (coaxial and twin wire) which propagate along 
the cable with a different velocity of propagation. This effect must exist 
even in an idealised c$se but it should be measurable only at those radial 
distances where the two modes would have comparable amplitudes; as this 
does not show in practical measurements, the phenomenon cannot be explained 
only by this reason.
The second is the existence of reflected waves (with both modes, 
specially from the twin wire mode which is less probable to be matched and, 
at VHF, for the coaxial mode, when a significant part of its power travels 
outside the coaxial structure). These reflected waves will produce standing 
waves measurable at all distances radially to the cable but they should be 
detected only close to the load and transmitter ends (end effects). Again 
this is not so in practical measurements which means that the full explanation
must be much more complex.
The third reason which it is believed to be the more important one 
is the radiation from discontinuities existing along the cable, being the 
load and transmitter ends probably the ones which contribute most. It was 
seen, in section 3.3.9, according to an experiment carried out in an 
anechoic chamber and described in section 6.2, how the radiation from both 
ends of a short cable produce ’standing waves'. Also it is well known 
5 , 57, 58, 59, that discontinuities affecting the propagation of surface 
waves produce radiation.
In order to illustrate the importance of this third reason it will
be* shown now the conclusions of three experiments carried out with a 400 metre
cable laid on a concrete roadway; these experiments are described in more 
detail in chapter 6, sections 6.1 and 6.8.
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The first experiment shows how the change of the cable’s load 
(50 ft, short circuit and open circuit) affects the position of the 'standing 
waves’ - fig. 63. On the second experiment the entire 400 m cable was 
moved axially by 1 metre; two runs, beginning at the same distance from 
the end of the cable before and after moving it, are shown in fig. 64 
which shows the influence of the surroundings, as the 'standing waves* are 
slightly different and the positions of the nulls moved only about 0.5 metre.
The third experiment was made, as described in section 6.8, to 
conclude on the influence of radiation from the ends and discrete points 
along the cable.
A 400 metre slotted cable j^cable 6 Jlaid on concrete was used 
and 3 perpendicular runs were, made, at 72 metres from the transmitter end, 
in the 3 following conditions: first a 10 metre run using no absorbing
material; second, the same run but with absorbing material covering both 
ends of the cable; and third with absorbing material placed near the receiving 
dipole. In the second the aim is to prevent the dipole to receive direct 
radiation from the discontinuity feeder-slotted cable and in the third, not 
only the mentioned radiation, but also the fields due to radiation from 
discontinuities along the cable.
Fig. 65 and 66 illustrate the results. The former shows the received 
signal in the first two runs. Curve 1 has a slope of 0.69 dB per metre and 
a standard deviation to the best straight line of 4.62 dB, whilst curve 2, 
has a higher slope of 1.61 dB and a lower standard deviation of 3.53 dB.
Thus, it shows an improvement on the amplitude of the 'standing waves' and 
proves the idea that the end’s discontinuities give origin to radiating 
modes which contribute to the existence of 'standing waves'. In fig* 66 
it can be seen an even higher improvement. It is not clear if in this third 
position there is a better absorption of the end's radiation or if radiation 
from discrete discontinuities of the cable is also absorbed. Clearly this 
matter would need more investigation in order to draw decisive conclusions.
However, it is believed it was shown enough evidence to prove 
that the ’standing waves’ are mainly produced by interference of signals 
radiated by both ends and discrete discontinuities existing along the cable 
(bends, soil discontinuities, hanging posts, etc).
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Once briefly summarised the reasons for the existence of ’standing 
waves’,we can think of a may of overcoming the problemjWe can see two general 
approaches: first, use of a diversity method in the mobile receiver and
second, reduction to a minimum of the radiation from discontinuities. In 
practice, and depending on the system of communication, both methods might 
have to be used simultaneously.
To illustrate the first>the results of an experiment, described 
in section 6.7 are presented where the fields are measured as received by 
two antennas located at the same point, independently of one another (one 
dipole and two loops). Fig. 67 shows the field values along a 10 metre run 
parallel to a 400 metre slotted cables £cable 6j: the beginning of the run was 
78 metres distant from the transmitter end. The deep nulls of the signal 
received by the dipole and by the loops do not coincide in space; then, if 
the receiver was built in such a way that, after the independent detection of 
both signals, it would ’choose’ the highest amplitude, the deep nulls would 
be avoided. In fig. 68 is presented the sum of the amplitudes of both signals.
The standing waves are not avoided, but the deep nulls which might 
introduce important distortion in data transmission 85 are overcome.Another 
possibility is the use of two carrier frequencies through the same antenna.
This method has the advantage on the first one of complete reciprocity when 
considering as well the communication on the direction mobile -»■ base station.
Now to consider the second approach the existence of discontinuities 
must be reduced to a possible minimum. This problem has been analysed in great 
detail by all the authors engaged on communication systems involving Goubau 
guides. The two basic aspects are: control of the launching conditions
and the mounting methods. Considering the former, two ’launchers’ are 
proposed for braided and slotted cables, fig. 69 and 70, which assure a 
gradual transition from a solid feeder to the leaky cable; they will be 
specially important at HF and VHF when a significant part of the slow wave 
power travels outside the coaxial structure. Reducing drastically the 
discontinuity, higher radiating modes are less likely to appear and so, 
the radiation from both ends of the cable should be very mcuh reduced.
The first (fig. 69) is for use with loose braided cables and makes
a. gradual transition from the mesh geometric characteristics of the radiating 
cable to a 100% coverage of the solid feeder. Its length depend on the 
percentage of the slow wave power that will travel outside the coaxial
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structure, which means that it depends mainly on the frequency, surface 
transfer inductance and distance above the ground. The second (fig. 70) is 
for use with continuous slotted cables and again makes a gradual transition 
between the solid feeder and the leaky cable.
Considering now the mounting methods, the conclusions for the 
Goubau waveguides may be applied directly to the leaky cable’s case. The 
two basic aspects are to keep the support posts as far away from the cable 
as possible and to avoid bends on the line. A classical mounting method 
which could be used, for instance, along an electrified railway line, is 
presented in the schematic diagram of fig. 71.
AAA7WV
77777/////////////
cable
szs
7777Z
Fig. 71
Schematic diagram of a mounting method of a cable' 
along a railway line
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The solutions pointed out in this section were supported by 
practical measurements and theoretical considerations, however they have 
not been tested in a complete system which is clearly an avenue for further 
investigation.
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6. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES
This chapter is concerned with the detailed description of all 
the practical measurements carried out in order to support the theoretical 
conclusions reached along the work..
As stated in the ’Introduction1 the main novel contribution of 
this thesis is that of providing an analytical background to the development 
of the leaky cable and its application in "communications. However, a 
large number of experimental results were necessary to check the theoretical 
conclusions. Some of them were found in the available literature but the 
majority had to be the object of new experiments carried out by the author.
Perhaps the most important work in which a large quantity of experimental
data was found, was the final report ’Radiating cables for RITA1, __
references ^  and 56, with which the author was closely associated for two 
years. \
In order to avoid interruptions along the work it was decided to 
concentrate here all the detailed descriptions of the experiments, which 
will stand not only as a reference but also as an important part of this 
thesis.
Section 6.1 is related with experiments referenced in apd^ 56 
whilst section 6.2 to 6.8 describe experiments carried out by the author.
6.1 Measurements in a real environment of coupling and insertion 
loss
The experiments described in this section were conceived before 
the author joined the department, however, a part of them was carried out 
with the author’s direct participation.
The measurements of coupling were carried out using 
a wide variety of leaky cables with about 400 ’ metres of 
length. The cables were laid along a ’ taxiway of North Weald
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Airport, Essex, as the schematic diagram of fig. 72 shows. Three 
configurations were mainly used: the cable laying on the concrete roadway, 
laying on grass , and suspended at 1.5 metres by vertical wooden posts, 
distant of about 5 metres.
In order to make and record the measurements a van and a 
trailer were used, on which the receiving antenna was mounted, and it was 
driven along perpendicular or parallel runs to the cable at several distances.
cable
concrete
van ttrailer and vertical dipole
North- Weald Airport Site 
Fig. 72
i
The description of the equipment that follows, as the definitions 
off a series of quantities, are quoted from references 1+6 and 56.
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Transmitters
For all measurements at North Weald, crystal controlled trans­
mitters manufactured for mobile radio usage were employed. These were all 
from the ITT Starphone range.
At 69.0 MHz a standard 4 channel AM7 was used. At 105.42 MHz an 
AM7 was used also with 4 channels but it was used in the reverse mode, in 
that transmission was from the mobile set connected to the cable and 
reception was with the base station connected to the mobile aerial. This 
arrangement was necessary as the normal arrangement at VHF midband is to 
operate at 140 MHz in direction base station to mobile with 105 MHz in the 
reverse direction. At VHF high band a standard single channel FM10 was 
used. The frequency initially used in this band was 168.175 MHz but a change 
had to be made during October 1973 to 156.017 due to strong interference 
from another user.
The power output from the above sets was in the range 1—10 watts, 
measured by means of a Hewlett-Packard Power Meter type 432A or by a BIRD 
'THRULINE' power meter.
For tests below 69 MHz the source employed was a SCHLtJMBERGER 
Precision VHF Synthesiser type FS30 with, a Schlumberger wideband power 
amplifier type TP30/10 giving up to 10 watt output.
All the radio frequency equipment was thoroughly screened such 
that the signal picked up from the leaky cables was generally at least 30 dB 
stronger than that picked up when the cables were replaced by a screehed 
RF load.
All the RF equipment except the power amplifier was driven from 
batteries, the exception being fed from a diesel mains generator.
Receivers
For most VHF measurements a hal-f wave dipole antenna was employed. 
The antenna was connected to the front end of receivers designed originally 
for mobile radio applications. For VHF low band an ITT starphone set type 
AM7 with 4 channels was employed. For VHF midband an ITT starphone set typ'e
_ 200.
AMF25 single channel was employed. This is actually a base station but was 
used here as the mobile since it operated on the desired frequency. For 
VHF high band an ITT Starphone set type FM10 was employed. In the case of 
all these 3 sets the output was taken from the mixer at the intermediate 
frequency of approximately 10.6 MHz; thus the mobile sets were used ohly 
as convenient down converters. .
For the frequencies below 3 MHz two different antennas were 
used, one being a loop antenna and the other a rod antenna which could be
used with or without a top plate. Both these arrangements have a known
calibration in terms of V/metre when used with the correct impedance 
matching network.
In the case of MF the signal from these antennas and in the case
of VHF the IF from the above down converters, were fed to the input of a
Singer receiver type NM25T which has a frequency range of 150 kHz to 32 MHz. 
This instrument is particularly useful as it gives an output signal 
which is a DC voltage in the range 0 to 1.5 volts and is nearly proportional 
to the input signal in dB. The accuracy of the output is ± 1.5 dB over a 
range corresponding to 40 dB. The range of measurement of the instrument is 
extended by use of its input attenuator from -20 dB relative to 1 yV. 
Originally this receiver had a time constant of 600 ms, a value which, is 
too high for our purposes. This was reduced to approximately 66 ms by a 
change of capacitor.
Papertape Punch and Control System
The output from the Singer was taken to an A/D converter giving 
a 7 bit digital signal* Itl a subsequent merging system an 8th bit was added 
as a frame parity check giving even parity, The purpose of this bit is to 
protect against failure in the paper tape punch which, is the main mechanical 
component in the system. The merging system has a further input from a 
control box which is controlled from a series of hand keys. The handkeys 
enable any desired binary combination to be* set up and mixed serially with. 
the output from the A/D converter. The combined data stream is taken to a 
FACIT paper tape punch, type 3020 punching 8 channels at a maximum rate of 
75 frames/sec.
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The actual punching rate employed differed according to the 
purpose of the test. Two modes were available. In the 'constant time 
interval mode1 the rate was controlled from a crystal clock suitably 
divided down and the punching rate was therefore independent of vehicle 
speed. In the 'constant distance interval mode' the rate was controlled 
from a sensor attached to one of the rear wheels of the trailer such that 
one clock pulse was generated approximately every centimetre of motion of 
the trailer. This gave a punching rate which was related to the speed of 
the vehicle. The clock rate was again suitably divided down and the most 
common intervals were 17 centimetres and 69 centimetres for North Weald 
and a greater interval for the motorway tests.
The output from the papertape punch comprises one or several 
blocks, each starting with a 'start of block* character and ending with 
an 'end of block* character.
Analysis programme and Definitions
The blocks, as defined, are stored on an exchangeable disc 
forming part of one of STL's computer installations. As the data is recorded 
in the computer's storage system it is monitored on a printer such that the 
data may be checked manually for errors. In addition the computer checks by 
program for correct parity and will signal an error if the parity is wrong.
Each block, may now be analysed, either the entire block or any 
section as specified with reference to the event markers. The outcome of 
the analysis may be chosen to be a series of quantities summarising the 
results or it may be chosett to be a point by point listing of the measurements 
transposed to signal level in dBW or it may be a continuous plot as output 
by the computer installation plotter. Therefore the computer program 
provides the following: ■ - ' .
(a) The Mean:
This is the arithmetic mean of all individual measurements — each, 
expressed on a dB scale (equivalent to geometric mean of measurements 
expressed on a yV scale).
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(b) Standard deviation:
This is with reference to the mean and again calculated taking 
each recording in dB.
(c) Best straight line slope:
The slope - expressed in dB/kilometre of the straight line which 
offers the least square fit to all measurements. During the computation 
all values are again in dB.
(d) RMS deviation from best straight line:
RMS value of the difference in ordinates in dB between value 
recorded at a point and that valid at the same point for the best 
straight line for the entire run.
(e) Coupling coefficient:
The ordinate - expressed in (-dBW) - of the best straight line 
at the value of the abscissa where the analysis commenced.
(f) The probability distribution:
The distribution of all measured values grouped in one dB steps 
and expressed in terms of the % of samples with a received signal r 
level weaker than a certain level.
For the configuration whose measurements are plotted in Fig. 73 
the analysis gave the following summary
Mean
Standard deviation
Slope
RMS
-101.7 dBW
Coupling
5.3 dB 
+6.9 dB/km
5.3 dB 
-102.7 dB
The best straight line is shown superimposed on the plot of 
Fig. 73. .. .
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Calibration Procedure
The aerial calibration at M.F. is carried out manually by means 
of calibration charts supplied by the aerial manufacturer.
At VHF the calibration is carried out by means of a substitution 
of VHF aerial by a calibrated source which is a Schlumberger synthesiser 
type FSM530. The output is passed via a Schlumberger calibrated attenuator 
type BMD501.
The Singer input attenuator and the Schlumberger output level
were set such that the output meter on the Singer was at the lowest scale
reading.
The insertion loss measurements were carried out comparing the
received power straight from the transmitter with the power received at
the end of the cable. The instrument used was a R.P. Power Meter type 432 A
6.2 Measurements, in an anechoic chamber, of the coupling from
a short slotted coaxial cable
This experiment was carried out in order to measure the 
fields leaked by a short slotted coaxial cable as wellias the importance 
of direct radiation from the ends and discontinuities existing along the 
cable.
In the chamber, two kinds of absorbent material were used 
(from Plessey Company), presenting power reflections of 1% and 20% 
respectively, being the majority of it covered with the first kind.
The cable used was a longitudinally slotted coaxial, 
naving the outer conductor in brass and the inner in copper [cable 2] :
length = 202 cm
* p = 0.158 cm
= 0.55 cm
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thi. .ckness of outer 
Slot angle 
Charact. imp.
C
Charact. imp.
C
The inner conductor was held by 8 nylon spacers which presented
a reflection coefficient of 0.08 for air dielectric and 0.04 for e = 2.3
r
as measured on a Time Domain Reflectometer type HP 1515 A; the average 
velocity ratio decreased, because of these spacers, from 100 to 95.2%, in 
the air dielectric case.
The measured attenuation was 2.4 dB at the frequency used
(465 MHz).
The frequency used was 465 MHz and -66 dBW were fed into the
xc
model cable. The loop antenna had a diameter of — ~ 6 cm, presenting 
a gain of ~1.5 dB. The cable wich links the loop to the mixer had an 
attenuation of about 3 dB^and, as it was 50£2, presented a mismatch dropping 
the power of 13 dB. As the mixer had a gain of 26 dB we have an overall 
gain of 8.5 dB between the power received at the loop and indicated at the 
receiver. The block diagram is shown on next page.
H a t e  no. 3 shows part of the anechore chamber, with the model 
cable hanging from the ceiling.
MEASUREMENTS
All values refer to transverse. . fields as the plane of the loop
antenna contains the cable.Fig. 74 shows parallel runs taken at 15, 30
and 60 cm from the cable. The cable wan filled with e = 2 . 3  dielectric
r
and was matched; the run was taken facing the slot.
The existence of "standing waves" can be noticed whose 
wavelength increases with the distance from the cable. Also, considering
0.158 cm 
60°
750 ')
> for air dielectric 
49.5 pF/m J
500 'j
v for e = 2 . 3  dielectric 
104 pF/m I r
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Equipment:
Transmitter
Receiver
ITT Starphone Mobile...Radio 
Singer, NM-25T
Block Diagram:
Tx
12 V 
Batt
20 dB 
Att.
10 dB 
Att.
feeding cable (50ft)
6 dB
loop antenna
Rx
12 V 
Batt
Mixer
Model
cable
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the average level of each run, the perpendicular slope is much smaller 
than was predicted by the analysis of the quasi-TEM mode.
At this point it was realized that the fields that were being 
measured could be directly radiated by both ends of the cable. In order to 
,study this hypothesis, it was formulated a mathematical model of the cable 
in free space, substituting the cable by* two discrete points of 
omnidirectional radiation. Fig. 75 shows a schematic diagram of the 
cable and the sources.
source 1
Fig. 75
Mathematical'model of the cable
value
The magnetic field radiated by source 1, will have, at P^, the
H- = — —  e ~ j ko ri 
1 r.
being k0<*.9.42 rad/m, the free space wave number,
From the source 2 will have, at P ,
o
Ii = —  e " j k0 r2 2 r„
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where A is constant chosen to compensate the cable's, attenuation between 
feeding and Load ends (A = 0.45).
Calculating the vectorial sum of and at points along a 
parallel direction to the cable, at 0.15m,we can draw the curve shown in 
Fig. 76. In the same figure, the dashed curve represent the measured 
values taken at the same distance. It seema to be in sufficient good 
agreement to allow us to take tbe conclusion that the fields that were 
measured before were preponderantly coming from direct radiation of the 
ends.
— Placing the loop antenna at 5 and 15 cm from the cable, and 
then rotating the slot, we can draw the curves of Fig. 77 which give an 
idea of how important the slot position is. Zero degrees corresponds to 
a position facing the slot.
At 5 cm the field at the slot side is approximately 10 dB 
larger than at the opposite side; at 15 cm no difference can practically 
be detected.
6.3 Measurements of cable's capacitance
These measurements were made using short lengths of cables of 
various types. Some were made specially for this purpose, as described in 
chapter 2, plate 1, with lengths of just over 1 metre, to account for 
end effects, for four different slot apertures [cable 1 J ; others were 
commercial cables whose value of capacitance was necessary Co measure, 
in order to calculate the characteristic impedance through the value of 
the velocity of propagation.
All the capacitance measurements were made using a Marconi 
Universal Bridge TF 868.
6.3.1
t *
For the cables mentioned in section 2.3.1 [cable lj (plate 1), the 
results are shown in table 18, for air and paraffin dielectric (Er“2»3)
RV
n?
ftSs
1
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a
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A X
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\
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e
r
Air 2.3
Slot (°) 30 60 90 180 30 60 90 180
C (pF/m) 28.8 28.0 27.5
r'.COCM 63.0 61.0 57.7 49.1
Table. 18..
Measured values of capacitance for 
[cable l]
6.3.2
In order to measure the influence of the dielectric sleeves in a 
slotted coaxial cable and its dependence with the slot angle, we used two
following cables: STC ~ 36 type KTO 458 [cable 4 [j and STC ~ 180 type 461 I ?
! !
[cable 3] which have two outer dielectric sleeves; the inner one has a 1 1
width of 1/15 mm and is made of polythene (e^ = 2.26) and the outer is 
1.0 mm wide and is made of PVC (e^ = 2.25). Lengths were taken of respectively
1.4 metre and 1.23 metre and measurements with the two sleeves, one 
sleeve and without sleeves were made. The results are shown in table 19 / |
Cable No. of sleeves Width of sleeves 
(mm)
C (pF/m)
STC-36
no sleeve 0 68*0
1 si* 1,15 70.3
2 si. 2.15 70.3
STC-180
no sleeves ‘ 0 50.6
1 Sl'. 1.15 54.4
2 sl. 2.15 62.9
Table 19 ‘
Measured values of capacitance for cables 3 and 4 
Influence of the dielectric sleeves
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6.3.3
For the cable BICC type RPC 5097C [ cable 7 ] the capacitance 
was measured of a length of 1.383 metre, with and without the outer 
dielectric sleeves. The inner dielectric sleeve is made of polythene 
(e = 2.26) and has a width of 2 mm and the outer, PVC (e^ = 2.25), a 
width of 1.4 mm. The results are shown 'in table 20.
Cable
Capacitance (p
with dielectric sleeves 
of width 3.4 mm
F/m)
without dielectric 
sleeves
BICC
RPC 5097C
54.83 53.39
Table 20
Measured values of the capacitance for cable 7 
Influence of the dielectric sleeve
6.3.4 j
• j
In order to calculate the influence of a near ground plane on 
the cable's capacitance, measurements were made with the cable BICC RPC 5097C 
[ cable 7] when situated above (d «* 0.05 m) a ground plane. The length of
the sample was 1.425 m and the ground plane dimensions were about
2 .
0.6 x 1.6 = 0.96 m . The results are shown m  table 21.
.Capacitance (pF/m)
Cable
free space ground plane at 
d = 0.05 m
BICC 53.40 54.62
RPC 5097C
Table 21
Measured values of capacitance for cable 7 
Influence of a near ground plane
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The capacitance between the conductor and the ground, 
measured in order to evaluate the characteristic impedance of the twin 
wire mode (fast wave), in section 5.3.2.2, is shown in table 22. The 
dimensions of the cable*s sample and the ground plane are the same
Cable Capacitance (pF/m) 
between outer and ground 
d = 0.05 m
BICC
RPC 509 7C 19.26
Table 22
Measured values of the capacitance between the outer 
conductor of cable 7 and a perfect conductive ground
plane
6.3.5
The specially made short slotted coaxial cable [ cable 2] ,
to be used in the anechoic chamber experiment, with the characteristics 
presented in 6.2, was used.
The values of capacitance, measured with air dielectric (the 
inner conductor was supported by 8 nylon spaces of 1.27 cm width each) 
and paraffin dielectric (e^ « 2.3), are shown in table 23.
Capacil
Air
tance (pF/m)
e = 2.3 
r
49.5 104
Table 23
Measured values of capacitance of cable 2
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6.4 Measurements of the Cable1s Propagation constant
In order to measure the propagation constant of several 
samples of cables the following block diagram was used
shortcircuit
test
The equipment used was the following:
VHF Generator - Schlumberger FSM 500 
. Attenuator - Schlumberger BMD 501 
Dual Directional Coupler - H.P. 778 D (50ft) 
Vector Voltmeter- H.P. 8405 A
Changing the short circuited sample of cable by a short 
circuit, enables the vector voltmeter to*taeasure, in terms of phase 
twice the electric length of the sample (20 ± n 360).
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If Z is the physical length of the cable, the wavelength is
360 x Z . • ♦ ^ = ---- ----  . n o w ]_t must be taken into consideration the reflection
c 0
coefficient between the D.D. Coupler and the cable. If the cable has a 
characteristic impedance Z ^ and if it is short circuited the impedance 
seen by the D.D. Coupler would be Z* = j Z ^ tan 8&, being 8 the 
propagation constant of the cable. The phase of the reflection coefficient 
can be calculated as follows
Z 1 - Z^ - a + j tan 8£
Z ’ + Z^ d  + j tan p Z
being oi 
Hence
when the cable has a characteristic impedance of Z ^  = 50ft, then a = 1
C O S  0 ± 1
and 0 =-2 3 Z, For other cases tan 3 Z = a ( --- :— — —  ).
s m  6 .
To get the right solution it is important to have an approximate 
idea of the electric length of the cable1s sample.
6.4.1
For the cable used in the anechoic chamber experiment [ cable 2], 
described in 6.2,we -strived at the following values, shown in table 24.
8 (rad/m)
Air
f = 100 MHz
e = 2.3 
r
f = 465 MHz
2.212 14.61
Table 24
Z .
and Z^ the characteristic impedance of the D.D. Coupler.
- 2 a  tan 3 Z = arc tan --------------
t2-tan2 3 Z
p = p e 
r r
30 _
Measured values of the propagation constant for cable 2
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6.4.2
For the BICC cable type 5097 C [ cable 7 ], the propagation 
constants are shown in table 25, for f = 100 MHz. The value of the 
characteristic impedance used, was the theorectically calculated, 76.8ft, 
for 'no dielectric sleeves1 case and 76.8 x 0.974 = 74.8ft, with the 
dielectric sleeves. The figure 0.974 is* the relation between the values 
of the capacitance of the two cases ( 6.3.3, table 20).
Cable
8 (rad
with dielectric 
sleeves
/m)
no dielectric 
sleeves
BICC
RPC 5097 C
2.477 2.464
Table 25
Measured values of the propagation constant for cable 7 
Influence of the outer dielectric sleeves
6.5 Measurements of Phase and Amplitude of Fields
The main objective was the measurement of the phase of the 
fields received along a leaky cable. In order to establish some possible 
relation between amplitude deep nulls and phase discontinuities, the 
amplitude of the fields was also measured. Finally, we hoped to establish 
the magnitude of the 'phase'noise' or, in other words, the phase 
deviation from a linear function.
The experiment was carried out at North Weald Airport Essex, 
on a taxi-way as the schematic diagram of Fig. 78 shows
concrete ta x i way
Fig. 78
Schematic diagram showing a cable laied along a 
taxiway at North Weald Airport, Essex.
The cable used was 400 m  of type AHF60-6/17 from Kable und Metallwerke 
[cable 6] (slotted coaxial 100$. with 60ft characteristic impedance)s 
terminated by 50 dB attenuators; the cable was positioned directly on 
concrete.
It was energised from an ITT Star Mobile Radio transmitter 
(adequately screened) with 5 W output at 105 MHz.
The measurements were carried out using a half wave dipole and 
a HP 8405A Vector Voltmeter; the parallel runs were made beginning at 78m 
from the transmitter end and towards the transmitter.The dipole was 
vertically polarised and its middle point was at 0 .85m above the ground.
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Block Diagram
10 771
ref. table UKM  4 3
Meter Offsets o°
Along a 10 metre section of,a 400 metre cable, measurements 
were carried out along 3 parallel runs at 2.9 m , 3.2 m and 3.5 m from 
the cable, the phase measured was as shown in Fig. 79 or Fig. 80 (they 
both express the same results but the latter considers the phase always 
within the interval -180°, ^-180°). Figure 81 shows, for each point, the 
deviation from a linear phase change. From these three figures we can 
draw the following conclusions:
(a) The phase presents deviations from a linear funciton which r.m.s. 
value is shown in table 26,
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distance from cable axis r.m.s. phase deviation
2.9 m 46°
3.2 in 39°
3.5 m 54°
Table 26
r.m.s. value of the phase deviation 
from a linear function
which average is 46.3°. However, peak values may go up to 120°. The rate 
(in space) of change of phase is very irregular and does not present 
significant differences between the runs. The average is between 105^/m 
and 125°/m and the mean figure is 115°/m. Still, abrupt changes were 
observed as sharp as 200°/0.33 m  (as shown in Fig. 81 -3.5 metre run, 
between 2.56 and 3 m) .
The rate, in space, of change of phase can he translated in 
terms of frequency (Hz) when the velocity of the mobile receiver is known 
we will call it frequency noise. The S/N which would arise in an 
unfiltered FM receiver with nominal deviation of ± 3 kHz may therefore 
be estimated (table 27)
Speed of fiiobile 
receiver km/h
Frequency noise 
(kHz)
S/N (dB) 
before filter
average peak average peak
50 0.0044 0.023 56.6 42.2
150 0.013 0.07 47.2 32.6
450 0.04 0.2 37.6 23.6
Table 27
Frequency noise and S/N for three values 
of the speed of the mobile receiver
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The frequency noise is proportional to the mobile receiver speed and 
is likely to go up with carrier frequency as well.
(b) The high slopes of the phase function (Fig. 81, 3.5 i run, between
2.66 and 3 m and between 4.33 and 4.66 m) coincide with the deep nulls 
of the ’standing waves’ observed in the coupling (Fig. 82, 3.5 m run, 
at 3 and 4.66 m) . Assuming this is a general rule we can calculate 
the rate of abrupt phase discontinuities along the cable by the rate of 
deep nulls in the ’standing waves* measured along the Cable. If they 
occur at about half the frequency of the ’standing waves’ (or, in 
other words and using average numbers, one null each 4 metres, at 
100 MHz) we can evaluate the frequency of the demodulated noise, as 
table 28 shows:
Speed of mobile 
receiver km/h
Frequency noise 
(kHz)
50 0.0034
150 0.01
450 0.03
Table 28
Frequency noise for three values of the speed of 
the mobile receiver
These figures should increase linearly both with carrier frequency 
and mobile's velocity. Intermodulation with the tones in a data 
transmission system can therefore be expected to considerably widen 
the audio spectrum.
(c) If the best straight line is superimposed on Fig. 79 we can see that 
the phase completes 360°, 720° and 1080°»respectively at about 3, 6 
and 9 metres. To achieve a slightly better accuracy we can draw the
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same line in Fig. 80 where the average phase cycles were calculated 
to be 2.97 m. This is only 3.3% higher than A = 2.85 m, a difference 
which could be due to experimental error. However, another explanation 
could be in the vector composition of phase velocities: let us suppose 
that the measured fields are due mainly to radiation from two discrete 
discontinuities at points and in the diagram of Fig. 83
vt
0
m& .m .m mm, ..........................    i ■ . < . . . p .
Az 
Fig. 83
Phase velocity composition from 2 radiating 
sources
vf^ and vf2 are the velocity'of light but the sum (v^) is higher. 
The phase velocity is proportional to a wavelength whose value 
depends on the direction in which it is measured.
Along the direction 00" the wavelength of the wave, sum of the 
initial 2 waves, is clearly greater .than Ao.
/X
A 1
%
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(d) From, a run taken perpendicularly to the cable (Fig* 24, showed 
in section 3.3.9) we can observe that within the first 3 metres 
there is no significant change of phase; this matches very well 
the theory that the propagation mode(s) are basically non-radiating 
and so have constant phase planes perpendicular to the cable axis. 
Beyond the 3 metres it seems likely the signal is now due to,or 
influenced by^radiation from discontinuities along the cable; 
this is supported by the coupling values measured in the same run 
(Fig. 23 showed in section 3.3.9) where we can see a fast decay 
in the first 2.5 metres (field of the propagating mode) followed 
by field values with a much lower slope (discrete radiation).
6.6 Measurements of the Static Fields of a Slotted Coaxial Cable 
Using a Resistive Paper Technique
The resistive paper technique, used to measure the equipotential 
lines between two electrodes, is based on the principle that the current 
lines that flow across the resistive paper, from one electrode to the other, 
fallow the same way as the electric displacement lines through a dielectric 
between two electrodes. The lines of current in the resistive paper provoke 
along them a difference of potential, that enables the tracing of the 
equipotential lines.
The bridgdused for the measurements was the ’’Graduate Field
Plotter” from Sensited Coatings Limited. It marks the position of the
equipotential lines on the resistive paper by a spafk-burn mechanism. The
2
resistance of the paper used was 2100ft/m and presented a 10% anisotropy 
between two perpendicular directions. This fact turned up to be very 
important as the equipotential lines outside the cable were very much 
distorted, preventing an accurate check of the theorectical lines. The 
technique was used for several cables’ cross sections with different 
slot angles. Fig. 8 in section 2.3.2 shows, marked with a small circle, 
the measured equipotentials inside a 90° slot cable with a ratio of radii 
equal to 8/1. The actual dimensions of the cross section, drew on a resistive
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paper sheet 0.33 x 0.47 m of area, were as follows: radius of inner 
conductor, 15 mm; radius of outer conductor, 120 mm; thickness of outer 
conductor ~1.5 mm. The slot was positioned facing the smallest dimension 
of the paper which was the width of the paper roll.
6.7 Measurements of Coupling Using an Antenna Diversity Technique
This experiment was carried out in order to check if deep 
nulls of the standing waves could be avoided, using two receiving antennas 
independent of one onother and ideally uncoupled, placed at the same point 
in space. The received signals would be detected separately and, in a 
finished system, the one with the highest amplitude, would be "chosen11.
The frequency used was 456 MHz and the antenna was V'a x/k 
vertical rod over a 0.7A x 0.7A conductive ground plane and two loops 
perpendicular to each other with 2 turns' each and partially shielded by a 
cylindrical braid; the diameter of the loops was A/'S and each of them had 
a lOpF capacitor in series for matching purposes. The planes of the loops 
were perpendicular to the ground plane, and the rod was placed along a 
diameter. Fig. 84 shows the two antennas considered separatly, and mounted 
together.
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Fig. 84
Rod and loops used in the antenna diversity experiment
A slotted coaxial cable [cable 6 ] , with foam dielectric and a 100° slot 
was used. 400 metres of this cable were laid along a concrete taxiway at 
North Weald Airport as Fig. 78 in section 6.5 shows. A 10 > . e run w a s
made parallel ; o the ca< and ?: ■ - :  ^ ^
plane w a s  1 . ^ i ;  i. i s . ' o i u  m e  ground, itie block diagram
was the following:
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D.D. Coupler Trans m.
test input fe-f. inpM-t
Vector
Voltmeter
-ZDdBm
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V*-155d#n 
< i- o
Vector Voltmeter HP 8405 A
Dual Directional Coupler HP 778 D
Transmitter ITT Starphone Mobile Radio
The results of the measurements were shown in section 5.6, Fig. 67 and 68. 
The former shows the signals received by the rod (dashed line) and by the 
loops (continuous line). In both cases we can notice deep nulls of the 
'standing waves'. The latter shows the result of the sum of the two curves; 
as the deep nulls do not coincide’ in space, it might be possible to avoid 
them completely.
6.8 Measurements of Coupling, when Screening Parts of the Cable 
with Absorbing Material
This experiment was carried out in order to detect the influence 
of direct radiation from the ends of the cable and other discrete sources, 
which could be discontinuities existing along the cable.
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The cable used was a slotted coaxial with foam dielectric and 
a 100° slot [cable 6 ] . It was terminated with 50dB attenuators and a 50ft 
load. 400 metres were used, laid along a concrete taxiway at North Weald 
Airport, Essex. The frequency used was 456 MHz and the receiving antenna 
was a vertically polarized half-wave tuned dipole, at 0.85 metres from the 
ground. Three perpendicular runs were carried out for three different 
configurations:(1) with no absorbing materiel,(2) with absorbing material 
placed close to the cable at 2 metres from the transmitter and load ends, 
and(3)with absorbing material placed at both sides of the dipole, one meter 
apart, as Fig. 85 shows.
cable (400m)
13 )
73m
(2 )
DM.Cwft'■o.o5in {*
t
i2.m
H
iZ w
'
k
r* s
Vector 
Voltmeter
Vector Voltmeter HP 8405 A
Dual Directional Coupler HP 778 D
Transmitter ITT Starphone Mobile Radio
Fig. 85
Block diagram and positions of the absorbing material, 
for coupling measurements
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The absorbing material used was from Plessey Company (Microwave 
Materials Catalogue, part number 908/2/05297 presenting a 1 or 2% power
reflection at 456 MHz. On configuration(2)four blocks of the material were
. 2
used, lined on the ground presenting a surface of 4 x 0.36 = 1.44 m  =
= 0.60 x 2.4. For configuration(3)the four blocks were used making a 
square shape surface of the same area; along the perpendicular run their 
relative position with the dipole was maintained.
In order to measure the absortion conditions, we measured the 
difference in coupling between two vertical dipoles with, and without the 
absorbing material placed as in configuration 2. The receiving antenna was 
as shown in Fig. 85 and the transmitter was feedig the emitting dipole, 
placed 1 metre behind the absorbing surface; the difference in coupling was 
about 13dB.
Three perpendicular runs were carried out and the results were 
shown in section 5.6, Fig. 65 and 66, concluding on the influence, of direct 
radiation from the cable ends and other discrete sources, on the 1 standing 
waves*.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
7*1 Recapitulation and General Conclusions
In this work the theorectical aspects of the propagation and 
radiation characteristics of slotted and loosely braided coaxial cables have 
been studied, with a general good degree of agreement with practical 
measurements. The main objective concerns the study of the propagation 
conditions over a ground plane, which is an important possible application 
for leaky cables, and no theore tical treatment has appeared in the literature 
to the present time. It also considers the free space situation, where an 
analysis in electrostatic conditions and in VHF has been made, which is an 
area where no comprehensive theoretical study has yet been published, to 
our knowledge.
The most important new aspects brought about by this thesis 
are, from a theorectical point of view, the following: the discussion of 
the optimum humber of terms to use in the series that describe the fields 
and the slot functions, in the model analysis of a slotted cable; the 
discussion of the classical interpretation of the surface transfer impedance 
sign, on the grid of a braided cable, which shows an ambiguity related 
with two mathematical solutions corresponding to two different modes of 
propagation; and finally the existance of a fast wave propagating along a 
braided cable over a perfect conductive ground plane, uncoupled and 
simultaneous with the slow wave, which is the normal mode in free space.
In a brief summary, the general conclusions reached on 
this work will now be indicated.
An electrostatic approach to the study of a slotted coaxial 
cable, with air dielectric and in free space was first attempted. A conformal 
transformation analysis was used transforming the cable's cross section, 
along 4 steps, onto a final configuration where all the energy was 
confined to a rectangularly shaped area with, constant density. The dependence 
with the slot angle of the capacitance was studied with a very good degree 
of agreement with measured values; for a cable with an 8 to 1 diameter radio 
ca,; tance decreases for a wider slot, reaching just over 80% of the
equivalent coaxial cable value, for a 180° slot. The surface charge ' 
distribution and the percentage of energy stored inside the coaxial 
structure were also studied, with the respective dependence on the slot 
angle. The latter showed that, for a 180° slot cable, the energy stored 
inside would still be about 90%. The inside fields were measured tracing 
the equipotentials with a resistive paper analog and, at the outside, 
the radial decay of the fields was predicted: depending on the slot angle
the rate of decay was found to be between just above 2dB/cm and just under
ldB/cm for respectively 30° and 180° slot, concerning the near fields (less 
than 20 cm from the cable axis) -
This analysis gave some quick and initial information about 
the cabled characteristics but could not substitute a full and comprehensive
study at VHF. In chapter 3, following the theory formulated by G. Hockham
that study was carried out. Assuming the existence of a quasi-TEM mode, slow 
wave, a model analysis was used treating the mentioned mode as a sum of an 
infinite number of coupled waves , all propagating with the same phase 
velocity. The propagation constants were found, for several slot angles, 
inside dielectric and diameter ratios, after a long discussion on the choice
of the optimum number of terms to truncate the series to use in the computer
programs. For practical purposes was shown that the propagation constant 
keeps a value approximately equal to the one of the equivalent coaxial 
cable. The characteristic impedance was also calculated confirming the 
tendency shown in the electrostatic analysis; however, the outer dielectric 
sleeves compensate the effect of the slot angle and so, for a real cable, 
this parameter is very little affected by the aperture . Only a part of the 
slow wave travels inside the coaxial structure and its percentage to the 
total power depends not only on the slot, as foreseen by the electrostatic 
approach and confirmed here, but also on the inside dielectric permittivity; 
a higher dielectric constant means more power travelling outside which does 
not necessarely imply a better coupling as the outer transverse wave number
increases, increasing the rate of decay of the outside fields. This rate of
decay is very high reaching values like 40 dB for distance doubling at
3 metres from the cable which brings the coupling down to -150 dBW at around
4 or 6 metres. An unsuccessful attempt to measure these fields was carried 
out in an anechoic chamber; instead, the measured fields were directly 
radiated by the feeding and ends of the short cable. This effect was also
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measured with a long cable (400 metres) in a real environment and was proved 
to be very important in all practical systems using VHF.
The free space situation is a considerable limitation of the model 
used. In order to study the propagation conditions of a leaky cable above a 
ground plane a loose braid cable was chosen as its circular symmetry allows 
a much simpler formulation of the problem. We studied the lowest TM mode both 
in free space and above a perfect conductive ground plane. The surface transfer 
impedance concept was used to match the surface impedances on both sides of 
the braid and, depending on its sign* two possible solutions were found for 
the propagation constant; they refer to a coaxial mode and a Goubau mode and 
their propagation depends on whether the cable is fed in a coaxial manner 
or as a single wire; only the coaxial mode was studied. In free space the 
influence of the surface transfer inductance (electromagnetic coverage), 
inside dielectric and diameter ratio was analysed;T the percentage of power 
travelling inside and the decay of the outside fields were calculated I
giving similar results to the slotted cable;as for the frequency the results 
showed that a higher frequency wave would travel concentrated on the outer 
part of the braid (as in a Gbuba.u mode) which implies less power travelling 
inside and a higher radial decay of the outside fields. The dependence 
between frequency and coupling was found to be in a reasonable agreement 
with measurements carried out in a real environment.
A comparative study between the slotted and the braided cable 
showed that as the slot and the surface transfer impedance increase, the 
characteristic impedance of the cables varied in opposite ways. Also, for 
about the same area to be covered by communication facilities, the slotted 
cable is more likely to be affected by the environment* When concerning the 
losses» this cable showed lower values*
The study of the propagation and radiation characteristics of 
the loose braid coaxial cable over a perfect conductive ground indicated 
the possible presence of two simultaneous and uncoupled modes: a coaxial 
mode, slow wave, similar to the one existing in the free space situation 
and not very much affected by the ground, and a twin wire mode, fast wave, 
radiating practically in the cable axis direction. The decay of the outside 
fields of the latter is smaller, which partially explains the high values y  
of coupling measured in a real environment, at large distances from the 
cable.
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To evaluate the distribution of power between the two modes 
the criterion was used that the power would divide itself inversely 
proportional to the characteristic impedance of the modes; the 
interpretation of other authors and the problem in general was discussed 
concluding on the difficulty of assessing a good criterion.
In order to calculate the conductor losses on the braid theve. 
were two correction factors introduced that take into consideration the 
mesh dimensions and can be related with the surface transfer inductance.
Practical measurements carried out in order to understand the 
‘standing Waves1 problem, showed a major contribution to this phenomenon 
of the radiation from ends and discrete discontinuities existing along 
the cable . Two approaches are indicated to contribute to overcome the 
problems introduced by 1 standing waves*: the use of special launchers and 
ah antenna diversity method. ,
From a practical and engineering point of view , the designer ■'.} 
of cables or systems may find in this work useful discussions and 
conclusions in order to choose the cable*s parameters, optimum frequency, 
mounting methods and launching conditions. The next section is dedicated 
to general design consideration.
7.2 Design Considerations
In this section it is attempted to establish basic principles 
in which a system designer could find general guide lines dictated by 
theorectical considerations. They refer to the following aspects: (a) choice 
of frequency; (b) choice of the cable*s parameters; (c) the importance of 
the mounting method; Cd) and finally the possible necessity of special 
launching conditions. .
(a) The choice of frequency is perhaps the most important and difficult 
decision to make, as it involvesnot only electromagnetic 
considerations but practical restrictions as well.
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From a mere electromagnetic approach to the problem, the 
importance of the frequency could be summarized as follows: its 
value; should be kept as low as possible being limited by the 
imposed bandwith requirements and the radial distance within 
which communication facilities are to be provided. The benefit 
of a low value is specially important when considering the cable 
losses which can be translated in terms of using a lower 
transmitter power or a larger length of cable. It also increases 
the proportion of the coaxial mode power travelling inside the 
coaxial structure, which reduces the effect of the environment 
and easies the matching.
In an ideal situation a larger radial distance to be covered by 
the leaky cable fields asks for a lower frequency, which implies 
that a given maximum distance, characteristic of a specific 
system, will impose a minimum value for the frequency,;
However, practical restrictions can be determined as for instance 
the decision on any value is conditioned by the existence of an 
allocation in the frequency spectrum.
Another practical problem concerns the antenna of the mobile 
receiver; a lower frequency may imply the use on an electrically 
smaller antenna which, in order to keep the same level of signal, 
asks for more transmitter power«
(b) The cable's parameters have some effect on the coupling loss, 
nevertheless, their influence is of secondary importance when 
comparing it with the effect of the frequency. The cable diameter 
must be chosen according to a compromise between losses, weight 
and cost as the electromagnetic characteristics are practically 
independent of the outer diameter ( for a constant ratio of radii 
between the inner and outer conductors). This ratio, as stated 
before, should approximately follow the rules applied to normal 
coaxial cables, and in a system where the losses are particularly 
important, a 50ft cable seems preferable to a 75ft as the losses on 
the inner conductor would be smaller. A higher permittivity inside
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dielectric will increase the coupling level when dealing with a 
system where the cable is suspended above a conductive ground; on 
the other hand, if the cable is situated well away from the 
ground (say two or three wavelengths), it can be considered in free 
space, and then the theory predicts that a high permittivity 
dielectric will only increase the coupling very near the cable. So, 
although depending on the particular system under study, the 
conclusion tends to be favorable to a cable with a high permittivity 
inside dielectric such as, for instance, solid polythene for 
systems comprising cable and conductive ground, and lower 
permittivity dielectric for cables in free space (in practice, cables 
suspended t-two or three wavelengths above the ground). Weight and 
cable's strength are related with practical problems, characteristic 
of the particular system under study, which may have to be considered 
with special attention. For instance, a foam dielectric cable is more 
fragile but lighter, such that it would be more advisable for systems 
using suspended cables.
The slot aperture or the mesh dimensions are parameters that will 
also influence the coupling loss. Like the other cable parameters, 
their effect is of secondary importance as far as the theorectically 
predicted levels of coupling are concerned, however, they have a 
considerable influence on the distribution of power between the inside 
and outside of the coaxial structure, which enlarges their importance 
when considering the direct radiation from discontinuities existing 
along the cable. An increase of the slot aperture or the mesh 
dimensions increases the proportion of the power travelling outside 
and so the chances of the wave being significantly affected by the 
environment; in an ideal free space situation it would improve the 
coupling but this is likely to be offset by an increase of direct 
radiation caused by the interaction with the environment (or simply 
from the transmitter and load ends). Another aspect, specially 
important in braided cables, is the significant increase of the braid 
losses when the dimensions of the mesh are increased.
Thus, it sums that there is ground to conclude that the optical 
coverage of the leaky cables should be kept within, say, 60% and 90%. 
Of course particular systems ask for particular conclusions which may 
well be outside this interval.
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The distance between cable and ground is a parameter worth to 
take into consideration. It was proved in chapter 5 that a very small 
distance would decrease the coupling, and so we could combine the 
effect of this parameter with the others already discussed.
(c) The mounting methods, directly related to the installation costs, 
represent a large percentage of the* total investment and so, they 
must be considered carefully, Also, a decision on their choice must 
take into consideration the cable security against theft and 
accidents.
From an electromagnetic point of view they are important when they 
interfere with the travelling wave (s) , wh/ch will happen when the 
fixing points can be considered as discontinuities and when they 
introduce bends on the cable whose, radii of curvature are 
comparable with the wavelength. From the values relating the 
frequency with the percentage of the total power travelling outside 
it can be concluded that the mounting methods are not critical for 
frequencies below VHF, as the great majority of the power will 
travel within the coaxial stucture and so, is not likely to be 
significantly affected by the environment.
(d) Finally the possible necessity should be considered of using 
special launchers between the feeder and the leaky cable and between 
the latter and the load, As it was said before a high, frequency and/or 
a low electromagnetic coverage imply that a considerable percentage
of the coaxial mode power will travel outside and so the feeding and 
load ends represent an important discontinuity. To attenuate the 
influence of such discontinuities and therefore the radiation from 
them, the use of special launchers ... was suggested which •clearly will 
only be practically important for frequencies at the VHF band and 
above or for cables with, say, less than 60% optical coverage.
A System designer has to deal with the problems of a specific 
system such that his decisions are restricted and conditioned in a large 
number of ways , however, he should be aware of the general trends' 
pointed out by theorectical treatments of the problem. This section was
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attempted ^  a contribution to establish the general guide-lines brought
v
about by the studied theory.
7.3 Further Investigations
A  larger part of the work presented in this thesis is of a 
theorectical nature and so subject to the limitations of the physical and 
mathematical models used. The conclusions of the analysis of such models 
must be understood within the restrictions imposed by initial 
assumptions, and their extrapolation, ; to the physical world, must be 
done carefully. When going from the theore tical to the practical level 
the conditions of both cases should be kept as close as possible which 
implies not only detailed physical and mathematical models but also very 
well controlled experiments. These aspects are directly related with two 
questions left unresolved in this work: firstly, the assumption of a 
perfect conductive ground plane which limits, in frequency, the application 
of the theore tical conclusions to a real environment, and secondly the 
unsuccessful attempt to measure the slow wave fields in an anechoic chamber 
and to get a good agreement for the coupling values measured in a real 
environment. Concerning this last aspect, the causes were pointed out 
discussed and even measured but it is important to study them theore tically 
which is clearly an avenue for further investigations* The proposed 
'launchers' are themselves a practical attempt to reduce the radiation from 
load and feeding ends and they also need a full study and practical 
measurements. For the former aspect , it will be necessary to build an 
entirely new model which have to take into consideration the conductivity 
and dielectric constant for the $oil$ this is perhaps the roost important 
point to follow in a future work.
Another question for which no answer was clearly indicated 
concerns the division of power between the two modes propagating 
simultaneously along a braided cable over a conductive ground. The problem 
was discussed and an ideal criterion was used, but the question remained 
unresolved; it would also benefit from further studies.
Other aspects were left somehow untidy, like the absence of -■ 
an 'easy to use* formula for the capacitance of a slotted cable (in the 
electrostatic analysis), the study of higher order modes in the slotted 
cable, which was not done, as well as the analysis of the Gouban mode in
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the braided cable, but they are, perhaps, of less importance. Still, they 
constitute material for further investigations.
Finally, it must be pointed out that the next essential step 
forward, should be the study of the propagation and radiation characteristic
of leaky cables buried in the soil.
7.4 Summary
The major contributions of this thesis are :
1 - Theoretical analysis showing the existence of the two
modes propagating simultaneously when the cable is over 
a perfect ground plane.
2 - Numerical results indicating trends, especially the
influence of the parameters of the cable also the 
distribution of power and the radial decay of the fields.
3 - The study of the comparative performance of slotted
and loose brand cables.
4 - The relationship between "standing waves" and
discontinuities existing along the cable.
The theoretical work is limited by the following assumptions :
1 - Use of perfect conductors and dielectrics with special
relevance to a perfectly conducting ground plane.
2 - The absence of discontinuitiesboth in the cable and in the
environment.
The absence of a dielectric sleeve surrounding the cable.
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APPENDIX A
Mathematical Solution of the Conformal Transformation Technique
2.1.3 Seeking the Solution AJS
2.1.3.1 J^ irsl: Transformation 
In the Z ’ plane we have:
i
tan
With the transformation
we will have, in the Z plane
0
'Z'flane
&
x'
For C1= l (this value only affects the relative sizes) we will 
have C2 = - log r 1^  such that when r 1 = r 1^ , x^ = 0.
z = log r' - log r'^ + j0 *
The inner conductor is now the 
imaginary axis and the outer is 
parallel and repeats itself with 
a periodicity 2y
^2 = 6'l
*1
= 8'x
x2 = log
ih
ih
Taking the half period and its electric image, and using:
g = lQg 7T
t = 20f
s = 20'
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we have the second configuration:
ii Z plane
!iI
0
9
2.1. 3. 2 ^e£°nd_Tran_s_forma.tIon
In the Z plane configuration we will have a polygon if we allow 
the two parallel lines to meet at infinity with an angle of zero degrees.
We can then apply the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation to draw 
the third configuration, the W plane. The following points will be related 
to each other:
Z plane W plane
O+jO o+jo
g+jo 1+jO
g+j \ i + jo
g+Ag+jO ^  jo
-f- 00
n ^ • t+s0 + 3 — 00 + jo
Table A-l
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z = A.
9 9
(w - 1/b )
( 2 1 , / I  1 w  2(w - - 5O A w  =■) (w -1)
k k
dw (Al)
W plane
A^, b, k, k^ are constants which have to be evaluated, depending on the 
shape of the electrodes and their relative dimensions.
2.1. 3.2.1 Evaluai:ion_of A^
From the expression
w
z = A.
r 2 i (w - 1/b )
dw
( 2 1 
0 (w - — 2
kl
) / (w2 - ^ ) ( w 2 - 1)
k
we can have
k k. 2 r
w
z = A
1 b 2
(1 - b2w 2)
2 2
1 
2 2 2 2,2
 --  dw
( l - k ^ w ) ( l - w )  ( 1 - k w )
z.54 -
Considering the Z plane configuration, when w passes through the
1 *t*frS
value —  , z changes abruptly from (® + jO)to(«> + j — — ) ; hence
kl 2
k k ‘
A '^^'s - a ___
3 2 " 1 , 2b
(1 - b 2/k12 )
+ e
l i k 2 ; 
2(1 - — ) (1 - £ — )
kl V
dw
(1 - k^w)
(e infinitesimal quantity)
. ir
This last integral is a log function and its value is j — .
kl
Considering that
k, = k sn (a,k)
i
2 2 2 
(1 - k sn a) = dna
2 5(1 - sn a) = cna
we have
t+s dna cna
, 2 2  ,2 k sna
k sn a - b
( A2)
2.1.3. 2. 2 £han£ejc£ Vari£ble£._ Evaluat_ion_of b ^ k ^  kj^
To meet the Jacobi’s form of elliptic integrals we will make 
the following changes of variables:
w = sin <j)
COS (j)
*
k.
snp 
cnp 
am p 
k sna
dw = cnp dnp dp
We have then
z = A^k
t 2 2 ,2k sn a - b
II (<{>,a,k) + F(<f>,k)
When (1 k^w) changes from a positive to a negative number its logarithm increases jtt
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5 3 5 4changing the Legendre’s form n(<f>,a,k) to Jacobi's 3
nC^jCtjk) = p + -— n(p,a) Y 5 9 r cna dna
yields
z = A
x b2
2 2 2
sna (k sn a - b ) N ,2 2
--------j— ---- — II(p,a) + p k sn a
cna dna - * 1 ...(A3)
finally, using the value of from equation A2 we have,
z =
t+s
n(p,a) - p G, . • • ( AM )
with
G
2
k sna cna dna
2 ~  ,2 , 2 2  
b - k sn a
Concerning the evaluation of b, k and k^, they are the parameters 
which will describe the cable’s cross section and so they will depend on
the slot aperture. All the dimensions can be fixed with two ratios (for
14*3 ii 4*3
example and therefore we have only two independent parameters.
'S'.
We will give a value to b and find k and k^ (or k and a, as kj = k sn a) 
for different slots. Later we will discuss, the influence of the chosen 
value for b, in the results.
As we saw 'in table Al, the point w = £  kas its equivalent!, at z = g+j
in the Z plane. The change of variables made, w = sin (f> and <j> = am p, 
are equivalent to a transformation of the W plane to a P^ plane. In Appendix 
B we can see how this transformation takes place and how to relate the
value w = with its equivalent in the Pw plane. We have then
fO
j r
+
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being
Z plane W plane plane
= F(sin 1 ( J  — ) , k') 
b / i,, 2
. . .(A5 )
For the point considered, we have:
g + j I  = fn(K + j ¥b , a) - (K + j ¥b ) G27T
Appendix C shows how to divide, the third kind elliptic integral 
with complex argument, into real and imaginary parts.
We then have:
s+t
K[Z(a) - G2]
= STG
s+t
2 ¥b [Z(o) - ?  - G2]
b
= STT
(A6)
with
k sna cna dna
2 2 2 
b - k sn a
L = (-1)m 2q
m
2m, sinh ^  sinm(l-q )
imra
K
m=l
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K'
-* K
K ’ > ip. = FD
• _ 1  (s m  (. ) , k'
Defining the cross section by the ratios STG and STT a value for
k and a must be found that will satisfy simultaneously both equations.
This can be done by cross-plotting; finding a set of values of k and a
which satisfy the first equation, doing the same for the second set and
looking for the point in common. As the series which defines L is only
valid for < K f and has a very poor convergence for values of ^  near
the values of K', we must choose b such that is as small as possible
relative to K ! or, referring to the W plane, the value of ^  must be nearer 
I—  than 1. On the evaluation of L, to avoid the calculation of hyperbolic
k
sine and the quotient which reach very high and very low values, we can 
substitute the series by
L = L , +m=l
-m J  (K1 - \p,)
( -1 )™  K b  . .  mrra  e son —
m
m=2
or, still with a high accuracy
s m
L = arc tan
TTOt
K
1 + e
£ ( k ' - V
cos
TTOt
K
2.1. 3. 3 ^hird. ^ m ^ f o r m a t i _ o n
We have now to transform the upper half of the W plane into a 
rectangle in the P plane:
P plane
-K
The sum of this 
series was 
kindly given by 
Prof. W . E , Will iair 
from the 
University of 
Surrey.
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the transformation is given by the following expression:
p = A2 sn 1 (w,k)
The correspondence of a few points between W and P planes can be 
seen in table A2.
w = utjv p =
0 0
1+jO K+jO
F  + 3°
K+j*b
£ *  jo K+jK'
$ki+jK'
CO jK'
Table A2
where can be evaluated in a similar way to ^  (see Appendix B) and 
its expression is the following:
$ = F
kl
. -1 , . 
s m  (sna)■1
To find the constant k ^ we must go back to the boundary 
conditions; as we can see in the summary of the four configurations, (Figs. 1, 
3 and 4) presented in 2.1.2, the inner and outer conductors surfaces 
appear, in the P plane, as the lines $ = 0  and $ = K respectively; the 
slot's edge is the point p = K+jT^. .
» *
As we know that the conductors surfaces are equipotentials and 
assuming the potential V for the outer, we can say that when w = 1, p = $ = V.
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As
sn"1 (l,k) = K
we have
V = A2 K , or a 2 = |
The expression of the third transformation is then
p = sn 1(w9k) = J  + j f .. * (A7)
We can realize now that the possible values for $ (0 $ $ $ K) are the values 
of the possible potentials between the inner and the outer conductors; 
using the value of the constant A ^ we can deal with the expression
or
so varying $, between zero and K, we vary $ between zero and V, Hence the
K V
straight line (in P plane) ^  —  or $ = -  can be drawn in the first 
configuration (Z* plane) through the 3 expressions that relate the 
transformations.
We will see now how to directly relate the first with the 
last configuration.
- In the W plane9 bearing in mind that
w = u+jv = sn + jT ,k) ,
we have
260 -
u =
sn($l9k) dn ( y ^ k 1)
1 - sn2(^1 skf) dn2($l9k)
v =
cn($l9k) dn(l>1Jk) sn ( Y ^ k ’) cnC^jk’) 
1 - sn2(¥^9k ’) dn2(^19k)
In the Z plane we had
z =
t+s
n(p1#a) - pJL g 2
.••(A8)
with
k sna cna dna
•L 2 .2 2b - k sn a
As (t+s) = 2tt we will write:
z = x+jy = 2 n(pl9a) - 2p1 G2
Dividing the complex argument third kind elliptic integral in a 
similar way as explained in Appendix C9 we end with the following expressions
x = 2
y = 2?:
Z(a) - G,
Z(a) - G,
2R
-  21
(A9 )
with
R =
m=l
2qm mrrr
m(l-q )2nu COsh k " Yi sin m7rK 1
mTr 
K~ “
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for
I =
2q
m(l-q )
m
. , imr mir . m-rr2^  sinh —  f1 cos —  $1 s m  —  a
m=l
< K1
This last condition turns out to be very important as the area 
where is near K’ is the outside area of the slotted cable (see Fig. 5) 
so, for small slots, the convergence of these two series is poor and therefore 
the precision of the results decreases particularly away from the cable 
and near the lines 0’ = 0  and 0’ = tt.
In the Z’ plane we had
Hence, finally
exp (x + log r 1^ )
' = y
1 2f r' = exp { lQg ~  + log - 2R
...(A10)
-  21
These last two expressions relate the electric and magnetic potentials (cj) and i(j) 
between the first and last configuration; a given value of (p and ip can then be 
known(in terms of r' and 0') in the cable’s cross section.
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APPENDIX B
Relation between points of the W and the P^ planes
The transformation w = sin <j) with <j> = am p is intimately related 
with the definition of the first kind elliptic integral
A
A t
fP
t/l-k sin^ <j>
dp = sn (w,k) = F( <f>, k) = p
W plane
j*
P plane w
j K ’ K+/*'
4 -A -f J 1 %  Wf “{< 0 <
transforming the upper half of the W plane into the inside of the rectangle 
in the P^ plane.
The point ~ laying in the real axis somewhere between 1 and
must have, in the P^ plane, a real part equal to K and an imaginary part
with a value between zero and K* , as u = 1 correspond to p = <f> = K and
u = ~ has its equivalent in p ='<().+ ’j ^ ' = K  + jKf
t *•
We have now to relate Y, with b.b
^ = sn (K + j
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sn(K + j ^ )  =
sn (K.,k) dn ( f ^ k 1) + jcn (K,k) dn (K,k) sn ( ^ 9k*) cn ( Y ^ k 1)
as sn (K,k) = 1
cn (K,k) = 0 
dn (K,k) = k*
yields to 
or
1 - sn2('Fb9k ’) dn2 (Ksk)
¥b = dn ^(b,k’)
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APPENDIX C
Division of the third kind eliptical integral with 
complex argument., .in real and imaginary parts
In reference ( 54) we find
n(K+.jK',a) = j || + (K + jK') Z(cO
as well as:
H(p,a) = i  log g g  + p Z(a)
We will first see how from this last expression we can arrive 
’St one, and then, we will s 
n(p,a) into real and imaginary parts.
at the firs ubstitute p by (K + j ^ )  to divide
j || + ( K  + jK')Z(a) = H(KtjK',ot) = |  log ] + (K+jK') Z(a)
it must be
. ira _ . ©(K-a+jK1)
3 K loS ©(K+a+jK1)
from reference (53)
   m
log 0(p) = log c - 2 \   a _ _  cos (2m IE )
/ md-q )
m=l
and, as
cos (atjb) = cos a cosh b - j.-sin a sinh b , 
after some algebraic manipulation, we arrive at
vcl _ 4 \  4 q m  nvrra . , imtK1 , , Nm - 1
r -  3 >  2m, s i n ~  s i n h —  (- x)L  m(l-q )
m=l
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but
s in h
imtK’ I f 1  m * . 1  1 -q
—  = 2 ( - S '  q } = 2 mq q
2m
h ence
7T0t
K
. m-rra 
Sin K
m (-1)
m-1
m=l
fro m  r e f e r e n c e  ( 8 3 )  we know
2-rra . 3-rra
s m  -T 7 -  s m
Tra 0 f . iTd 
—  -  2 ( s i n  —
K K
q.e. d.
Let us see now how to divide H(K + j^,a) into real and
imaginary parts i
As we saw before:
log ©(K-dij^) “ log QCK+a+j^) + KZ(d) + 2(a)
and
m
log 0(K+a+j¥b ) = log £-2 \ -- *— 2irT COS
m=l
m(l-q )
m —  (K^a+j ^ )
for H', < K 1
b
cos m i  (K'+a+j^)
thtt , iriTr . . rMT/v/- N j i mir
s cos j7~ (K+ct) cosh ] s m  £-(K+a) sinh •£—
mir \ \ m m-rracos TT- (K ± a )  = ( - 1 )  cos ——  
R K
. m-rr  ^ , / _ Am . mira
s m  —  (K ± a )  = ± ( - 1 )  s m  —r — 
R R
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The following expression can easily be evaluated:
n(K+jT^,a) = KZ(a) + j Tb Z(a) - L
with
m
L . = \  (-l)m — ^ 9—  sinh ~  Y, sin
m(l-q ) K b
m=l
rmra
K
APPENDIX D
Calculation of the characteristic equation
The coundary conditions for the tangential components of 
electric field, are:
E,
z .
1
Ee.
over the slot (-0 <0<0 ) 
o o
over the conducting wall
Since the left side of the above equations are valid over 
the whole range “ir<0<n, each side cah be multiplied by sin m0 (for 0 components) 
or cos m0 (for z components) and integrated over that range yielding,
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where +0
ahd^
f ( 2 n - l )  tt (0+0  )
Inm cos
---
!
3
O
CD
CM
1
sin m6 d0
-0
+0
nm s m
( 2 n - l )  tt (0 + 0 q ) _ __ cos m0 d0
-0
e 1 for m ?  0
m
§ = 2  for m = 0
ra
...(D5)
Now for the tangential components of the magnetic field the 
matching is done in much the same way as above, but in this instance 
the expansions are valid only over the slot since these components are 
non zero over the wall.
He. \l b
Ho = H0,o b
H - II 
z. z.
1 1
H = H 
z z,
o b
over the slot (-0 <0<0 ) 
o o
and cos
Multiplying both sides by sin
(2r-l) it (0+0Q) 
20
(2r-l) tt (0+Oq)
20 (for 0 components)
, (for z components), integrating over the slot
range and making use of the orthogonal properties of the aperture functions^
yields
k e hr '
A °„r F ’(b) + 2i- B f (b)
m Z m b m m rm
0 G 
o r
m
for r = 1,2,3, NM
k h „
: -f-2- K ’(h b) + 2£.D K (h b)
m l  m o  b m m o
m
J = 0  G 
rm o r
for r = 1,2,3,
CD?)
.NM
V "  B h12 f (b) I = 0 H
m 1 m rm o r ...(D8)
for r  *= I j 2 , 3 .NM
D h K (h b) I
m o m o rm
0 H 
o r
m
.. . (D9 ) 
for r -  1 ,2 ,3 ,   NM
G^ and are eliminated respectively between equations D6 and
D7 and D8 and D9. In addition A , B , C and D are substituted from
m m m m
equations Dl, D2, D3 and D4 into the resultant pair of equations which 
after some algebraic manipulations leads to the following equations:
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F T 1
z_ n rn
n=l
E T 
n rn
n=l
F T ' 
n rn
E T 
n rn
n=l n=l
for r = 1,2,3,  NM
... (DIO)
for r = 1,2,3,  m
This system of equations has a square determinant of order 2r; 
the coefficients are given by,
rn
J J 
rm nm
m=0
k b 
o
m
e F ’ (b) K ’ (h b)
r m . m o
h b  F (b)_ i m
h b K (h b) 
o m o
m fib
k t . 
o m
“ 1 fm^b> * * X K (h to)tn o
h3b3 ^ h 3b3 mo _ *U 1 G *
rn
J I 
rm nm ko
h b 
o
K (h b) 
m o
m o
m=0
rn
j i set
nm rm e
m
1 m
hib C < b>1 m
i K (h b) 1 m o
h b K 1 (h b) 
o m o
m=0
rn rm nm
m=0
f (b) K (h b)
, i m , i ,  m o
^  f'(b) ob K'(h b)
m m o
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APPENDIX E
Discussion of the Number of Terms Necessary to solve 
the Characteristic Equation
When looking for the propagation constant of the quasi-TEM mode, 
a real value should be found; if the determinant is built for
complex quantities, its value will be zero for, in general, a complex 3
(i) the condition that the determinant should be real, was used as 
the first criterion of optimization of the number of terms 
to be used in the series;
The determinant of equation 28 was built using NM terms for the
boundary functions and MM+1 for the inside and outside fields (as the series
begins for m=0, MM is the highest term); the determinant was of order 2NM
and the computer program allowed every parameter to be complex. An iterative
68 •
’Down hill method’ was used to find the value of 3 for which the deter­
minant (DET) was zero; a complex value of 3 is fed as input data and the 
corresponding value of DET is evaluated, as well as at three other surrounding 
values; the next iteration will be done evaluating DET at three points 
around the first iteration values with the smallest DET, The iterations 
continue until the value of DET reaches a predetermined level, and the 
correspondent 3 is given as output data.
This criterion proved to be too expensive as about 50 pence was
being spent for each iteration* Also as 3, h and h- should be real it
o 1
seemed much more convenient to work out another way, using only real Bessel
functions* Still, as Fig. El shows, it was possible to conclude that increasing 
MM
the ratio ^  from 3 to 12, the imaginary part of the propagation constant 
converged to zero.
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(ii) The second criterion used was the matching condition of the
field expressions at a boundary point between the dielectric 
and air:
Taking the 0 components of the inside and boundary fields 
(equations 9 and 15), at the point r=b and -0o<0<0o ,
= J
MM
m=0
A Si F (b) + k Z h B f'(b)
m b  m o o l m m
sin m0 e“J pz
NM
E (“l)n sin 
n
(2n-l)
7T0
20
n=l
and expressing them as functions of the coefficients E^, the matching 
condition shows that
E0i “ E0,
n-1
n
(-1) sin (2n-l)
TT0
20 I sin m0 tt / nm
m-0
, (Kl)
For a perfect match (that will only occur for NM-MM^00) the second
term of the right member should be zero. For a finite NM the evaluation
of a minimum value for MM can be attempted; one might say that the
higher MM the better but, as it will be seen, it is probably not the case.
Since each of the n series terms is multiplied by the coefficient E^ 
and so, without knowing their value, one can not predict the convergence 
to zero of the whole sum. Also, the values of E^ depend on the number
of terms used in the n and m series.
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In order to resolve the situation the loop must be broken 
somewhere. Each term of the n series can be studied and its dependence on 
MM is likely to give an idea of the dependence of the whole NM sum.
After integrating the equation D5 , from appendix D
r -= (-1)
nm
n
= (-D
n
sin (np-m) 
np-m
sin (np+m) 
np+m
sin m0 cos m0 
 o_______ o
m
2 ± 2 np jF m
np = m
where
np = (2n-l) 20
it can be seen that there is a maximum when (2n-l)
20
= m. In other
words when the order of the aperture function equals ?he order of the
inside field term, I has a maximum.
nm
Fig.E2 shows, for a cable with 60 slot the dependence of
7T
convergesI. , I- ' and I*„ with m; lnr 2m 3m
for orders m > (2ti—l)
20
quickly to zero. From this it ean be concluded that°£©r a chosen value
nm
for NM,there must be used a value of MM £ (2NMwl) 
If equation El is written as
J0 „ 
i
« E,
n=l
E A 
n nMM
and A ^ ^  is plotted against MM; it can be seen, from Fig.E3 and E4,
that there is a minimum value of A when MM equals a few orders more than
nMM
(2n~1) IF" * 0f course» when usin8» say NM = 3, & l m , & 2 m  and A 3MM must 
be multiplied by E^, E^ and E^ respectively and then sum, so that the 
final result is not obvious, but the dependence of A ^ ^  must give an 
indication of that result.
■M
m
m5.
«■
276
'rr~:
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It is established now that MM must be at least equal to
7T ♦
(2n-l) -x-r—  , but it is not known yet the influence of the use of more 
28
terms.
(iii) The third criterion used was the dependence of 3 with MM
If the zero of the characteristic equation’s determinant is 
calculated using NM=3 and varying MM, the Fig.E5 can be plotted.
For a cable with 90° slot, (2NM-1) — y—  = 10 and it is already
TT / £
known that MM § 10; the question was the influence of more
terms; as it can be seen, although the optimum number seems to be 
MM - 10, the influence of extra terras is very small.
(iv) In reference (55), Masterman investigates the relative convergence
. MM
by varying NM and MM and also the ratio —  when studying mode conversion 
in waveguide discontinuities; although no formal proof was given* Masterman ; 
concludes that the term of highest order of the aperture functions must t
match the equivalent term of the fields before and after the discontinuity; 
he also says that the use of more terms worse the convergence, this last 
effect being weaker for axial discontinuities.
In conclusion from the three criteria used and Mas terman’s study, 
for a chosen value of NM, MM must equal (2NM-\L) , being 20^ the slot angle.
Regarding NM, it must be as high as possible being°the computer time costs the 
principal limitation.
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APPENDIX F
Evaluation of the coefficients E . F . A . B . C  and D
n n m m m ra
Evaluation.of F and.E 
_________  n______ n
The IBM Scientific Subroutine MFGR deals with such systems 
calculating the solutions in terms of one of them. An arbitrary value 
will be given to F^, while the power is not normalized to 1 watt. The 
solutions for the cases studied are in Table FI when F^ « -10~5.
. .  .8 . . . F2 f 3 E1 e 2 E3
3.13220 4.860 10""6 -1.200 10“J2 -2.060 10"3 1.681 10“3 -1.610 10“ 3
3.12497 -1.141 10“6 0.309 10-13 -2.445 10“ 3 -0.303 10“ 3 0.460 10“ 3
3.06040 -5.367 10~6 -0.813 10”12 -2.532 10“3 -1.934 10-3 -0.934 10~3
2.55920 4.850 10~6 0.625 10~12 -4.115 10“ 3 3.407 10“3 -3.374 10“ 3
2.55875 4.870 10“6 0.52 10~12 -4.160 10“ 3 3.510 10"3 -3.490 K T 3
Table FI
Evaluation of A , B j C and D
m m m . m
Now from equations Dlj D2, D3 and D4 from Appendix D* A^, B^, C
and D can be expressed in terms of F and E * 
m  n n
n
F J 
n nm
m 1 m v /
Their values decrease very quickly after the first terns and then
they are influenced by the maximums of the sums £ F J and £ E I ;
n nm n nm
n n
this influence does not affect the field values, as a good convergence 
for them is normally reached well before m = MM. For and (coeffic­
ients of the outside fields) the influence of K (h b) arid its derivative are
m o
preponderant making them reach values extremely low after a few orders.
Just to illustrate what Was said about these coefficients * Fig. Fl was 
made to show their dependence With m; the case is a 90° slot cable with 
b/a ■ 8/1 and 2.26.
The values of the vertical axis are of log^Q (coeff.), being the 
lower half concerned with the negative values of the coefficients; their 
absolute values depend on the arbitrary value given to F^.
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APPENDIX G
Calculation of the Voltage between 
Inner and Outer Conductor
The path of integration is shown in Fig. G.1, from a 1 to b'
Fig* 0*1
T
such that E, £ E .We then have 
i r •i
V
'r. dri
with
r .
i
-  -  V k iziA h $ F f (r) + -i-i- B m f (r) m 1 m r m m cos m0
m
for 0 = it.
Only the terms m=0, 1 and 2 will be used 
and the Bessel functions will be replaced by their limiting forms for 
small arguments. The results for all the terms are as follows:
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APPENDIX H
Integration to Calculate P.
P.
l 1  Re
2tt b'
r r
•
/  «
0 a
Er. H0? 
1 1
H * E q 
r . 0.l l
r d0 dr
where
E = -j 
r J
^1^1
A h B F* (r) + — —  
m 1 m r
B m f (r) 
m m
cos m0 e-j$z
m
He, = +j
k i h i B™
A -5 — i  F' ( r )  + -S- ftiB f  ( r )  
in Z, m r m
cos ra0 e
m
H « +j
t.i
i
k 1 .
A -r- ? Fm (r) + Bmm Z^ r m 1 m m
sin ra0 e •jpz
m
A SS. f (r) + k- Z- h- B V  (r) 
m r ra 1 1 1 m m
sin m6 e
-jpz
m
1b smaller
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Making the multiplications there will be 6 different integrals
in 0
2ir
d0 = 2ir
2tt
cos2 0 d0 = 77
2 tt
cos 0 d0 = 0
0
2tt
cos 20 d0 = 0
2tt
cos2 20 d0 = 77
277r
cos 0 cos 20 d0 = 0
so only the terms that have an integration in 0 different of zero will 
be integrated in r.
Those terms are, after performing the integration between a and b
P. \ 
il
8 V  . b +■=— --- Jin *“ ■ +
zi 71 a
k,g k 
1 a] 
4irZ,
3 k k,
al bl ' 
4t7 h„
1 +
2a 2b
2a 2b4
3 kl Z 1 kb.
477 h.
b JL_ . b
9 4 91 2 2 a
2a 2b a
3 k- k 
J. a,
977 Z.
4a 4b
a ^ o o b— r + 2 Jin —  
4 a
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43
9 tt h.
u * 2 9 T,b a . 2 0 b
— Z ----T + T  £n T, 6 ,,4 2 a
4a 4b a
for the product , and
l l
P-T = A „i2 o i 4 tt Z, 2a 2b‘
2 £n —  
a
S2 k k 
ai bx
4ir h„
1r'-2k, a r
1 +
2b“ 2 a
■t? + —  &n —
3 a a
k J  k 2 
J; aJ _
9tt Z„ 4a
S-7- - 2 l n ^  
4b
2B2 k k, , 2
a2 2 f kl 
+  —  - — —  1 +  —
9ir h, \ B2
a3 b4 . 2  b_____ - + _  £n _
4b4 4a a a
4tt h. 2a4 2b2
2 0 b
-*r Jon —
2 a
a
48 k, Z, k,
•L i D,
9tt h. / 6 44a 4b
2 0 b
T  aa
for the product EQ H* 
i i
The ratio between the coefficients and A q is represented by 
A_ B„
A
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The value of Aq, normalized to 1 watt, is given by
2 P k
A \ I p -Tp--— —  when P = 1
The term P ^  is two or three orders of magnitude smaller than P ^  as the 
r component of the electric field and the 0 component of the magnetic 
field are the most important. Table HI shows a summary of the results:
b
a
e
r
slot
E H * 
(f ri »i
' 4
r
4
E H * 
ri A
oA 2
oJ J
A 2
o
8
1 2.26
60* 2.139 10"1 5.036 10"3 3.004
180° 2.071 10"1 3.09 10”3 3.0143
1.5 60°
1.131 10"1 3.27 10“4 4.162
8
3
5.32 10“2 2.07 10"5 6.036
Table H 1
and the value of P. is the sum of P., and P. . A , k , k , k, and i il is o ’ a^* a2 b^
k, can be taken from Table 4. brt
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APPENDIX I
Integration for the Evaluation of the Power 
Lost on the Inner Conductor
2tt
R
P = a
c. 2 1
H, d0 with
r=a
[ kihi- Am F'(a) - —  m $ f (a) m a m cos m0
m
Using only the terms m O ,  1 and 2, and as
2 ttr
d0 *= 2tt
2 tt
cos 0 cos 20 d0 - 0
2fr
cos 0 d0 » 0
2tt
cos2 8 d0 = ir
2 IT
cos 20 d0 = 0
2 tt
r
cos2 20 d0 = TT
it will be
where
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APPENDIX J
Partial Reproduction of Reference (45)
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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APPENDIX K
Description of the Cables which are Referred 
to along this Thesis
Cable 1
Specially made short length 
Construction:
Slot:
Diameter of conductors:
Length:
Cable 2
Specially made short length cable: ‘
Construction: inner - solid copper
dielectric - air or paraffin wax (e^ ~ 2.3) 
outer - brass tube (thickness 1.58 mm) j 
Slot: 60° |
Diameter of conductors: 5.5/1.58 mm *
Length: 2.02 metre
Cable 3
STC - 180
Type: KT0461 j
Construction: Inner -solid copper j
Dielectric - polythene |
Outer - longitudinal copper tape 
Coverage: 50%
Diameter of conductors: 15.7 mm/2.4 mm 0.619l,/0.096"
Largest overall diameter: 20.0mm
Impedance: 75 Q
Velocity ratio: 61%
Manufacturer: Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.
Wednesbury Street, NEWPORT, MON.
NPT 0WS, UK
cables:
inner - solid copper
dielectric - air or paraffin wax (e ~ 2.3) 
outer - copper foil (thickness 0.1 mm)
30°; 600; g0o and 180°
8/1 mm 
~ 1 metre
Gable 4
STC - 36
Type: KT0458
Construction: Inner - solid copper
Dielectric - polythene 
Outer - longitudinal copper tape 
Coverage: 90% (slot opening is 36° wide)
Diameter of conductors: 15.7 mm/2.4 mm 0.619M/0.096,f
Largest overall diameter: 20.0 mm
Impedance: 75 ft
Velocity ratio: 65% measured
Manufacturer: Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.
Wednesbury Street, NEWPORT, MON. 
NPT 0WS, UK
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Cable 5
STC - 64°
Type:
Construction:
Coverage:
Diameter of conductors: 
Largest overall diameter: 
Impedance
Cable 6
KABELMETAL 
Type:
Construction:
Coverage:
Diameter of conductors: 
Largest overall diameter:
Cable 7 
BICC 
Type:
Construction:
Coverage:
Diameter of conductors: 
Largest overall dimension: 
Impedance:
Velocity ratio: 
Manufacturer:
Cable 8
Andrews
Type:
Construction:
Coverage:
Diameter of conductors: 
Largest overall dimension: 
Impedance:
Velocity ratio: 
Manufacturer:
KT0459
Inner - solid copper 
Dielectric polythene 
Outer - longitudinal copper tape 
82.1%
15.7 mm/2.4 mm 0.619"/0.096"
20.0 mm
75ft
AHF 60-6/17
Inner - solid copper
Dielectric - PE vacuum
Outer - corrugated copper tape with
longitudinal slot. Outer sleeving of
hard black plastic
Measured to be 262° ±10° = 73% ±3%
17.0 mm/5.8 mm - 0.669M/0.228n 
24 mm/0.9411
■ j
RPC 5097 C
Inner - solid copper
Dielectric - polythene thread and tube 
Outer - copper wire braid 
67% !
10 mm/2.3 nun 0.39,!/0.09n I
16.8 mm/0.66" I
75 ft
85% measured
British Insulated Gallenderfs Cables Ltd. 
HELSBY, CHESHIREj UK
RADIAX RX4/1
Inner - copper coated aluminium 
Dielectric - foam
Outer - solid copper with small windows 
92.6% (estimated)
14 mm/4.4 mm 0.54M/0.17U
15.8 mm/0.62"
50 ft
82% (measured)
Andrews Antenna Systems 
LOCHGELLY, FIFE, UK
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Cable 9
FONT cable (reference 62 and 45)
Construction: braided coaxial cable
Mesh characteristics: number of strands 8
width of strands 1 mm
distance between strands 3.761 mm
coverage ratio 0.375
angle of strand with axial axis 30
transfer inductance ~ 40 nH/m
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APPENDIX L
Patent and Publication
Patent
During the course of this work and relating directly to it 
a British Patent (application 10237/74, filed 9.3.74) was applied for.
Subj ect: relating to a means of reducing the effect of the
standing waves along a radiating cable
Inventors:
Rolf Johannessen, Peter K. Blair, Antonio S.C. Fernandes 
and John C. Greenwood.
Publication
The following publication relates directly to this work:
Some Engineering Considerations Affecting the Use of Radiating 
Cables in Communications between Vehicles and Traffic Control 
Centres. P.L. Harms, R. Johannessen and Antonio S.C. Fernandes. 
Symposium on Leaky Feeder Radio Communication Systems,
University of Surrey, April 1974.
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SOME ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING THE USE 
OF RADIATING CABLES IN COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN 
VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTRES
P.L. Harms, R. Johannessen and A.S.C. Fernandes
1. INTRODUCTION
The UK Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) are 
considering radiating cables located along principal roads as one possible 
means of achieving localised radio communication between the roadside and 
the vehicle. The signal zones will be divided into message blocks, each 
block being up to 1 km in length and the width of two carriageways which 
can be up to 40 metres. A clearly defined signal boundary is required at 
the end of each block and there must be reliable .communication at all times 
under a variety of conditions. Adequate signal bandwidth is required for 
multi-channel operation.
The highway and vehicle present a hostile environment to a 
communication system and the cable cannot be protected in the usual way 
by armoured sheaths or deep ducts and still remain an effective radiator.
The work reported on in this paper is part of a joint study arising 
out of a contract between Standard Telecommunication Laboratories (STL) and 
TRRL arid signal strength variations have been measured when the cables are 
mounted in configurations that .may be encountered on a highway. The paper 
Assumes the reader is familiar with some of the'basic characteristics of 
radiating cables - notably their construction and usage. In line with the 
general theme of this conference the emphasis is on engineering considerations 
and three aspects have been selected for discussion, viz. mounting methods, 
on/off ratio and signal strength variations. It is suggested that by using 
the probability distribution of measured path attenuation, the performance 
of cables can be quantified and therefore compared under different conditions. 
A mathematical model of cable performance is also discussed.
Mr. P.L. Harms is with the UK Transport and Road Research Laboratory;
Mr. R. Johannessen and Mr. A.S.C. Fernandes arewith Standard Telecommunication 
Laboratories Limited. .
o
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2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF CABLE MOUNTING
A number of different ways of mounting radiating cables can be 
conceived and the important thing is to determine which method is both
practical, secure and suitable in terras of the path attenuation which it
gives rise to. Some early tests of transmission via radiating cables 
were carried out on a section of the M4 motorway west of London Airport, 
Heathrow. Here the cable was laid on the concrete surface between the 
two crash barriers which separate east and west bound carriageways.
Some main roads and motorways have a grass surface at the central reserv­
ation and this is therefore another possibility. Alternative mounting 
methods which are under consideration are: !
(a) to suspend the cable from the crash barriers or from specially
prepared posts;
(b) to bury the cable in earth or stone drains;
(c) to bury the cable in the road surface itself.
The possibility of theft of the cable or indeed of damage to it 
when a vehicle runs into the central reservation gives rise to a search 
for ways of locating the cable under ground, and this is the main reason 
for the interest in possibilities (b) and (c) above.
3* QUANTIFYING CABLE PERFORMANCE
An important engineering consideration in any communications 
system is the propagation attenuation between transmitter and receiver.
In this respect radiating cables are no exception. If it is desired to 
achieve communication between base and a mobile travelling a known path 
under known conditions, then the simplest way to describe that attenuation 
is by a continuous plot of attenuation against distance. Such a plot is 
easy to'obtain experimentally and is a factual record.
It is however an inconvenient description when it comes to 
determirie how much better or worse a particular cable is in a particular 
configuration than some other combination. VIhen it is desirable to compare
the cost effectiveness of a particular operational system such plots must 
be replaced - or at least augmented - by a more precise description.
The most common way to quantify a configuration is to specify a 
cable’s insertion loss and coupling. The former is simple to measure and 
whereas some early radiating cables had an insertion loss which depended 
greatly upon the cable’s environment, most serious manufacturers of 
radiating cables have now found ways of keeping the insertion loss substan­
tially independent of the surrounding. An early STC design for instance 
gave an insertion loss of 28 dB/km at 105 MHz with the cable suspended in 
air whereas the same cable laid on concrete gave 118 dB/km at the same 
frequency. However, STC has now produced a radiating cable which has an 
insertion of 27 dB/km at 105 MHz and where the variation caused by install­
ation on concrete or grass as opposed to an air suspended cable is less 
than 2 dB/km. With such cables the insertion loss is a useful way of 
partly quantifying the cable performance.
Different definitions of coupling are in use, but a convenient 
way is to sample the total attenuation between mobile aerial and cable 
feed point along a line parallel to the cable axes. The least square fit 
straight line y = ax + b then gives a good measure for the cable performance 
in its environment, and the constant a, b and s is a good summary. ’b 1 is ^
a measure for the coupling* *a' is the effective slope which generally j
differs from the insertion loss and ’s' is the RMS of the deviation from j
the line. In Fig. 1 is shown a number of such samples along with the 
least square fit line for a particular cable in a particular environment,
A fundamental weakness of this approach to quantification is 
however that a configuration giving the continuous plot as shown in Fig. 2 
would yield the same a, b, and s as the configuration giving the continuous 
plot as in Fig* 3*
A method of describing the cable performance more accurately is 
to plot the distribution of attenuation in a probability form. This copes 
with the difference between Figs. 2 and 3 and it readily enables the decision 
to be taken as to transmitter power and receiver sensitivity required to 
achieve a certain probability of success in communication. This is surely 
the only satisfactory engineering approach.
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4. TESTS WITH CABLES ON ’CLEAN1 SITES
The study for the TRRL has so far concentrated on measurements 
of the cables in a clean environment, that is away from other disturbing 
features - and then to evaluate in realistic environments the effect of 
other real life disturbances. For such a clean environment STL has chosen 
as the prime test site an airfield having both a wide open space and a 
limited amount of disturbing electrical features such as overhead power 
cables and metal fences. On this site tests have been carried out with 
cables in^the following five configurations:
(a) Cable suspended from wooden posts with a mean height above 
ground of one metre approximately.
(b) Cable located on grass.
(c) Cable located on the concrete road surface.
(d) Cable contained in a plastic pipe which itself was buried one 
foot down in a two feet deep stone drain using 3/4" washed stone.
(e) Cable contained in a plastic pipe which was buried in a one 
foot deep trench backfilled with soil.
In Figs. 4 and 5 are shown a sample of the results which are 
presented as a probability distribution. The figures represent the case of 
a 400 metre long cable fed at one end and terminated With a resistive load 
at the other. Measurements were carried out along a line parallel to the 
cable at the distance shown in the figure. Each curve represents the 
distribution of some 550 measurements taken at regular intervals. The 
points whose distribution is shown in these figures represent the amount 
of power (dBW) appearing at the terminals of a tuned dipole, vertically 
polarised, when the radiating cable was energised by one watt of unmodulated 
carrier. The height of the receiving antenna was approximately 2 metres.
Assuming the design criterion is to achieve reliable communication 
in 95% of the cases, then Fig. 5 shows the path attenuation for a 3.5 metre 
spacing between air suspended cable axes and mobile to be 93 dB for the 
particular cable tested, whereas the same cable on grass gives an attenuation 
of 97 dB. Thus the penalty in going to the less favourable configuration 
for this particular cable is 4 dB. The differential path loss when 
different configurations are compared depends to some extent on whether
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the 50% value or the 95% value is taken, it varies also between different 
cables. In Table 1 is given a summary based on two different cable types, 
both 50% and 95% values are shown and the guide suggested is the most 
pessimistic of the values taking the suspended case as the reference.
Table 1
. Differential Path Loss in dB for 
Different Configurations
Distance 4 m 13 m Guide
Probability +• 50% 95% 50% 95%
Suspended C 0 0 0 0
On grass +4 +4 -1 +1 +4
Concrete +6 +5 +2 +4 +6
Stone drain +7 +6 +6 +6 +7
fn, soil +14 +12 +13 +14 +14
5. TESTS WITH CABLE ON CRASH BARRIER
The possibility of attaching a radiating cable to a crash barrier 
was investigated at the test track belonging to TRRL at Crowthorne where 
a steel crash barrier runs along one side. The metal horizontals have a 
maximum height above the asphalt road surface of 0.8 metres. The barrier 
is held up by metal uprights spaced apart by 1.6 metres.
A comparison was made as previously between the received signal 
from the cable laid on top of the crash barrier - with that received when 
the cable was located immediately below the crash barrier. This particular 
cable was 500 metres long.
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The probability distribution for the two configurations are
shown in Fig. 6 where the distance between receiving antenna and cable
was 3.5 metres. Similar curves were obtained for measurement runs at 
distances from the cable of 7.2 metres and 10.9 metres. In Table 2 is 
summarised the differential path attenuation for the two configurations 
for the three distances. In each case the value chosen is the one
required to achieve communication with 95% probability.
*
Table 2
Increase in path attenuation comparing cable on crash barrier 
with cable on the ground below the barrier.
Range from cable 3.5 m 7.2 m 10.9 m
Increase in attenuation 12 dB 14 dB 13 dB
It is worth pointing out that there is a large difference in the 
mean slope of the two curves in Fig. 6. This was borne out by a consistent 
difference between the RMS value in the two configurations as summarised 
in Table 3.
Table 3
Comparison of RMS of deviation from least square fit.
Range from cable 3.5 m 7.2 m 10.9 m
Cable on the barrier 
Cable below barrier
7.6 dB 
3.1 dB
7.1 dB 
3.5 dB
7 i 2 dB 
3.2 dB
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6 . OFF/OFF RATIO
An important engineering feature is the degree to which radiation 
from the radiating cables may be confined to desired locations. Ideally 
one would always wish to have a reliable communication link between 
transmitting cable and receiver whilst the receiver is alongside the cable, 
whereas it would be preferable to render the link inoperative beyond where 
the cable ends. This would minimise spectrum pollution and, if several 
cable sections were placed after each other, would ensure that the signal 
picked up by a receiver is only from the adjacent cable.
The received signal level does not however drop off suddenly at 
the cable ends, but decays gradually. The decay in dB/m is fast over the 
first 50-100 metres and then slows off.
An expression for the degree to which the ideal is achieved is 
here termed the on/off ratio.
In order to find this on/off ratio, measurements arc first carried 
out along a line parallel to the cable axes and alongside the cable only. 
From the probability distribution is found the signal level 'A' which 
exceeds 5% of the samples. Measurements are then carried out beyond the 
terminated end of the cable starting 100 metres from the termination and 
extending S. further 100 metres out. From the resulting probability 
distribution is found the signal level ’B* Which exceeds 95% of the sample. 
There is therefore 93% probability of exceeding ^ A1 While along the cable 
and 95% probability of being below *B* while beyond the first 100 metres 
after the cable* The difference (A-B) is what is here termed the 
1 on-off ratio1. ‘
The ratio does of course depend on a number of parameters such as:
(a) The cable length* The longer the cable the weaker will be
signal level fA**
(b) The .distance *d! between cable axes and the point of measurement.
The greater the ’df, the weaker will be level 1A'.
(c) The distance from the cable termination end to the commencement 
of the ’off' section. The greater this distance the weaker will 
be ,B'.
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It may also be argued that 95% 'on' to 95% ’off* is too tight 
a specification and possibly an 80/80% ratio would be adequate.
In Table 4 is shown how the on/off ratio varies in some different 
combinations of cable type, mounting method, frequency and distance from 
cable axes. For all combinations the cable length was 400 metres.
Table 4
- On/off ratio for different conditions.
Cable Type Mounting Frequency Distance 1d’ 95% on/off
Small Air suspended 105 MHz 3.5 metres 26 dB
Windows Air suspended 105 MHz 13.2 metres 15 dB
Loose On Grass 105 MHz 3.5 metres 28 dB
braid Air suspended 105 MHz 13.2 metres 28 dB
Long Air suspended 105 MHz 13.2 metres 20 dB
slot .
■
On.concrete 156 MHz 3.5 metres 24 dB
7. STANDING WAVES
The standing waves we refer to are variations in signal level 
experienced as one moves along a line'parallel and alongside the cables.
These variations are superimposed on the gradual variation resulting from 
the insertion loss of the cable and are frequently of a fairly regular 
nature. They have been observed on a variety of sites and with many 
different cable types.
Several experiments have been carried out all of which are directed 
towards finding their cause* The outcome of these tests along with some 
tentative conclusions may be summarised as follows:
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'(a) The wavelength of the standing waves when the cables were energised
at 105 MHz (X = 2.85 metres) was a mean value of 1.6 metres when , o
two different cables were measured in the same surroundings at the 
airfield site. The cables had a measured velocity ratio of around 
83% but their constructions were very different. Measurements were 
carried out 4.1 metres from a 400 metre length of cable which was 
laid on a concrete surface.
(b) The mean wavelength close to the sending end of this cable is the 
same-as the mean wavelength near the termination end of the cable.
(c) The signal maximum to minimum ratio is commonly 10 dB but some very 
large ratios - up to 40 dB - have been found suggesting a good 
equality between the constituent vector elements.
(d) The mean amplitude in dB of the swings at the sending end is similar 
to that at the termination end 400 metres away suggesting that the 
signals which interfere with each other have similar propagating 
characteristics.
(e) Measuring the standing waves along parallel tracks which are also
. parallel to the cable axes show that if the distance from the cable 
is increased in small steps then the axial position of the minima 
does not alter. This is shown in Fig. 7 where the standing wave 
is measured along 6 parallel 10 metre lengths, the first being 3.6 
metres from the cable and the last 4.6 metres from the cable axes. 
Referring to Fig. 8 this suggests the constituent signal vector 
forming the hull arrive in a symmetric form about that perpendicular 
fAB!'to the cable which passes through the signal null. Sources 
located at 'Cf and TD' could give such a pattern, sources ’E"1 and ’F 1 
cbuld do the same, but sources at ’E' and fD! could not.
(f) The standing wave pattern was noted in one particular case and the 
cable was then physically moved axially along with its termination 
and transmitter. A new standing wave pattern arose, it had a somewhat 
different form, some of the nulls had clearly moved but there was no 
clear correlation between the physical distance the cable was shifted 
and the movement of the waveform.
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(g) A particular mathematical model was tried in which the cable was
replaced by a linear array of 500 equally spaced isotropic radiators.
The excitation of this array was consistent with an end fed radiating
cable having an 80% velocity ratio, an insertion loss of 81 dB/km
and a perfect short circuit at the far end. The frequency was 100 MHz
and the array was 150 metres long. The resultant signal in space
-2 .assuming the field strength decays as d is as shown m  Fig. 9.
This model did not show up the standing waves which are most prominent 
in the experiment but the model shows a slow oscillation of 18 dB 
amplitude peak to peak and a wavelength of 10-20 metres. Such a 
slow oscillation has been noted experimentally with a similar wave­
length and amplitude.
8. CONCLUSIONS
(a) The paper suggests that a performance of a cable/configuration may­
be concisely described by the probability distribution of propagation 
attenuations in the cable's proximity. Based on such techniques 
different mounting methods may be compared.
(b) Attention is drawn to the fact that a cable located in a reasonably 
dry stone drain gives a signal level which is only some 7 dB weaker 
than the level from the same cable mounted in air from non-conducting 
supports; This is probably due to the large % by volume of air in 
such a drain.
(c) When a cable is mounted on a metal crash barrier, coupling is
« * 
encouraged presumably by reradiation from the metal barrier. A large
increase in standing wave oscillations accompanies this reradiation.
(d) The degree to which radiation from cables is confined to the immediate 
area is defined in terms of an on/off ratio and measurements suggest 
that the protection between successive cable installations may be in 
the region of 10-30 dB depending on specified conditions.
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(e) An experimental programme concerned with the standing waves along 
a radiating cable suggest these signal variations are caused by an 
interaction between cable and its surroundings.
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